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FOREWORD 
 

 I take great pleasure in welcoming all of you to this great assembly of scholars and 

researchers through the International Conference on English Language and Literature 

which is jointly organised by the Division of English, School of Science and Humanities, 

Karunya Institute of Technology and Sciences and Bodhi International Journal of 

Research in Humanities, Arts and Science. The main aim of this conference is to bring 

together local and international academics, educators, planners, teachers and 

professionals to exchange views, insights and opinions on past and current practices in 

the areas of language, literature and culture. Instead of being confined to the four walls of 

the university, this conference acts as a forum that brings exposure to the undergraduate, 

post-graduate students, Research Scholars and Faculties. The participants are able to 

present their research papers in a world class forum and gain invaluable experiences. Let 

us engage in discussions of the common trends in our fields of research and find common 

ground on which we can stand on to appreciate and integrate each other’s findings into 

our own. 

 It is only through research and practice that we could contribute to the nation and the 

world at large with the advances and innovations in the field of social sciences and 

humanities to ensure a balanced growth in the society. Sustaining progress in research for 

the advancement of the society is a very challenging task. It takes continuous effort and 

sacrifice to provide new insights on issues pertaining literature, language and culture that 

would benefit the students and the nation. I would like to congratulate and thank for 

organising this international conference in Coimbatore. In fact, Bodhi Journal and the 

English Division from School of Science and Humanities, Karunya Institute of Technology 

and Sciences has brought the international world to the door step of this Institute.  

 This conference also acts as platform to begin networking among scholars and 

researchers from all nooks and corners of India as well as from around the world and to 

generate sequels of collaborative research and publications which is the primary goal of 

this conference. By attending this conference, the postgraduate students get an 

opportunity to publish in an international journal which at the same time fulfills the 

requirement of the senate for them to graduate. This conference acts as a stepping stone 

for new researchers and post graduate students to further embark into more international 

conferences. This conference also provides an access in producing a more contributing 

and productive future generation which will aid the nation of India to prosper in the 

international arena ensuring that the nation will be on the same platform with other 

prosperous countries. 

 I also thank everyone who has contributed for the success of this conference directly 

or indirectly and pray that the teamwork will continue and grow in the years to come. 

Thank you. 

 

“Knowledge brightens the path of the Seeker”. 



  



EDITORIAL 

 We use language as a means of expression, communication and interaction. Teaching 

and Learning is a process in academia where language is inevitable. Faculty members of 

any subject would accept that they require a language in the classroom to explain a 
concept. The study of the English language provides the perfect context for the analysis of 

literature, and the study of English literature enhances an understanding of the language 

working in practice. The two disciplines complement each other, and offer a great variety – 

of subject matter and learning and assessment methods. 

 This special issue comes in two volumes on both language and literature. The first 

volume consists of 50 articles both in language and literature. The articles touch a area of 

the researchers’ interest and emerging trends in language and literature. They also explore 

the new avenues where people find something could be filled in with. The published 
articles in this volume bridge the gap in the field of language and literature. The articles 

are highly informative with exhaustive research and outcomes are quite innovative and 

enlightening. The readers of these articles will have something to store for their life. 

 The editorial team appreciates all the contributors for their research novelty and 

innovative outcomes.  We also appreciate all the readers who invest their time to cherish 

these ideas into practical steps. Language is to express and literature is to follow and live. 
We sincerely thank the publishers and the team who put their effort to bring out this 

special issue. 

 At this Moment we make our Sincere thanks to Management and all faculty fraternity 

of English Department for this Successful Academic event backed by their wholehearted 

contributions and supports, which exhorted us at large that are really appreciably 
commendable.  
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A GLANCE OF THE GLASS MENAGERIE BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS ON 

THE CANVAS OF 20TH CENTURY AMERICAN DRAMA 

 
Susmi Mariam Blesson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Science & Humanities, CMS College of Engineering and Technology, Coimbatore 

 

Abstract 
 Literature holds up a mirror to life. Twentieth century American theatre witnessed a sea change which challenged long-established 
traditions that regulated theatrical representation. Realism brought out the emotional conflicts in contemporary social relations. The 
attempt to make the stage a photographic imitation of the actual world and the view that stage is symbolic and has symbolic functions 
remained as two extremes. There lies the significance of combining both modes by Tennessee Williams. The Postwar drama (1945-1960) 
was revived by Tennessee Williams and Arthur Miller. Tennessee Williams is one of the most lyrical dramatists. He became popular with 
the Glass Menagerie (1944) a play that originated from his own experience and his dysfunctional family. It won the New York Drama 
Critics Circle Award for the best play of the time. He is adored for the theatricality of his plays and also for adopting poetic devices into the 
theatre. Music correlates with all the happenings on the stage. Symbols play a significant role in this play. The stage directions enable us 
to understand the plot and the characters better. The themes of illusions and dreams lie in the characters ’question of survival from their 
dark and stiff reality. Amanda Wingfield, an abandoned wife striving to meet both ends meet always try to cheer the children with her old 
glories. Laura Wingfield, a fragile, innocent, young lady found it’s hard to pursue her business school studies. Her weakness of 
personality is being brought by the glass menagerie she possesses and cares extensively. Tom Wingfield basically an adventurous man 
struggles to shoulder the family responsibility winnowing his wishes. The Glass Menagerie was made into films in 1950,1966,1973,1987. 
In 2004 it was taken for a Malayalam movie titled ‘akale’ which means far.  
  

Introduction 

 Life in its varied levels and stages can be 

observed and experienced through literature. 

As it is said, literature holds up a mirror to life. 

From times immemorial, writers have been 

exploring the various dimensions of life. Every 

age has its own aspirations, trends, tastes and 

styles which reflect in the works of that time.  

 Twentieth century American theatre 

witnessed a sea change which challenged long-

established traditions that regulated theatrical 

representation. It could devise new forms of 

theatre including modernism, expressionism, 

impressionism, political theatre and 

experimental theatre. 

 Realism began with Russian playwrights 

such as Ivan Turgenev, Alexander Ostrovsky, 

Leo Tolstoy and continued by Emile Zola in 

France and Henrik Ibsen in Norway in the late 

19th century i.e. 1870’s and 80’s and came to 

establish in Britain and North America in the 

20th century. 

  Ideas of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung 

emphasized social and psychological aspects of 

ordinary man. They inspired the playwrights to 

probe the psyche of man. Realism brought out 

the emotional conflicts in contemporary social 

relations. 

 After 1900 Prof. George Pierce Baker began 

to teach playwriting at Harvard University. The 

Province Town Players founded the 

Playwright‘s Theater in 1915 that made a 

tremendous progress in the American theatre 

which resulted in the great works of Eugene O 

Neill who may be considered as the father of 

20th century American drama. The general 

concern for realism led to the extreme such as 

getting every detail on the costumes, real doors, 

real water taps on stage, and genuine gravel for 

walks and T.V sets that showed program etc.  

 The attempt to make the stage a 

photographic imitation of the actual world and 

the view that stage is symbolic and has 

symbolic functions remained as two extremes. 

On one extreme we see Ibsen adopting realism 

and expression but on the other extreme Brecht. 

 There lies the significance of combining 

both modes by Tennessee Williams, Arthur 

Miller. They compiled psychological realism by 

exposing individual characters and their state of 

mind, their public image. Individual perspective 

became diverse and began representing the 

complex demographics of American society. 
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Theater attendance declined after the Great 

Depression. The Postwar drama (1945-1960) was 

revived by Tennessee Williams and Arthur 

Miller.  

 Tennessee Williams is one of the most 

lyrical dramatists. He became popular with the 

Glass Menagerie (1944) a play that originated 

from his own experience and his dysfunctional 

family. The New York Times after twenty years 

wrote that ‘the American theater has never been 

the same since the premier of The Glass 

Menagerie.’ This memory play was developed 

from his 1943short play “Portrait of a Girl in 

Glass”. It won the New York Drama Critics 

Circle Award for the best play of the time. It 

was made into motion picture. He is adored for 

the theatricality of his plays and also for 

adopting poetic devices into the theatre. His 

poetic innovations and the use of lighting and 

sound techniques enhance the effectiveness and 

impact of his themes. 

 He combines naturalistic details with 

symbolism and poetic sensibility. We could see 

him as a partaker of Calvinistic belief holding 

the reality of evil always at war with goodness. 

He had got an exceptional skill in presenting the 

South and southern language which is eloquent, 

flowery and bombastic. There is a 

commemoration of the idyllic past and an 

unpleasant present.  

 The Glass Menagerie is a memory play and 

its scenes are drawn from the memories of the 

narrator Tom Wingfield. Its setting is in St.Louis 

in 1937. He works in a shoe warehouse with an 

aspiration of becoming a poet. The apartment 

that they reside is in the city and among dark 

alleys with fire escapes. It seems Tom Wingfield 

and Laura Wingfield is discontent in the dark 

atmosphere projecting their struggle within. The 

family members long to escape from the 

stiffness of reality and they like to be aloof from 

all the agonies. 

 Scene 4 stages a magic show that presents a 

magician escaping from a nailed coffin without 

removing even a single nail. Tom watching the 

show compares himself and his family trapped 

in a limited life situation. Tom basically an 

adventurous man struggles to shoulder the 

family responsibility winnowing his wishes. Mr. 

Wingfield their father deserted the family years 

back to follow his dreams and at the end of the 

play, we see Tom leaves the family for the same 

reason. Mr. Wingfield and Tom have been 

reassembled in trait of their personality and 

conduct. 

 Coming to our playwright , his father was a 

travelling salesman who had been out of the 

house like his stage counterpart in the Glass 

Menagerie, ‘in love with long distances’. 

Williams found inspiration from his unhappy 

family. He suffered from diphtheria which 

consequently ended his life. Contrary to his 

father’s expectation he was a less active child. 

He was sickly and most of the time confined to 

his house. His father was a drunkard and 

worked at the home office of the International 

Shoe Company in St. Louis. His mother was 

totally disappointed with his father’s character 

and hoped for a future only through her frail 

son. 

 Symbols play a significant role in this play. 

The fire escape being used as a symbol has got 

different meanings to each of the characters. 

Tom escapes from his mother’s nagging by 

sitting and smoking there. For Laura it is a place 

where she can access outside world especially 

gentleman callers. To their mother Amanda, she 

sees it as good harbinger that a gentleman caller 

saves her daughter’s life by wedlock.  

 Amanda Wingfield, an abandoned wife 

striving to meet both ends meet always try to 

cheer the children with her old glories. She likes 

to live in the remembrance of a time when she 

got more elegant gentleman callers of 

aristocratic families. She speaks frequently of a 

Sunday afternoon when she entertained 

seventeen callers. But the man, whom she chose, 

deserted her and now looking at his photo on 

the walls she intends to get a permanent 

support for Laura. The picture hangs on the 
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back wall of the family room is talked about 

several times at strategic moments of the play. 

The alcoholic who was a troublemaker through 

his presence and became another, after his 

departure is emphasized here. Amanda stops in 

front of it several times, reminiscing about her 

husband’s charm (158), her love for him (172), 

and their first meeting in Blue Mountain amidst 

the jonquils (194). He represents the great 

illumination of love in her life, the one figure 

whose influence is not likely to diminish with 

the passing of time. Alcoholism is a disease that 

affects not only the victim but the whole family 

as well. 

 Without learning from her experience, she 

thinks the better half will be the better choice for 

Laura. Getting a gentleman caller is very tough 

as she is slightly crippled and an introvert girl 

having very less socialization. She should have 

taken her own family experience as a caution. 

Rather she looks for a husband who cares and 

rescues her daughter. It would have been 

difficult for women during 1930’s to stand on 

her foot.  

 Laura Wingfield, a fragile, innocent, young 

lady found it’s hard to pursue her business 

school studies. Her weakness of personality is 

being brought by the glass menagerie she 

possesses and cares extensively. It is the main 

symbol of the play. She shuns the outside world 

and enjoys the company of her transparent glass 

animals. She cleans it throughout the day and it 

shines magnifying many colours of the rainbow. 

Whenever she tries to go out, she falls, 

conveying that she is unable to mingle with 

others. Disabled by fear and insecurity she tries 

to slip away from reality by collecting glass 

figurines and listening to old records.  

 Her mother Amanda anxious about her 

future accuses Tom of being an inattentive and 

a selfish dreamer. She was afraid of Tom 

following his father’s footsteps. To Tom, she 

desperately says, “When I see you taking after 

his ways! Staying out late—and—well, you had 

been drinking the night you were in that—

terrifying condition!” (172-173). On her request, 

Tom brought Jim O’Connor, his friend to home 

for a dinner. Laura is paralysed by Jim’s 

presence but his warmth and openness draws 

her out of her shell. She confessed that she liked 

him in high school and reminded of the 

nickname Blue Roses he used to call during her 

childhood. He kindles her spirit by praising her 

uniqueness. She begins to interact openly. 

Taking advantage of it he dances and eventually 

kisses her. But unfortunately he knocks over the 

unicorn breaking off its horn that makes it 

similar to other horses. Jim urges to leave to 

attend his fiancée. Her uplifted spirit is pushed 

to utter depths. Ultimately the unicorn which 

she considered as most precious was given as a 

token of love to him. For a moment she feels 

accepted but now broken inward like her 

unicorn with its horn broken. The dream of 

having loved and accepted from a man has now 

been replaced by a shattered spirit and a 

withdrawn heart. Once again she retreats into 

her glass menagerie.  

 We are reminded of Laura’s statement here 

–“You should always take good care of your 

glass.” p(510) She is very fragile like the brittle 

glass. When Jim sees unicorn being different 

from her other collections he commented –

“Poor little fellow, he must feel sort of 

lonesome. p (512) once connected with outside 

world we are no longer the same. That was 

what happened to both Laura and her unicorn. 

 Taking into consideration other symbols we 

could see Tom in hope of easing out her tension, 

pulls out the rainbow coloured scarf and shows 

how the magician changes a bowl of fish into 

canaries. Rainbow ushers a new day and it’s a 

bright and hopeful sign. But there is much 

endurance before that. Williams uses here blue 

colour representing her innocence and shyness. 

Moreover she is fragile like the petals of a rose. 

Hence the name has become meaningful. 

Towards the end, Tom gazes at broken coloured 

glass and wishes that he could blow out the 

candles of his sister’s despair. 
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 Music correlates with all the happenings on 

the stage. The stage directions enable us to 

understand the plot and the characters better. 

The themes of illusions and dreams lie in the 

characters ’question of survival from their dark 

and stiff reality. Tom’s aspirations conflicts with 

the responsibility of family and it exacts an 

unbearable emotional price. He gets fired from 

his job. He leaves to pursue his dreams but 

testifies that after many years out of family he is 

unable to escape the past especially to leave 

behind the guilty memories of Laura.  

 Even though it was written in 1944, today 

we can still relate to the issues presented. The 

Glass Menagerie is “Tennessee William’s most 

autobiographical play, accurate to the 

imaginative reality of his experience even when 

it departs from facts in detail” (Parker 3) and 

that “No one who has reviewed even the bare 

details of his biography can overlook the 

obvious similarities between the record of his 

early life and the events described in The Glass 

Menagerie” (Presley 86). The Glass Menagerie can 

be considered as a classic of the American stage.  

  “Everything in his life is in his plays and 

everything in his plays is in his life” Elia Kazan 

who directed many of William’s successes said 

of him. The New York Times wrote after his 

1983 death that, “he was a poet of the human 

heart” because no one dug into depth of real life 

like him and he wrote only what he 

experienced.  

 The Glass Menagerie was made into films in 

1950,1966,1973,1987. This classic inspired Akale, 

a Malayalam film directed by Shyamaprasad 

and produced by Tom George Kolath in 2004. 

Akale means far. I like to draw an inference here 

from my favourite essayist Charles Lamb. He 

sacrificed his life for his sister Bridget. Rather 

than leaving responsibility he took up the 

challenge of taking care of his fragile and sick 

sister. We could see her in the essay, Old China 

in the Essays of Elia. 
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Abstract 
 In the modern India, this great institution of marriage is on the verge of alteration. It is reflected in the novel, A 
Married Woman. Astha, the protagonist, comprehends that her children wastes more time with their grandparents. She is 
careful to keep a sense of balance between her profession and family life. Astha is upset when Hemant refuses to keep her 
father’s books with them. Instead, he makes the decision to donate it to a library. Astha wrote about love, rejection, desire 
and longing. The language was oblique, but it was her own experience endlessly replayed. Writing alleviated the heaviness 
within her, a heaviness she found hard to deal with. Her point of view with Hemant frequently led to despair, 
disagreement, dispute, quarrel, agony, and unhappiness. In the struggle to state herself she found momentary relief. Astha 
is intensely occupied in workshop arranged by the theatre group despite of her husband’s irritation. All through the 
workshop, a caring feeling progresses between Astha and Ajyaz. Conversely, Aijaz and his troup members are murdered 
while acting a play on Babri Masjid Ram Janambhoomi debate. The death of Aijaz inspires and directs Astha to appear as a 
social activist and begins taking part in allies for justice, in the face of much opposition from her husband and in-laws. In 
addition to this, Astha is hectic in painting for the contribution an exhibition set up in remembrance of the street theatre 
group. Hemant advises her to resign her job as she allots more time on painting and not anything else and even disregards 
the household tasks of a family. He further conveys Astha, her working never brought adequate money at all. But Astha 
who seeks for self-independence and self- fulfillment in return expresses “I want something of my own” (148). She likes to 
make money out of her painting so as to rent her own studio one day. 
Keywords: Despair, disagreement, dispute, quarrel, agony social activist self-independence and self- fulfillment. 

 

Introduction  

 Feminism as a theory has very recently 

given rise to a new area in criticism which is 

known as Feminist Literary Criticism. The 

motto of this study is to identify the dormant 

powerful female tradition in literature. It 

attempts to give a new interpretation to 

women’s work and to bring the limelight the 

long forgotten works of women in the past. 

Feminist criticism also aims to interpret the 

works of male writers from a feminist point of 

view and to differentiate between the language 

politics and style of both the sexes. An 

elementary goal of feminist theory is to 

comprehend women’s oppression in terms of 

race, sex class and sexual preference and how to 

revolutionize it. Feminist theory reveals the 

magnitude of women’s individual and 

collective experiences and their struggles.  

 Simone de Beauvoir (1905-1986), a socialist 

turned feminist, has developed her concept of 

women which is based on the fundamental 

theory of existentialism. Her book The Second 

Sex itself has become the kind of slogan. Simone 

considers that since time immemorial women 

have been suffering from the sense of 

inferiority, whose cause does not lie deep in the 

anatomical differences, but it lies deep in our 

culture which assimilates social and biological 

facts, and treats women as one who possesses 

the second sex. It also assigns her the status of 

other. In this society: 

 She is simply what man decrees; thus she is 

called ‘the sex’, by which is meant that she 

appears essentially to the male as sexual being. 

For him she is sex-absolute sex, no less. She is 

defined and differentiated with reference to 

man and not he with reference to her; she is the 

incidental, the inessential as opposed to the 

essential. He is the subject, he is the Absolute - 

she is the Other. (16) 

 Simone de Beauvoir takes the concept of 

second sex in the radical way. She considers that 

women have been represented as second rate 
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citizens in legalized sex in which men have been 

classified as the first sex. It is essential the 

second sex that which firmly believes in 

deconstruction. It wants to deconstruct all the 

approved taboos and ethics of the society. In 

India, every woman would like to be identified 

in relation to Sita and other devotional women 

characters projected in age-old Indian tradition 

and culture. Similarly, the ill treatment of 

Draupadi by Kauravas is the subject matter of 

many epics and poetry of many writers. People 

sang the devotional poetry in which love and 

sacrifice of women had been projected in 

beautiful, charming and sublime poetry. This is 

the reason that they do not want to come out 

from that set up of mind.  

 Modern writers especially novelists like 

Nayantara Sahgal, Anita Desai, Kamala 

Markandaya, Shashi Deshpande and Manju 

Kapur have credit to reflect the problems faced 

by Indian women in the hands of orthodoxy 

from time to time. These writers have credited 

such woman characters are not ready to fight 

for their equal rights and prestigious living. 

Kapur claims to be a pioneer in the field of 

popular fiction writing because she is among 

the first to explore the world of urban woman in 

India. Feminism in India can be understood in 

its relation with the concept of marriage. 

Marriage is an institution in India which unites 

male and female to live together as husband 

and wife. Marriage is a pious institution which 

flourishes all over the India, right from the 

beginning of civilization and culture. For 

instance, Simon de Beauvoir writes about 

marriage: “Marriage is the destiny traditionally 

offered by society” (445). Western critics regard 

marriage as bondage and there is no role of 

emotional attachment or psychological 

bindings. In this regard Simon De Beauvoir 

remarks: 

 There is an unanimous agreement that 

getting a husband or in some cases a ‘protector’ 

- is for her (woman) the most important of 

undertakings. She will free herself from the 

parental home, from her mother’s hold; she will 

open up her future not by active conquest buy 

by delivering herself up, passive and docile, 

into the hands of a new master. (352) 

 In India, the institution of marriage has 

provided for the society’s needs for love, 

security and children. It has been seen that 

marriage is quite essential for human society 

because its legality and religiousness bring 

moral values in society. 

 In the modern India, this great institution of 

marriage is on the verge of alteration. It is 

reflected in the novel, A Married Woman. Astha, 

the protagonist, comprehends that her children 

wastes more time with their grandparents. 

When she makes a complaint to Hemant 

regarding her children, he replies if the age old 

parents are joyful being with children; let them 

spend jointly. Kapur focuses the feeling of 

isolation, seclusion, restlessness and 

lonesomeness of Astha’s mind. Thus Astha 

claims: “What about me? As it is when I am in 

school Himanshu is upstairs. When I come 

home I want the children. I hardly have you, I 

should have them. Tears came to her eyes. More 

tears for Astha, poor thing” (78). Hemant does 

not have any idea about what Astha expects 

from him, he always thinks about his own needs 

and about the needs of his parents. 

 Astha starts her career as a teacher at St. 

Anthony’s school and she achieves autonomy in 

her life. She likes to alter her task of house wife 

to a working woman. She feels “Life was 

shaping up nicely, with her mind and heart 

gainfully employed” (48). She is careful to keep 

a sense of balance between her profession and 

family life. Simone de Beauvoir beautifully 

portrays the practical problems of a working 

woman in The Second Sex:  

 Thus the independent woman of today is 

torn between her professional interests and the 

problems of her sexual life; it is difficult for her 

to strike a balance between the two; if she does, 

it is at the price of concessions and sacrifices 
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which require her to be in a constant state of 

tension. (705) 

 She performs the role of a dutiful wife by 

serving her husband as every Indian wife does. 

Above this, she also engages at other work like 

kitchen, washing clothes and arranges them. 

Kapur delineates through the protagonist 

Astha, the position of a wife considers as 

subservient to her husband. Astha expresses her 

daily activities as follows: “Her subservient 

position struck her. She had no business 

kneeling, taking off his shoes, pulling off his 

socks feeling ecstatic about the smell of his feet” 

(50) 

 Astha has to manage every duties and 

responsibilities of a wife, mother, daughter, 

daughter-in-law and teacher without getting 

any help from Hemant. Above this, Hemant 

often blames his wife for mismanagement, 

incapability and wastefulness as well. He asks 

Astha “Why can’t you train these servants 

properly?” (72). Sometimes she feels like 

resigning from school because she has to 

manage single handedly with her problems – 

husband, children, household responsibilities 

and job as well. 

 Astha is upset when Hemant refuses to 

keep her father’s books with them. Instead, he 

makes the decision to donate it to a library. 

Astha claims to her mother for agreeing his 

words but her mother added, “It is Hemant’s 

house and he said there was no room.”(87). 

Astha gets angry with her husband Hemant as 

he has not consulted her before taking up any 

decision. She expects equality but Hemant plays 

the role of primary position in patriarchal 

family. She wonders, “Then who am I? The 

tenant? We could have found room, we could 

have built book shelves, done something, we 

could at least have discussed it” (87). Beauvoir 

says in The Second Sex “This has always been a 

man’s world” (Beauvoir 93) is true to a woman 

who has to live according to the decisions made 

by man. In “A Quest for Identity and self 

Independence in Manju Kapur’s A Married 

Woman”, Reena Sanasam says, “Through the 

protagonist Astha, Manju Kapur reveals that 

woman still upholds the position of inferiority 

in spite of her quest for equality and a worthy 

member of the patriarchal society” (4). 

 Kapur highlights the hard and struggle life 

of Astha who live in bondage with no gratitude 

and how she overcomes the struggle in life. 

Astha’s only respite from her suffering is her 

writing poetry which she has dabbled in from 

her early youth. In the book, Radical Feminism 

and Women’s Writing, Chandra Nisha Singh 

says: “The gradual shift from the Sita-type wife 

to the dissatisfaction wife is significant in the 

evolution of the equality-conscious independent 

woman” (65). Through her poems and paintings 

she represents her pain, distress, agony, torture 

and suffering in several circumstances. 

 Astha wrote about love, rejection, desire 

and longing. The language was oblique, but it 

was her own experience endlessly replayed. 

Writing alleviated the heaviness within her, a 

heaviness she found hard to deal with. Her 

point of view with Hemant frequently led to 

despair, disagreement, dispute, quarrel, agony, 

and unhappiness. In the struggle to state herself 

she found momentary relief.  

 Of course Astha’s writing shocks Hemant 

who is allowed a brief glimpse into her psyche 

for the first time. Replete with images “of cages 

and birds, and mice, and suffering in situations 

that are not even clear” (81). They are 

emblematic of Astha’s inchoate feelings of 

despair and alienation. In Feminist Explorations, 

Dr. Priyanka Vaidya says “Hemant sees her 

emotions in the poem as an attack on male 

hegemony” (70). 

 In fact it is from this sense of alienation that 

Astha’s quest for self–discovery begins 

providing an impetus for a sustained 

repudiation of repressive Hindu traditions. 

Astha’s mother has been widowed soon after 

her daughter’s marriage. Her widowed status 

makes her to lead life an ashram in Rishikesh. 

So Astha’s mother entrusts her money to 
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Hemant, something which enrages the 

daughter. Astha’s mother says: 

 ‘Dear child? said Astha’s mother, who was 

in Delhi for the signing of the papers, ‘I have 

given Hemant part of the proceeds of the house.  

 ‘Why? The money is for you, Ma. ‘I don’t 

need so much. You can consider this your 

father’s legacy’. 

 ‘They why give it to Hemant?’ asked Astha 

bridling. 

 ‘Why not? He is a man, he knows about 

money. He will invest it for you and the 

children. I have discussed the whole thing with 

him. (97) 

 Such attitude of Astha’s mother exhibits 

woman regards as a subordinated figure of a 

man. In The Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir 

writes: “However respected she may be, she is 

subordinate, secondary, parasitic” (475). Kapur 

pragmatically exposes Astha is a woman in the 

present day who raises expression for the same 

treatment with man in society. In ‘Marriage, 

Tradition and Autonomy: The Quest for Self-

Discovery in Manju Kapur’s A Married Woman,” 

Anita Balakrishnan says:  

 This reveals an important theme, the 

asymmetry of power within the marriage with 

Astha having virtually no control over her own 

inheritance. She is poised for rebellion, a 

symbolic separation from traditional social and 

familiar frameworks, when she meets Aijaz 

Khan, a theatre activist. (109)  

 Astha’s involvement in the street theatre 

group leads her to the quest for identity. Aijaz is 

a creator of the theatre group. He is a man who 

inspires and promotes Astha’s social spirit and 

socializes her thoughts. She also notices new 

taste engaging in social issues when she writes 

the draft on the crucial problems of Babri Masjid 

and Ram Janamabhoomi to be dramatised in 

school, her smart and talented mind is 

recognized by Aijaz. But she never gets any 

such appreciation from her husband even if he 

identifies his wife is a writer and a painter. 

Therefore Simmi Gurwara states in “Manju 

Kapur’s A Married Woman- An Interrogation of 

Marital Relationship”, “Astha is overwhelmed 

by the attention that Aijaz pays to her and her 

talent. She suffered reluctance from Hemant. He 

could never recognize and applaud her talent” 

(95). 

 Astha is intensely occupied in workshop 

arranged by the theatre group despite of her 

husband’s irritation. All through the workshop, 

a caring feeling progresses between Astha and 

Ajyaz. Conversely, Aijaz and his troup members 

are murdered while acting a play on Babri 

Masjid Ram Janambhoomi debate. The death of 

Aijaz inspires and directs Astha to appear as a 

social activist and begins taking part in allies for 

justice, in the face of much opposition from her 

husband and in-laws. In addition to this, Astha 

is hectic in painting for the contribution an 

exhibition set up in remembrance of the street 

theatre group. Hemant advises her to resign her 

job as she allots more time on painting and not 

anything else and even disregards the 

household tasks of a family. He further conveys 

Astha, her working never brought adequate 

money at all. But Astha who seeks for self 

independence and self fulfillment in return 

expresses “I want something of my own” (148). 

She likes to make money out of her painting so 

as to rent her own studio one day. 

 Generally this has been in practice with 

women as their responsibilities to owe 

domesticity under the patriarchal notions and 

controls where as Simone de Beauvoir’s The 

Second Sex questions why woman is in a 

patriarchal system confined domesticity and 

child care. She says:  

 The emancipated woman, on the contrary, 

wants to be active, a taker and refuses the 

passivity man means to impose on her. The 

‘modern’ woman accepts masculine values: she 

prides herself on thinking, taking action, 

working, creating, on the same terms as men: 

instead of seeking to disparage them, she 

declares herself their equal. (727) 
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 Astha is a woman who seeks a space of her 

own and also desires to enjoy her life not only 

within the house but also outside the world. She 

likes to go to the meeting of the Sampradayakta 

Mukti Manch to make protest outside 

Rashrapati Bhavan as an anniversary of the 

massacre and to condemn the decisions of 

building up the temple of Lord Ram at the place 

of Masjid. Hemant does not like her 

involvement in social activities and tries to stop 

her. He claims “You seem to forget that your 

place as a decent family woman is in the home 

and not on the streets” (172). She becomes 

politically active and begins to attend the 

meetings. Now she devotes herself to a cause 

beyond family. Therefore, Astha, the new 

woman stands out, as a woman of firm 

determination to break free from shackles of 

male domination and patriarchy.  
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Abstract 
 Today, it is said that the colonial age is over, and the new age is called “postcolonial”. This research will explore the 
issue of identity in postcolonial literature. In the modern world with the increase of immigrant numbers, hybrid nations, 
and constitution of countries with different cultural diversities the question of identity came to the surface. The paper will 
investigates postcolonial novelists especially writers in former British colonies such as V.S.Naipaul, Sam Selvon and 
Tayeb Salihand Derek Wolcott's. As postcolonial theorists considered the issue of identity as one of its essential discussion, 
novelists also exposed and expressed the conditions of identity crises that emerged in postcolonial period. The method will 
undertake applying postcolonial theories on works of the above-mentioned novelists. Postcolonial Diasporic authors and 
their works have been mentioned in the paper to carry out further research on the theme of postcolonial identity.  
Keywords: Post-colonialism, Identity, Hybridity, Mimicry, Orientalism, Colonialism. 
 
Introduction  

 Postcolonial is a term used for an era when 

colonies achieved freedom from European 

colonization. The term post colonialism 

concerns the effects of colonialism on cultures 

and communities which are originally 

historians used it after WWII referring to the 

post-independence time. Though there was a 

political change, many nations got 

independence and no more they are colonies, 

but culturally and economically there appeared 

many dilemma and crisis, they were still in 

confusion about their culture and identity. This 

appearance of national and ethnic identity 

dilemmas and endurance in previous- present 

gap "defined and redefined after the collapse of 

the Empire, the continuous movement between 

margin and centre. In fact, colonialism was not 

only a power control but it was a cultural 

control by the colonizer, in which still colonized 

people tied to. The struggle of the colonized 

subjects for their cultural identity and the social 

formation of the new independent nations was 

an aspect of cultural transformation that led to a 

conflict with the colonizer's culture. Many of 

those countries were in economic and cultural 

crisis. What characterizes postcolonial era is the 

resistance to colonialism and seeking identity to 

confirm their independence. The ethnic sectors' 

struggle is for independence or to be recognized 

as equal to each other. Colonial powers created 

societies in their colonies that are heterogeneous 

by divide them ethnically. In general, the 

postcolonial atmosphere and situation was 

overwhelmed with the tensions of struggling of 

newly independent states to achieve their 

cultural, political, psychological identification 

reflects their privacy, established by their self-

determination not that imposed by the colonizer 

in which mimicries them for a long time.  

 
Identity 

 The question of identity is the most 

controversial issue in postcolonial time and 

literature and it can be regarded the most 

important because of its crisis exist in all 

postcolonial communities. Due to the 

circumstances of post-colonial era and the 

problematic conditions that faced newly freed 

nations and countries in their search and 

formation of self-identity the crisis floated on 

the surface. According to Oxford English 

dictionary; identity is defined as "The fact of 

being who or what a person or thing is" but in 

postcolonial context, identity is a complex 

concept that would be difficult to define. The 

identification of an individual or a group or a 

nation in postcolonial terms as one notice easily 

is linked to the "other", that means they 

recognize themselves "us" with the existence of 

the "other". Therefore, identity "is not simply 

imposed. It is also chosen, and actively used, 
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albeit within particular social contexts and 

constraints. Against dominant representations 

of "others" there is resistance. 

Postcolonial Novel and the Theme of Identity 

 Postcolonial theorists and criticism 

considered the issue of identity as one of its 

essential discussion, and as Sheoran states " the 

major themes in the works written in the 

postcolonial period have been the 

fragmentation and identity crisis experienced by 

the once colonized peoples and the important 

impacts of colonialism on the indigenous 

(Sheoran1). Thus, novelists exposed and 

expressed the conditions of identity crises that 

emerged in postcolonial period. Their novels 

rarely avoided or escaped from the presence of 

diasporas and exile and matters that connected 

to identity. The novelists and writers in 

postcolonial era have been inclined to 

deconstruct the sign power by showing its 

insignificance claim of being fixed idea of truth 

in western realist novels in the nineteenth 

century as MacCarthy claims "One of the main 

principal preoccupations of these writers, in 

their fictions or non-fictions, is the theme of 

―hybridity and ambivalence towards the 

received tradition, values and identity‖  

(McCarthy et al. 250) Novelists such as V.S. 

Naipaul, Selman Rushdi and Sam Selvon and 

Derek Wolcott's others depicted the dilemma of 

immigrants pictured the search of those 

immigrants of meaning and identity. 

 
Postcolonial Novelists and the Issue of 

Identity 

 V. S. Naipaul is unique in the history of 

English literature. He is a most significant 

practitioner of art of fiction where he blends 

myth, reality, multiculturalism, Hinduism, 

modernism, traditionalism and much more to 

give a full vent to his emotions which crave for 

identity. A House for Mr. Biswas is a story 

about a Mr. Mohun Biswas who experiences 

various forms of oppressions and misfortune. 

To Champa Rao Mohan, ‘V. S. Naipaul's A 

House for Mr. Biswas is a beautiful work which 

deals with the theme of isolation, frustration 

and negation in a colonized society- a society 

that turn cruel and callous to the aspiration of 

the protagonist Mr. Mohun Biswas’ (Champa 

Rao Mohan, 2004; 01). The house can be seen as 

a central symbol for freedom from oppression 

or humiliation and a representation of desire for 

self-fulfillment and self-actualization. Mr. 

Biswas is married not only to Shama alone but 

her whole family along with her house a house 

where the names of daughters’ husbands are 

forgotten and they are expected to become 

Tulsis. Mr. Biswas is the centre of the novel and 

the themes are closely linked with him. The 

protagonist Mr. Biswas is a rather tragic figure 

and traces his life from his inauspicious birth 

with an extra finger. He suffers many 

ignominies. His education is hardly, what could 

be called complete. His father’s death, the 

splitting up the family, his mother’s poverty 

and his own penniless childhood paint a very 

grim picture of deprivation, despair and 

depression. When he meets and falls in love 

with Shama, he is assimilated into the rumbling 

household losing their identities in the murky 

undergrowth of a joint family. But Mr. Biswas a 

most unlikely rebel rejects this assimilation. But 

these people are bloodsuckers, man. Rather than 

work for them, I would catch crab or sell 

coconut’ (HFMB108). That’s why Mr. Biswas 

feels much alienated with the society in which 

he is living. Mr. Biswas hold many jobs 

including a driver, sub-overseer, a government 

clerk and a journalist among other things. 

Naipaul remembers his own life with his 

mother’s joint family and then writes this novel. 

As Champa Rao Mohan contends, “Many 

incidents and events in A House for Mr. Biswas 

have an exact parallel in Naipaul’s own life. The 

character of Mr. Biswas is modeled on Naipaul’s 

father” (Champa Rao Mohan, 2004;14).  

 In his brilliant novel A Bend in the River V. 

S. Naipaul tells the story of an Indian name 

Salim, a shopkeeper and a Muslim by caste. The 
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novel is set in Zaire, currently in Democratic 

Republic of the Congo during the rule of 

Mebuto Seko in the late 1960s and 1970s. The 

novel takes such topics such as cultural 

independence of Africa and Europe, the 

influence of ideology and ethnicity on an 

individual’s identity and a complexity of 

African nationhood following independence 

from Belgium colonial rule, “The world is what 

it is; men who are nothing who allow 

themselves to become nothing, have no place in 

it” (BR, p.01). The novel grapples with weighty 

postcolonial themes in an undaunted manner 

for which Naipaul has been both praised and 

bitterly criticized. The novel starts in the 

colonized regions and days of Africa where 

novelist is aggressively perusing his way 

socially and financially. Tribe war terrorize and 

attempt to liberate Africa in every aspect. Africa 

is being broken and built again in a similar 

fashion to the antagonist. One can watch Africa 

lose its property value and the violence of war 

envelops the coastal region where the book is 

set. Salim, an Indian Muslim shopkeeper, living 

on the east coast of Africa, sets out to make a life 

at a small village at a bend in the river in the 

interior of Africa. He arrives there following the 

old slave trails, shortly after the town has won 

its independence in 1963. Salim calls Africa his 

home in this way, “Africa was my home, had 

been the home of my family for centuries” (BR 

12). The town is in shambles with a poor 

economy and harshly enough food to feed its 

people. Yet Salim stays and builds a business. 

At one occasion Indar says to him, “We’re 

washed up here, you know. To be in Africa you 

have to be strong. We are not strong” (BR 12). 

He is joined by a family servant named Metty 

and befriends a couple named Shobha and 

Mahesh. He also attempts to mentor a Bush 

woman’s young son, Ferdinand. Salim though 

born in Africa feels the tension of an outsider 

inside a divided castes system in part due to his 

Arabic background which comprises a large 

distinctive part of Africa. Salim is indifferent to 

the struggles of slavery. He keeps slaves yet 

gives them the choice to be free yet they stay 

with him. He takes no part in any slavery 

uprising. It is not his hate for Africans that he 

keeps slaves but his love for what he feels that 

they are his people and gives him chances to 

progress. Finally it can be concluded that Salim 

is a personal outsider in all communities, he 

inhabits. As an onlooker, Salim is in position to 

notice and analyze the identity related issues 

better than others. This capacity however results 

in his marginalization.  

 The Enigma of Arrival is a study of a man, 

a writer from Trinidad, named Jack, who goes 

to live, as Naipaul did, in a secluded valley in 

Wiltshire. It is an autobiographical novel and 

the title page bears the words ‘a novel’. It offers 

a portrait of the intellectual landscape of one 

who has long elevated the life of the mind 

above all other forms of life. Its subject is the 

narrator’s consciousness, its reformation by the 

act of migration. The story of Jack and his 

garden are portrayed in an interesting way. The 

story of Brenda, the country wife who expected 

too much from her beauty and Les, her husband 

who murdered her after she returned, is told in 

an oddly manner. In The Enigma of Arrival 

Naipaul describes the period when he lived in a 

cottage on the Wiltshire estate, “I felt the 

coming together of England and India as a 

violation” (AD 201). 

 Derek Walcott's in Dream on Monkey 

Mountain is a representative play by Walcott 

that projects the emasculated psyche of the 

black Caribbeans living in a world where 

identity, in Lacanian term, is an ever- elusive 

signified. This play unfurls before our eyes 

various ramifications that arise from long 

history of colonial domination. In his "Note on 

Production," Walcott says that 'The play is a 

dream, one that exists as much in the given 

minds of its principal characters as in that of its 

writer, and as such, it is illogical, derivative, 

contradictory. Its source is metaphor and it is 

best treated as a physical poem with all the 
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subconscious and deliberate borrowings of 

poetry‟  (1970:208). This intermingling of dream 

and reality helps Walcott delineate the colonial 

psychosis and the way to get over this 

psychosis. In his epic poem Omeros Walcott has 

given the Homeric epic a postcolonial twist to 

establish an identity for the oppressed people.  

 Postcolonial theory deals with “doubleness” 

in terms of identity and culture, which, as a 

problematic legacy of colonialism, affects 

postcolonial peoples. In this diversity and 

hybridity, the colonized have lost their original 

selves. The present condition of the once 

colonized is nothing more than a fragmented 

state, which comes to mean that the indigenous 

people are devoid of a unified self. They do not 

know exactly who they are and where they 

belong because they show the characteristics of 

both their own cultures and the western culture. 

For this reason, it may be stated that they are, in 

Bhabha‟ s words, in the “third space,” “the in-

between” where “we will find those words with 

which we can speak of ourselves and others. 

And by exploring this hybridity, this „Third 

Space‟ , we may elude the politics of polarity” 

(209). Those once colonized are multicultural 

people, and colonized cultures cannot be 

considered “pure”; rather than pure, they are 

heterogeneous cultures. Colonialism, even 

though it is said to have ended, has left its traces 

in the postcolonial age making the colonized 

cultures a mixture of Western and indigenous 

qualities. The prime objective of the present 

study is to focus on the problems of identity-

crisis in post-colonial Caribbean society as 

portrayed in Derek Wolcotts Novel „The dream 

on monkey Mountain‟ . The present study is 

based on primary and secondary sources. 

Primary source is Derek Wolcotts The Dream on 

Monkey Mountain and secondary sources are 

various research articles. Analytical method and 

descriptive method have been used in the 

present study.  

 The novels Sam Selvon portrays "the 

complex role of labour in the cultural 

construction of colonial migrants." (Macphee, 

48).The importance of Selvon's writings in 

postcolonial literature specially the issues of 

immigrants and their dilemma is that he 

"depicts the pros and cons of living in London 

where the intersections of many races, 

ethnicities and religions can be seen."(Kalpakli, 

245) As a South Asian Trinidadian, Sam Selvon 

portrayed his characters and picked them from 

African Trinidad "exhibiting a highly tolerant, 

broadminded attitude considering the often 

divisive racial climate of the island where he 

grew up, Selvon did not situate himself in a 

racial pecking order among migrants to Britain. 

(Dyer, 114) Selvon‘s The Lonely Londoners is a 

literary achievement for it maintains a 

harmonious, satirical tone which sets to "endear 

the West Indians to the reader without 

ridiculing the British too much‖  (De Certeau, 

217). Selvon‘s novel as Bently states is not only 

contextualized in terms of a postcolonial 

writing, but also in relation to prevailing trends 

in the English writing of the era. (Bently, 67) 

that‘s what characterizes Selvon's fiction in 

which European derived traditions as Andrew 

Teverson argues , take their place alongside 

other traditions and work to express either 

Caribbean identity within the West Indies or 

Caribbean identity within European diasporas 

(204).  

 Tayeb salih in his novel, In Season of 

Migration to the North trying to recreate and 

bringing back the Sudanese history as Africans 

not from the colonizers imposed view, but in 

the natives the once colonized's will. Then the 

novel is "an example of ‗writing back‘ to the 

colonial power that once ruled Sudan"(Makdisi, 

535). In addition, Salih in his writing presents 

another important subject of postcolonial period 

which is cultural hybridity. But, he uses the 

cultural hybridity as way of resistance to the 

power of colonial domination as stated by 

Patricia Greesey it suggests that hybridity is not 

always negative nuisance upon the colonized 

while it can be altered into a instrument of 
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counter colonialism; reversing the discursive 

practices of the colonizer.(192) 

 
Conclusion 

 To conclude, searching for own identity is 

one of the important issues that newly freed 

nations from colonial authority obsessed with. 

Different perspectives and arguments presented 

by the theorists and novelists themselves about 

the issue of identity. But, in all cased there is 

general agreement that crises is one of the 

aftermaths of colonialism and its policy in 

which conducted during their ruling of 

colonized countries. The crises in one way or 

another also related to the fact that societies and 

individuals once were colonized, now they are 

confused to find their real identity. They find 

themselves between past and present, they feel 

they detached from previous history and not 

attached to present atmosphere of 

decolonization.  
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Abstract 
 English is a tool for making use of science and technology growth to accelerate the overall development of the 
Universe. Teaching in English is one of the main components in educational planning which is a key factor in conducting 
educational plans. Despite the importance of good teaching, the outcomes are far from ideal. The present qualitative study 
aimed to investigate effective teaching in higher education. Universities worldwide have been switching wholly or partly to 
teaching in English for a number of reasons such as improved graduate employment, mobility prospects, the need for 
graduates who can speak English for international trade and for research purpose. There is also the growing impact of 
English in the higher institution particularly for research, is seen as helping to raise visibility in international rankings. 
English competence, once attained, becomes a highly effective tool of intellectual discourse and learning of the world’s 
knowledge. The curriculum design process consists of environmental analysis, needs analysis, principles of language 
teaching and learning, goals and objectives, content and sequencing, format and presentation, monitoring and assessment, 
and evaluation.  
Keywords: Teaching, Alternative teaching, Modern tools, Experimental Learning 

 

Introduction 

 Rapid changes of modern world have 

caused the Higher Education to face a great 

variety of challenges. Therefore, training 

thoughtful individuals in interdisciplinary 

fields is required at present. In this study, it is 

believed that teaching and learning in higher 

education is a shared process, with 

responsibilities on both student and teacher to 

contribute to their success. Within this shared 

process, higher education must engage the 

students in questioning their preconceived ideas 

and their models of how the world works, so 

that they can reach a higher level of 

understanding. Nevertheless, the students are 

not always equipped with this challenge, nor 

are all of them driven by a desire to understand 

and apply knowledge, but all too often aspire 

merely to survive the course, or to learn only 

procedurally in order to get the highest possible 

marks before rapidly moving on to the next 

subject. The best teaching helps the students to 

question their preconceptions, and motivates 

them to learn in a better way. Furthermore, 

most of the developed countries are attempting 

to use new teaching methods, such as student-

centered active methods, problem-based and 

project-based approaches in education. At 

higher levels of language learning, it is very 

common to reach a plateau—a point where you 

feel like you are no longer making progress. 

When this happens, it is important to evaluate 

your language learning routines and make some 

changes to continue improving. The 

development of the language after the global 

village is expecting new modes of learning and 

teaching to be supported in high level policy 

goals for the higher education system is an 

essential first step in delivering the change that 

is required across the world.  

 
Needs of English to Students in Higher 

Institution 

 Advanced learners can generally 

communicate well, having learnt all the basic 

structures of the language. However, they need 

to broaden their vocabulary to express 

themselves more clearly and appropriately in a 

wide range of situations. Higher learners need 

many things. They need acceleration so that 

they can progress through the curriculum at 

their learning pace, which is significantly faster. 

They need at least some creative experiences so 

that they can experiment, invent, and apply 

what they’ve learned. They need materials with 

which to work their ideas and explore new lines 
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of inquiry. Many also need sensitive handling, 

as they may feel socially isolated because of 

their passion for learning. Students might even 

have a receptive knowledge of a wider range of 

vocabulary, which means they can recognise the 

item and recognise its meaning. Nevertheless, 

their productive use of a wide range of 

vocabulary is normally limited, and this is one 

of the areas that need greater attention.  

 
Alternative Approaches to Syllabus Design 

 In the academic scene, there is an awareness 

of the need to improve the communicative 

ability of the Students. One way to simplify 

learning is to break the content down into its 

constituent parts, and introduce each part 

separately and step by step. A related concept 

that was popular in the 1960s was that of 

mastery learning. Having broken the subject 

matter down and sequenced it from easy to 

difficult, each item of content was introduced to 

the learner in a serial fashion, and a new item 

was not supposed to be introduced until the 

current item had been thoroughly mastered. 

The syllabus should be framed such as task-

based syllabuses, project-based, content-based, 

thematic, and text-based syllabuses. Despite 

their differences, they all have one thing in 

common– they do not rely on prior analysis of 

the language into its discrete points. 

 
Task-Based Language Learning and Teaching 

 Task-based language teaching (TBLT) 

focuses on the use of authentic language and on 

asking students to do meaningful tasks using 

the target language. Such tasks can include 

visiting a doctor, conducting an interview, or 

calling customer service for help. Assessment is 

primarily based on task outcome rather than on 

accuracy of prescribed language forms. This 

makes TBLT especially popular for developing 

target language fluency and student confidence. 

In addition, task-based teaching provides 

students with the linguistic components they 

will need to accomplish these real-world tasks. 

Road Trip, The Business Mixer, First Day of 

Class, The Farewell Party Department of 

Tourism etc., are some of the task based 

activities that can be done in higher institutions. 

 
Experiential Learning 

 An important conceptual basis for task-

based language teaching is experiential 

learning. This approach takes the learner’s 

immediate personal experience as the point of 

departure for the learning experience. 

Intellectual growth occurs when learners 

engage in and reflect on sequences of tasks. The 

active involvement of the learner is therefore 

central to the approach, and a rubric that 

conveniently captures the active, experiential 

nature of the process is learning by doing. In 

this, it contrasts with a transmission approach to 

education in which the learner acquires 

knowledge passively from the teacher. 

 Non- English speaking environment stands 

for the countries, where English is not a native 

language. Students find it difficult to practice 

the language outside the classroom, as the 

society communicates in their native local 

language. For example, in India, although 

students learn English for 12 years in school, 

many of them still can’t communicate in even 

basic English as the system is geared towards 

helping the students pass in board exams by 

rote learning. Thus, the students spend hours 

memorizing complex English grammar rules 

but never spend anytime actually using English 

to communicate. Broken-English speaking 

environment explains that cultural aspect of a 

certain country on English language speech, 

which creates the certain dialect). 

 
Modern tools in Learning English 

 Technology is very much part of language 

learning throughout the world at all different 

levels. We are as likely to find it in the primary 

sector as much as in adult education. Mobile 

devices and apps are changing the way people 

learn English. Our world today is obsessed with 

doing everything quickly, learning included. 

Self-study is obviously important in language 
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learning. As the use of mobile technology is 

increasing, why not offer students the 

possibility to study anytime, anyplace and at 

their own convenience through their mobile 

devices. Computers, tablets and e-readers can 

all be instrumental in learning English, offering 

interactive and motivating activities for 

students of all ages. ESL teachers can use 

technology to teach English in a way that will 

make lessons more engaging and appealing. For 

example Film and Video, Apps, Digital Field 

Trips, Podcasts, Web Quests, Blogging and 

other resources can be used as modern tools in 

learning English 

 
The Teaching of Vocabulary  

 Traditionally, the teaching of vocabulary 

above elementary levels was mostly incidental, 

limited to presenting new items as they 

appeared in reading or sometimes listening 

texts. This indirect teaching of vocabulary 

assumes that vocabulary expansion will happen 

through the practice of other language skills, 

which has been proved not enough to ensure 

vocabulary expansion. Nowadays it is widely 

accepted that vocabulary teaching should be 

part of the syllabus, and taught in a well-

planned and regular basis. Some argue that 

vocabulary should be at the centre of language 

teaching, because language consists of 

grammaticalised lexis, not lexicalised grammar. 

Working in groups help fostering learning 

independence, and specially in vocabulary 

work, learners can exchange knowledge, asking 

others to explain unknown items. We also hope 

that group work will be a motivating factor, as 

students talk about places they have been on 

holiday to, trying to remember details together, 

exchanging impressions and even good 

memories 

 
Learner autonomy and independence 

 Learner autonomy refers to a student's 

ability to set appropriate learning goals and take 

charge of his or her own learning. Autonomous 

learners are dependent upon teachers to create 

and maintain learning environments that 

support the development of learner autonomy. 

It is therefore important for them to become 

self-reliant language learners who can continue 

learning efficiently outside the classroom. The 

goal of language teaching is to get students to 

become legitimate producers of language within 

social groups both inside and outside the 

classroom which points to the primacy of 

autonomy. Web tools and unprecedented access 

to authentic materials online mean that teachers 

can create courses tailored to the specific needs 

and interests of their students. 

 
Creativity 

 Educator sand parents have long seen 

creativity in their children. However, creative 

ability is difficult to measure. In schools that 

rely on standardized tests to identify advanced 

learners for special programs, the imaginative 

student with a quirky sense of humor may not 

qualify. Creative children apply logic to 

problems, explore solutions, and synthesize 

relevant information. Where they differ is in the 

creative way they do all these things. Creative 

thinkers tend to push logic to its limits. Instead 

of saying, “If this is so, then this must also be 

so,” they say, “If this rule applies here, can it 

also apply to this other situation? Can I adjust it 

to make it work? If not, why not?” They feel an 

inner impulse to look for what’s new and 

unfamiliar. The following things can be adopt 

creativity for Embrace creativity as part of 

learning, use the most effective strategies, 

participate in or create a program to develop 

creative skills, consider how classroom 

assignments use divergent and convergent 

thinking etc. 

 
Conclusion 

 English is an international language and a 

window to the world. It has become a must 

have to remain in touch with the outside world 

and it is also a language of opportunity. With 

the advent of Telecommunication Industry and 

the Information Technology Enabled Services 
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(ITeS) Industry, along with the big role Indians 

have played in the development of computers 

and software industry globally, the 

opportunities are galore for the English 

speaking Indians. F.G. French observes that it is 

only through this language that we have 

“distilled essence of modern knowledge in all 

fields of human activity. Anyone who can read 

English can keep in touch with the world 

without leaving his own house.” 

 All the prestigious schools and colleges use 

English as their medium of instruction. Today, 

careers in the field of science and technology, 

business and commerce require a good 

knowledge of English. Most of the works in the 

field of space, nuclear technology, medicine etc. 

are available only in English. The vocabulary 

and terminology used in these are available in 

English. Therefore, English has become a 

passport of getting agood job not only in India 

but also abroad in almost all fields. With 

thegrowing importance of computers in every 

field, the English language has received a 

further boost. Hence, in higher institution 

English language should meet the above 

requirements. 
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Abstract 
 English curriculum in an engineering programme should enable the students to use English effectively for their 
various communicative needs. As most teachers have no systematic training of how to teach English in engineering 
colleges, they proceed with their own models. They are not accustomed to peruse the objectives of the syllabus and relate it 
to the expected learning outcomes of their learners. There are over 1,500 teachers of English working in the Engineering 
colleges in the state of Tamilnadu. Most of these teachers have had no INSET opportunities. Hence it will be relevant to 
conduct an investigation into their knowledge of recent research developments in the field of ELT/ESP and their need for 
in-service training courses. So the focus of the paper is to emphasize on the need for in-service training programmes in the 
context of teaching English to students of Engineering colleges. This can facilitate teachers to prepare their students to 
meet their career needs in this competitive world. 
Keywords: Communication skills; Teacher competency; In-service training; Language proficiency 

 
Introduction 

 Higher Education in India and abroad has 

undergone radical and seamless changes. The 

advent of information technology has redefined 

the attitude to English language learning and 

teaching. In the context of language learning, 

the success of learning depends on the ability to 

use the language effectively for various needs. 

The major goal of all English language teaching 

should be to give learners the ability to use 

English effectively, accurately in 

communication [Davies and Pearse 

(2000)].However, not all language learners after 

many years of studying English can 

communicate fluently and accurately because 

they lack the requisite knowledge and skill set. 

 Recent studies on the process of teaching 

and learning indicate that a teacher’s 

knowledge need to go beyond mere knowledge 

of content and classroom management, and 

should include knowledge of learners and 

learning. Shulman (1986) affirms that teaching 

process is unique, as it requires teachers to 

"transform" their subject matter knowledge for 

the purpose of teaching. He also adds: “This 

transformation occurs as the teacher critically 

reflects on and interprets the subject matter; 

finds multiple ways to represent the 

information as analogies, metaphors, examples, 

problems, demonstrations, and classroom 

activities; adapts the material to students' 

abilities, gender, prior knowledge, and 

misconceptions; and finally tailors the material 

to those specific students to whom the 

information will be taught” (6). Further 

Gudmundsdottir (1987a, b) describes this 

transformation process as a continual 

restructuring of subject matter knowledge for 

the purpose of teaching and Buchmann (1984) 

discusses the notion that good teachers must 

maintain a fluid control or "flexible 

understanding"(21) of their subject knowledge, 

i.e. be able to see a specific set of concepts from 

a variety of viewpoints and at a variety of 

levels, depending on the needs and abilities of 

the students. So in order to meet the challenges 

and demands of the profession, teachers of 

English specifically, in engineering colleges 

need to upgrade their professional and subject 

competence. 

 
Material & Methods 

 As every teacher is not specialized to meet 

students’ needs, teachers need to undergo 

training to perform their duty effectively. The 

ESP teacher need not learn specialist subject 
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knowledge, but they need to develop a positive 

attitude towards the ESP content, and a 

knowledge and awareness of the fundamental 

principles of the subject area. So, a survey of 

teachers’ views on their knowledge of recent 

ELT/ESP developments in methodology of 

teaching and on the need for TESL INSET was 

carried out with questionnaires collected from 

275 teachers in 46 engineering colleges in 

Tamilnadu. It was decided to analyse only 141 

observations, taking out the incomplete 

responses. The data from the teachers’ 

questionnaires was further analysed for 

statistical significance. 

 
Findings & Results 

 Expertise in their own discipline is the key 

feature of any teacher. To meet out the 

requirements of the changing situation, the need 

to enhance the teachers’ pedagogical training 

and development has become the recent trend 

in many world countries [Postareff et al.(2007)]. 

The following Table 1 lists the Mean and SD of 

teachers’ rating of their knowledge and 

awareness of research developments, 

specifically their competence in grammar 

translation method, direct method, structural-

oral-situational method, communicative 

approach, ELT and within it teaching English 

for Academic purposes (EAP), English for 

Science and Technology(EST), and English for 

Specific Purposes (ESP). Teachers have rated 

their knowledge on a four point scale, viz.fully 

adequate, just about adequate, somewhat 

inadequate and totally inadequate. 

 
Table 1 Teachers’ Rating of their Knowledge 

of the Research Developments 

Factors Mean SD 

English for Science& Technology 2.0496 0.97341 

Structural oral situational method 2.0213 1.01748 

Grammar translation method 1.9645 0.99579 

English for Specific Purposes 1.9291 0.98304 

English for Academic Purposes 1.7660 0.98299 

Direct method 1.7447 0.84010 

Communicative method 1.5957 0.86172 

 It is obvious from the above Table 1 that 

teachers’ rating of their proficiency in each of 

the seven areas mentioned is fairly high. 

However, most of the teachers seem to rate their 

knowledge of EST higher than their knowledge 

of ESP. The teachers have also rated their 

knowledge of structural and grammar 

translation method as higher than their 

communicative method. It is inferred that the 

teachers are not familiar with the recent avenues 

of research developments in teaching 

methodologies. Moreover, it is saddening to 

note that teachers are not aware of the fact that 

EAP and EST are branches of ESP. So there can 

be no greater knowledge of EST excluding ESP. 

ESP gives more importance to language in 

context than on teaching grammar and 

language structures. In ESP, English is not 

taught as a subject separated from the students’ 

real interests. Instead, it is incorporated into a 

subject matter area important to the learners 

[Fiorito (2005)]. 

 Similarly, CLT approach plays a vital role in 

enhancing the learners’ communication skills. It 

is suggested that the EST teachers should 

consider CLT approach to let the learners have 

clear knowledge of the linguistic, phonological, 

cultural, and functional, interactional, 

grammatical, lexical, socio-linguistic and social-

cultural competence to attain ‘communicative 

competence’ in English[Rao (2014:6)]. But it is 

inferred from the analysis that teachers are 

familiar with grammar translation method and 

structural method, than communicative 

method. Due to this prevalent grammar based 

teaching, engineering students complain that 

they have not learnt any new language skill that 

is required in their workplaces [Clement and 

Murugavel (2015)]. Ryan (2008) also criticise 

that professors are comfortable following the 

traditional methods of teaching in which 

grammar learning is the most important 

ingredient and there is less space for activities 

that trigger spontaneous flow of 

communication. So it is obvious that teachers 
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are not updated with the recent developments 

of the communicative era. Thus, it is lucid that 

teachers do not possess the requisite knowledge 

of ESP/ EST methods and approaches. 

Researches on teacher effectiveness insist that it 

is impossible to be an effective teacher without 

being competent in both content knowledge and 

pedagogical ability [Postareff et al.(2007)]. 

 An inter-correlation was computed among 

the dependent variables (grammar translation 

method, direct method, structural-oral-

situational method and communicative 

approach, ELT, EAP, EST and ESP) to identify 

whether there was any relationship between the 

aspects of teachers’ knowledge of research 

developments. 

 
Table 2 Correlation of teachers’ knowledge of research developments 

  G.T method Direct Method 
SLT 
app 

-roach 

Comm. App 
-roach 

EAP EST EST 

G.T method 

Pearson Correlation        

Sig. (2-tailed)        

N        

Direct Method 

Pearson Correlation .348**       

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01       

N 141 141      

SLT approach 

Pearson Correlation .297** .541**      

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 0.01      

N 141 141 141     

Comm. approach 

Pearson Correlation .416** .488** .417**     

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 0.01 0.01     

N 141 141 141 141    

EAP 

Pearson Correlation .327** .403** .284** .528**    

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01    

N 141 141 141 141 141   

EST 

Pearson Correlation .304** .286** .331** .399** .580**   

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   

N 141 141 141 141 141 141  

EST 

Pearson Correlation .209* .454** .387** .463** .618** .631**  

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01  

N 141 141 141 141 141 141 141 

Significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 Table 2 reveals that the inter–correlations 

computed are all highly significant at 0.01 

levels. Therefore, if teachers have rated one of 

these factors high, they have rated all of the 

other factors as high. Thus, it is inferred from 

the high correlations that teachers’ rating of 

their knowledge on recent developments of 

grammar translation method, direct method, 

structural oral situational approach, 

communicative approach, EAP, EST and ESP 

indicate their knowledge on these aspects are 

highly related to each other. In other words, if 

teachers possess good knowledge on one of 

these aspects they would naturally possess the 

knowledge of the other. But in reality, though 

teachers claim that they have a better 

knowledge in some of these factors, they are not 

even aware of the basic difference between the 

different approaches and methods in teaching 

English. 

 De Arechaga (2001) suggests the qualities of 

an English teacher should be up-to-date and 

self-directed to improve one-self professionally. 

This reinstates the fact that training in specific 

teaching methods and strategic approaches to 

teaching professional students is the need of the 

hour in teacher education. It has been 

mentioned earlier that college teachers in 

Tamilnadu are not required to have any teacher- 

training prior to joining service, and that 

opportunities for in-service training of teachers 

are inadequate, and actually nonexistent. Thus, 
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it is a matter of great interest to know how 

respondents react to their in-service training 

needs.  

 It is clear that teachers in the sample are 

overwhelmingly in favour of in-service training. 

The fact that almost 75 percent of teachers of 

English have responded positively for in-service 

training requirements is a clear indication that 

teachers are keen on equipping themselves 

professionally. Consequently, this indicates 

their aspiration to be updated in the approaches 

and methods of teaching English effectively in 

this information era. Table 3 elicits teachers’ 

responses on their need for INSET courses. The 

frequency and percentage is estimated for the 

options Yes, No, Not sure. 

 
Table 3 Teachers’ views on the need for  

INSET courses 

Variable Options Frequency Percentage 

Teachers’ 
views on 
the Need 
for 
INSET 
Courses 

No 
response 

3 2.1 

yes 106 75.2 

no 6 4.3 

Not sure 26 18.4 

Total 141 100.0 

 It is observed from table 3 that nearly 

seventy five percent of teachers in the sample 

assert that it is necessary for teachers of English 

in engineering colleges to undergo in-service 

training. So it is inferred that teachers are very 

positive in expressing their need for in-service 

training. As English teaching methods 

constantly change, English teachers find it a 

taunting task to meet the needs of the system 

[Sagner (2014) cited in Clement et al. 2015)]. 

 
Interpretation & Discussion 

 Based on the survey, it is observed that 

teachers have little understanding of ESP. Both 

EAP and EST are branches of ESP and teachers 

have rated their knowledge of EST as higher to 

their knowledge of ESP. There can be no great 

knowledge of EST excluding ESP. In addition, 

teachers have also, rated their knowledge of 

structural and grammar translation method as 

higher to their communicative method. They are 

unaware of the fact that from the 1990s, CLT 

approach plays a vital role in enhancing the 

learners’ communication skills. Hence, it is 

inferred that the teachers are not aware of the 

relative merits or deficiencies in the different 

teaching methodologies. It is obvious that they 

are not updated with the recent developments 

in ELT in general, or in India, in particular. 

Thus, it is very clear that teachers do not possess 

the requisite knowledge of ESP/ EST methods 

and approaches.  

 Further, the survey asserts that more than 

seventy five percent of teachers consider that it 

is necessary for teachers of English in 

Engineering colleges need to undergo in-service 

training. So it is heartening to note that teachers 

themselves feel that, exposure to in-service 

courses would make them better teachers. In-

service training should take place systematically 

and should satisfy the needs as perceived by the 

teachers themselves [Akon (1991: 191)].  

 
Conclusion 

 To conclude, it is very explicit that the 

teachers are not aware of the relative merits and 

deficiencies in the various teaching 

methodologies. It is obvious that they are not 

updated with the recent developments in ELT in 

general, or in India, in particular. Similarly, it is 

evident that teachers do not possess the 

essential knowledge of ESP/ EST methods and 

approaches required to teach English for 

students of engineering and technology. Thus in 

most of the engineering colleges in Tamilnadu, 

English is taught mostly by teachers without 

training or an awareness of ELT methodology, 

which has resulted in an absolute lack of 

uniformity or appropriateness in the methods 

and approaches used by the teachers. Thus 

teachers’ opinion on their lack of competence, 

awareness, aptitude and training supports the 

extensive research carried out in the field of 

TESL especially after the 1960s and has 

provided the necessary proof of the relevance 

and validity of teacher education and training. 
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It is therefore, high time to accept teachers’ 

views that lack of training in ELT/ESP 

methodologies is a major impediment to 

students’ learning of English in Engineering 

colleges in Tamilnadu. 
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Abstract 
 This paper focuses on the impact of partition with quotation in Amitav Ghosh's novel The Shadow Lines. The focus is 
also given to the mob violence and emotionalism of the human race due to partition. Partition divided India in two but 
could not really divide the memories and moods of the people. Victims are witness the problem suffers in physically and 
mentally due to partition In Amitav Ghosh's novel The Shadow Lines. Partition caused many blood sheds, murder and 
brought ruin to both sides of the border.  
Keywords: Partition, Border and Boundaries, Communal riots, Violence, Political freedom, Nationalism. 
 
Introduction 

 Amitav Ghosh is a prominent Indian 

American author, He is one of the most 

celebrated authors in Indian English, has won 

many national and international awards for his 

fiction that is keenly intertwined with history. 

He is one of most significant literary voices to 

emerge from India in recent decades, and has 

contributed to the development of ideas on the 

postcolonial in particular. His fiction is 

characterized by strong themes of humanism, 

cosmopolitanism, communalism, colonial 

power and history. 

 The Shadow Lines deals with the concerns of 

our period, the search for identity, the need for 

independence, the difficult relationship with 

colonial culture. It magnificently interweaves 

fact, fiction and reminiscence. It is a continuous 

narrative which replicates the pattern of 

violence not only of 1964 but also of twenty first 

century. 

 This novel reconstructs and recapitulates 

major historical and far-reaching events such as 

the Swedish movement, the Second World War, 

the partition of India, the communal riots of 

1963-64 in Dhaka and Calcutta, the India-

Pakistan War and the fall of Dhaka from East 

Pakistan and the creation of Bangladesh. In the 

novel the past, present and future coalesce and 

melt together erasing any kind of demarcations. 

The text also deals with the concerns of 

contemporary period such as the search for 

identity, political freedom, communal frenzy, 

nationalism, the need for independence, the 

difficult relationship with colonial culture. It 

magnificently interweaves a critical study of 

fact, fiction and reminiscence. The text intersects 

personal memory, family love and public 

history. In Re-defining Social-Political Identities in 

Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow Lines, Akhil Yadav 

tells.  

 Amitav Ghosh, a versatile writer, story 

teller of postmodern Indian Literature in 

English. The Shadow Lines (1988) prove his 

abilities to gain an insight into the meaning and 

narrative technique of the novel. The story of 

the novel exposes the psyche of new born 

nation against the parental country, on the basis 

of religion and politics. It’s complex novel focus 

on the facts of history and post-partition era of 

India. Ghosh depicts the social psyche through 

the multiple characters. (Indian Scholar 348) 

 
Partition is not Solution but Beginning of New 

Problem 

 Partition is a change of political border. No 

country has benefited from partition, people’s 

lives were endangered. Everyone knew about 

the instance of violence that happened during 

partition. The partition of India has led to 

millions of people migrating or fleeing from one 

side to the other. Most of the people chose to 
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stay in their native land. But riots took place in 

the whole area of Calcutta and Dhaka 

conditions worsened. The gate outside the 

neighborhood lanes was shut. People started 

fleeing, leaving behind everything because the 

atmosphere was filled with hate and violence. 

 The Shadow Line by Amitav Ghosh is a 

realistic novel with creative and difficulties. It is 

one of the novels that focus on the theme of 

partition. It is also set against the background of 

the Second World War and Communal riots of 

1964 in the border of India and East Pakistan  

 In this novel, the narrator’s great 

grandfather had been very strict with regard to 

his grand children but after his death, his two 

sons Jeth moshai and his brother had not 

maintained a good relationship. This quarrel 

gets worse and the family splits into two-each 

secluded with its own boundary. They decided 

to divide the house with a wooden partition 

wall. The family had moved into their own part 

of it. Instead of getting peace they found only 

emotional abuse. There is so much bitterness 

that lay between the families. So they live their 

life in pain, with the memories of their past 

remains in the mind. The partition kept them 

away from their own home. This incident may 

give a good case study, which concludes 

partition is not the solution.  

 Almost many years passed but the feeling is 

same. The grandmother’s memories are sharp 

and vivid and the narrator can visualise Dhaka. 

She recollects her memories and shares her 

experience to the narrator. Dhaka is the birth 

place of grandmother. As a young girl she had 

thought of fighting for freedom in East Bengal. 

She lived during the rule of British in India. As 

a student she grew in the environment of police 

rights in the colleges and universities of Dhaka. 

Grandmother shares her childhood memories 

and she gives a detailed description about her 

family and the house in Dhaka. In 1947 after 

two hundred years of rule, the British 

government divides the nation. By showing 

freedom and separate homeland for Muslim. 

And give birth to Pakistan with adding East 

Bengal. Such act of separation causes insecurity 

for minority religion. The migration causes 

communal riots, loots, gang rapes, killing and 

uncountable loss of property for both nations. 

Identity of people was changed in a single 

night.  

 After partition Thamma move to Calcutta 

from Dhaka and native land becomes foreign 

for while she gets an opportunity to revisit 

Dhaka in her old days, at the beginning she 

hesitates later she decides to go ahead. 

Grandmother’s disillusionment increases when 

she mentions her birth place for the passport 

enquiry. When she gets ready to go to Dhaka 

she inquires the narrator’s father about the 

border lines and whether she will be able to see 

them or not. The narrator’s father laughed and 

said that she thought border was a long black 

line with green on one side and scarlet on the 

other as it is in atlas. She was not offended but 

puzzled. 

 “No. That wasn’t what I meant, she said of 

course not. 

 But surely there is something trenches 

perhaps, 

 Or Soldiers or guns pointing at each other 

or even just barren strip of land.  

 Don’t they call it no-man’s land?”(The 

Shadow Lines 167) 

 The narrator’s father was already an 

experienced traveler in flight. He bursted out 

laughing and said; “No you won’t be able to see 

anything except clouds and perhaps if you are 

lucky, some green fields” (167). 

 “His laughter nettled her. Be serious she 

snapped” (167), she thought over for a while, 

and she said. 

 But if there aren’t any trenches are anything 

how are people to know? I mean, where’s the 

difference then? And if there is no difference 

both sides will be the same; it’ll be just like it 

used to before, when we used to catch a train in 

Dhaka and gets off in Calcutta the next day 

without anybody stopping us. (167) 
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 When grandmother goes back to Dhaka she 

realized how alien she has become to the place 

where she was born. She was treated as a 

foreigner. Through the character of 

Jethamoshai, Thamma’s uncle Ghosh shows 

about love of birth place. He said: 

 I don’t believe in this India-Shindia . . . 

suppose when you get there they decide to 

draw another line somewhere. What will you 

do then? Where will you move to? No one will 

have you anywhere. As for me, I was born here, 

and I’ll die here. (237)  

 The death of Tridib affects the narrator’s 

grandmother after she returned from Dhaka; the 

narrator asks her about the chain. She replied 

that she gave it to the fund for the war; she had 

to give for his sake and freedom and insists that 

they have to kill and wipe them out. This shows 

the grandmother’s spirit of nationalism.  

 The narrator loved and admired Tridib so it 

was very difficult for him to accept the death of 

Tridib. Later he writes”I can only describe at 

second hand the manner of Tridib’s death, I do 

not have the words to give its meaning, I do not 

have the words and the strength to listen” (251). 

 The narrator tells it took nearly fifteen years 

to discover that there was a connection between 

his nightmare bus ride in school and the death 

of Tridib and events in Dhaka. Ghosh uses 

memory technique to connect two events, riots 

in Calcutta and mob violence in Dhaka, which 

led to the death of Tridib. The narrator recalls 

the motivation for riots in Calcutta by reading 

the newspaper reports in the Teen Muruti 

Library in Delhi as a research student. He says:  

 In Calcutta rumours were in the air 

especially that familiar old rumour, the 

harbinger of every serious riot- that the trains 

from Pakistan were packed with corpses. A few 

Calcutta dailies printed pictures of weeping, 

stranded Hindu refugees, along with a few lurid 

accounts of the events in the East on 8th and 9th 

January with refugees still pouring in, rumours 

began to flow like floodwaters through the city 

and angry crowds began to gather at the 

stations (252). 

 The riots had actually begun in Dhaka and 

have spread to Calcutta. Many refugees 

attempted to escape from the violence. It is 

estimated that nearly million people were 

assigned for relocation, and more than a 

thousand were killed in resulting violence. The 

narrator analysed that Tribid has lost his life in 

these riots. The novel also gives a great sense of 

politics in the lives of individuals and 

communities through memories. Through this 

novel Ghosh asks whether the partition is a 

solution to the problem of social unrest on 

religious and political grounds.  

 
Conclusion 

 Before the partition, though there were 

some minor communal issues, most of the 

people were united and brotherhood is 

prevailed among them. There is a brotherly feel, 

unity and peace among them. But after 

partition, many people were affected. Victims 

became enemies against each other. The native 

or the motherland became a foreign land over 

night. This separation differentiated the people 

as Indian and Bangladesh just because of 

nationality who were before one and equal. This 

paper come to the conclusion that nations 

goodness and peace depends on humans who 

should have a sense of equality among them.  
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Abstract 
 This paper discusses anthropomorphism in Yann Martel’s Life of Pi. It is an effort to the contribution of thinking 
human relationship towards animals, especially wild animals by outlining the aspect of anthropomorphism. It portrays 
how a man is adapting himself to consider a wild animal as his friend after his ordeal. Anthropomorphism is the major 
theme of the novel Life of Pi, which refers to projecting human characteristics onto something that is not human, such as a 
deity, an animal or an object. In psychology, anthropomorphism is viewed as a natural tendency. It is also the way of 
treating a god, an animal or an object, considering it as a human. Projecting human traits on animals is fascinating. The 
non-human animals are not portrayed with human physic but they are represented as talking animals. Sometimes their 
attitudes and behaviors seem like actions done by humans. But, in Life of Pi, anthropomorphism is not portrayed in this 
aspect. The portrayal of anthropomorphism is depicted between the major characters in Life of Pi. They are Pi Patel, a 
teenage boy and Richard Parker, a Bengal tiger who had survived for about two hundred and twenty seven days in a 
lifeboat. Pi called the animal with a human name as ‘Richard Parker’ in this novel. He treats the four hundred and fifty 
pound Bengal tiger as if the animal is human in some way. Anthropomorphism can be focused as how a human 
communicates with animals considering it as another human being or as a friendly companion.  
 
Introduction  

 Canadian literature has its own vitality. It 

has acquired a great authority in literary field 

among the Common wealth countries. It enjoys 

a global reputation with its background which 

had been started with native Canadians, 

evolving from a group of British and French 

settlers. Canadian literature has experienced a 

number of difficulties in its enrichment. It took 

decades of struggle to portray Canadian 

experience in literary works. 

 Yann Martel was born in 1963. He is a 

Quebecer, meaning a French Canadian. He 

writes in English even though his first language 

is French. He has acquired a degree in 

Philosophy at Trent University. During his 

adulthood, he has worked as tree planter, dish 

washer and security before turning to writing. 

He has travelled to Mexico, South America, 

Iran, Turkey and India. His spouse is Alice 

Kuipers who is also a writer in Canada.  

 Martel became popular after his second 

novel Life of Pi (2001). He had won the 

prestigious Man Booker Prize for Life of Pi in 

2001 and Hugh Maclennan prize for fiction in 

2001. He likes to use animal characters in his 

works and he wants to portray animal 

characters with anthropomorphic aspect. He 

wanted to tell that everyone has certain 

thoughts about who is a dentist but everyone 

does not know that a rhinoceros could be a 

dentist.  

 The term ‘anthropomorphism’ is derived 

from a combination of two Greek words, 

‘anthropos’ and ‘morphe’ which means human 

and form respectively. This term was coined by 

a Greek philosopher, Xenophanes (570-480 BCE) 

in order to project human form on Gods. Later, 

in the mid 1700s, the term started to project on 

animals and other objects.  

 In A Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary 

Theory, J.A. Cuddon defines anthropomorphism 

as “the attribution of human characteristics to 

non-human entities or concepts, for example 

animals, inanimate objects or abstract ideas or 

forces” (40-41).  

 The portrayal of anthropomorphism is 

ubiquitous in the field of literature, especially in 

mythological stories, folktales and fairy tales. In 

religious and mythological stories, 
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anthropomorphism is the notion of divine 

beings in the form of human or the realization 

of human features in these beings. The aspect of 

anthropomorphism is portrayed also in objects 

or things.  

 In the case of animals, the depiction of 

anthropomorphic aspect fascinates everyone. 

Many times, they have appeared in art and 

literature. The non-human animals are not 

portrayed with human physic but they are 

represented as talking animals. The animals talk 

like humans. Sometimes their attitudes and 

behaviours seem like actions done by humans.  

 Building on the familiar fables and 

fairytales, the non-human animals began to 

emerge in the nineteenth century. The non-

human animals became popular from the 

nineteenth century works such as Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland (1865) by Lewis 

Carroll, The Jungle Book (1864) by Rudyard 

Kipling and The Wind in the Willows (1908) by 

Kenneth Grahame. All these works employ 

anthropomorphic elements. In these works, the 

non-human animals are mostly portrayed as 

talking creatures.  

 In few works, anthropomorphism is 

portrayed as how humans communicate with 

animals considering it as another human being 

or as a friendly companion. One among those 

works is Life of Pi. People live with animals and 

learn from them. 

 In Life of Pi, anthropomorphism can be 

represented between two characters, human 

and an animal. That is, the protagonist Pisicine 

Molitor Patel (or Pi) attributes human 

characteristics towards a four hundred and fifty 

pound royal Bengal tiger, Richard Parker. The 

protagonist Pi believes that the animal is human 

in some way.  

 The major part of this novel set in the 

lifeboat, in which Richard Parker became the 

only companion for Pi Patel throughout the 

ordeal. It is difficult to accept that a tiger and a 

boy could exist on a lifeboat alone. However, it 

seems plausible in the context of the novel. Both 

of them faced terrific experiences, struggling 

extreme starvation and however, they luckily 

survived for two hundred and twenty seven 

days in the lifeboat.  

 
Anthropomorphism: A Thematic Analysis of 

Yann Martel’s Life of Pi 

 Anthropomorphism plays an important role 

in providing the intense description about some 

of the animal characters in the novel, Life of Pi. 

Among all, Richard Parker, the royal Bengal 

tiger is anthropomorphised several times in this 

novel, including being given a human name by 

Pi Patel in his narration.  

 According to this novel, Pi took a double-

major Bachelor’s degree. One is in religious 

studies, the other one is in zoology. When Pi 

chose the three-toed sloth for his thesis to 

conduct a study on that and he has analysed its 

behaviour. Sloth lives in trees and can sleep up 

to 22 hours per day which made Pi to compare 

sloth to yogis. He states that: 

 I am not one given to projecting human 

traits and emotions onto animals, but many a 

time during the month in Brazil, looking up at 

sloths in repose, I felt I was in the presence of 

upside-down yogis deep in meditation or 

hermits deep in prayer, wise beings whose 

intense imaginative lives were beyond the reach 

of my scientific probing. (Life of Pi 4-5) 

 The commonly known fact is animals can 

adapt themselves to survive in their natural 

habitat. It feels comfortable with its 

environment such as forest, hills and so on. If it 

is brought to the place where human survives, 

the animal becomes non-native species. Also 

they are under human control only. They are 

locked in the cage and kept in the zoo. 

 Santosh Patel, Pi’s father ran a zoo at 

Pondicherry, India. Pi admits that his father 

believed there was another animal even more 

dangerous than human. The curiosity about this 

animal is that, it is extremely common and it is 

found in every country. ‘Animalus 

anthropomorphicus’ is a phrase used by Pi to 
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depict the most dangerous animal in the world. 

This phrase refers that the way the humans 

perceive an animal. The humans may think that 

the wild animals may not be as savage as they 

think. This is exactly the most dangerous aspect 

considered by humans. During Pi’s childhood, 

he has learned a lesson forcibly when his father 

makes him witness a tiger killing a goat at their 

zoo.  

 Rethinking this incident, Pi fights for his 

life, when he was alone with Richard Parker in a 

lifeboat, trying not to become the next goat. The 

second part begins with a phrase, ‘The ship 

sank’. Pi is the only human who had survived in 

a lifeboat after that accident. When he saw 

Richard Parker struggling to get in the boat, he 

encourages Parker to join him. 

 Pi was able to understand that Parker 

looked helpless, who was trying to come near to 

the boat. But the heavy tide of sea waves made 

Parker stirred in the water again and again. 

Parker tried hard but his movements are weak. 

Pi instructs Parker to kick with his legs if he 

wishes to live. Parker’s head was scarcely seen 

above the water. Pi is willing to save Parker, 

calling for him as if he was a human. Pi found 

the lifebuoy and threw it in front of Parker and 

called him to hold it. Pi tells to Parker:  

 “Hold on tight, I’ll pull you in. Don’t let go. 

Pull with your eyes while I pull with my hands. 

In a few seconds you’ll be aboard and we’ll be 

together. Wait a second. Together? We’ll be 

together? Have I gone mad?”  

 I woke up to what I was doing. I yanked on 

the rope.  

 “Let go of that lifebuoy, Richard Parker! Let 

go, I said. I don’t want you here, do you 

understand? Go somewhere else. Leave me 

alone. Get lost. Drown! Drown!” (99)  

 At first, Pi did not reveal that Richard 

Parker is a tiger in the narration. When Pi 

realised that, it is understood that it was a 

carnivorous animal. Pi decided to tame Parker, 

so that he could trick him into dying first. Also a 

part of Pi does not want the tiger to die because 

if he dies he would be left alone with despair. 

Later, he manages to overcome his fear and 

decides to dominate Parker. He tries to behave 

like a circus trainer and Parker becomes the 

circus animal who listens to the master. Pi made 

himself into a tiger tamer. Parker acts an omega 

with respect to Pi’s dominance.  

 In order to survive, Pi had eaten bird’s raw 

lungs, heart, liver and raw fishes. He also 

shared some raw fishes and bird parts like 

wings, skin and bones to Parker. After eating 

those, Pi may have thrown the remaining pieces 

considering it as waste into the water. But he 

shared some food to Parker to keep him alive.  

 At one moment, Pi noticed a ship and he 

calls Parker to see that, which seemed coming 

towards them but it did not. The ship had not 

noticed them. Pi’s eyes were filled with 

loneliness. Pi became emotional and he utters to 

Parker:  

 “I love you!” . . . . “Truly I do. I love you, 

Richard Parker. If I didn’t have you now, I don’t 

know what I would do. I don’t think I would 

make it. No, I wouldn’t. I would die of 

hopelessness. Don’t give up, Richard Parker, 

don’t give up. I’ll get you to land, I promise, I 

promise!” (236)  

 Without Parker’s company, Pi would have 

died of hopelessness. It is Parker’s 

companionship that had given strength to Pi. Pi 

feels so thankful to Parker for keeping him 

alive. After a horrific experience from a terrible 

storm, Pi treats Parker as a friendly companion 

by waving his hands on Parker’s face, which 

was lying sick. 

 At the end of the novel, Pi and Parker reach 

the Mexican shore. Pi saw Parker disappearing 

into the jungle before he fainted. When the 

villagers took Pi, he slightly woke up and 

noticed that Parker had vanished. When Pi 

comes to normal state, he weeps not for the joy 

of being rescued by the people at last, but for 

Parker’s leave. He expects Parker to act as 

human who would say a formal goodbye before 

leaving. Also, he wanted to tell to Parker: 
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 “Richard Parker, it’s over. We have 

survived. Can you believe it? I owe you more 

gratitude that I can express. I couldn’t have 

done without you. I would like to say it 

formally: Richard Parker, thank you. Thank you 

for saving my life. And now go where you 

must. . . . I wish you all the best with it. Watch 

out for Man. He is not your friend. I will never 

forget you . . . . What is that hiss? Ah, our boat 

has touched sand. So farewell, Richard Parker, 

farewell. God be with you.” (285-286) 

 Pi may have thanked Parker for not killing 

him. But, these lines express Pi’s love towards 

Richard Parker. The nature of seeking 

companionship changed Pi completely. This 

shows that he saw Parker as his friend.  

 
Conclusion 

 In many stories and novels, the animals 

speak or act like humans. But, in this novel, the 

animals are portrayed as real animals that act 

true to their species. Pi tries hard to behave like 

a circus trainer and Parker becomes the circus 

animal who listens to the master. Later, Pi is 

very much attached to Parker. He considers 

Parker, the only friendly companion for Pi in 

the lifeboat, which had not killed him 

throughout the novel. Pi successfully built a 

peaceful relationship between a man and an 

animal in this novel. The human-animal 

relationship is portrayed in a unique way by 

Martel in Life of Pi. The real nature of animal is 

portrayed and Pi tames Parker. In order to 

survive, both of them faced terrific experiences, 

struggling extreme starvation. However, they 

luckily survived for two hundred and twenty 

seven days in the lifeboat.  

 The aspect of anthropomorphism is 

portrayed on real animal with its naturalness. Pi 

talks to Parker considering it as another human. 

Later, Parker understands Pi’s dominance and 

obeys him. This novel would contribute a 

message that animals can understand humans 

and that is how the circus wild animals obey 

their master by understanding them. It is hard 

to say that all the animals are capable of 

understanding humans, but at least a few 

animals can understand. This paper could be 

taken in a positive manner by understanding 

that all animals are not dangerous but some 

animals can understand humans.  
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Abstract 
 This study analyses the balance between hope and despair in A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry. The major four 
characters in the novel are taken up for analysing the balance of hope and despair in their life. These characters are from 
varied backgrounds and place but somehow living in the same flat due to economic reasons. Each of them represent both 
hope and despair in various situations. Though they are facing many failures, cruel punishments, suffering, death, illness 
and poverty, they never loss their hope. In spite of having many reasons for despair, they never give up their hope. This 
novel is set in Indira Gandhi’s India and more specifically during the Emergency period which is called the darkest phase 
of India. Here Mistry focuses on how the ordinary poor people are facing problems, injustice, and sufferings by the misrule 
and arrogance of people in power. Even the human rights are violated for the people which includes mass sterilization and 
demolition of slums that leads to despair. The attempt is being made in this paper to show how the characters help, support 
and give hope to one another amidst the horrors of political turmoil and Emergency. This paper also emphasis on the 
character Maneck Kohlah, who at last failed to maintain his hope and commit suicide while Ishvar Darji, Om and Dina 
Dalalare well balancing it. As the title of this novel suggests, the characters are excellent in maintaining their balance 
between hope and despair which is portrayed simultaneously in the situations where they have chat, laughter and hope in 
their face in spite of their hardships and pain. 
Keywords: Hope, despair, Emergency period, political turmoil, sufferings. 
      
Introduction 

 Literature is one of the most interesting and 

significant expressions of human life. There are 

many different literatures in the world based on 

the country, language and cultural group. They 

are called national literatures. Similar to 

national literature, which defines its identity 

and country’s culture, the people of Diaspora 

have their own literature. That is called 

Diasporic literature. Diasporic literature is 

particularly the works that are written by 

authors who live outside their native land but 

these works are associated with native culture 

and background. 

 The Diasporic people are using writing and 

literature as a platform to express their feelings, 

opinions, experience and problems. In the 20th 

century, the Indian diasporic literature got a 

worldwide recognition especially by the works 

of famous Indian descents like V. S. Naipaul, 

Jhumpa Lahiri, Kiran Desai, Rohinton Mistry 

and Salman Rushdie. 

 Rohinton Mistry is an Indian born Canadian 

writer. He immigrated to Canada in 1975 and 

studied at the University of Toronto. His 

notable works are Such a Long Journey, Family 

Matters and A Fine Balance. He won 

Commonwealth Writers Prize in 1991 and 1996 

and Man Booker Prize in 1991 and 2002. In 2012, 

he was awarded Neustadt International prize 

for Literature. 

 
A Balance between Hope and Despair in  

A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry 

 Firstly this paper focuses on the character 

Ishvar Darji who represented hope till the end 

eventhough he led a painful tormenting life. 

Since his childhood, he faced discriminations in 

his village on the basis of castism. In his 

childhood, he and his brother Narayan were 

punished brutally by the high caste school 

teacher for touching the slate and chalk. They 

were beated harshly and ill treated by the 

teacher who called it blasphemous because the 
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chamaars are not supposed to touch the slates 

according to the caste system. After this 

incident, his father Dukhi did not leave the boys 

in the village to torment in castism. He sends 

them to his friend Ashraf, the tailor in the town 

to learn the tailoring. His father showed them 

the rays of hope. Ishvar and Narayan give hope 

to the entire chamaar people. 

 Ishvar lost all his family members who were 

burnt alive in the hut for asking the right to 

vote. Though he could not bare the loss, he 

makes up his mind and gives hope and support 

to his nephew Omprakash. He takes his nephew 

Om with him to the city to practice the trade. 

When one door of opportunity is shut, he never 

hesitates to knock another door. His hope made 

him to see the light in his path of darkness. 

From the beginning till the end Ishvar stood 

behind Om and gives hope to him. One could 

say Ishvar is Om’s hope.  

 During the time of partition, Ashraf’s family 

being a Muslim was in great danger. Muslims 

were killed by the Hindus. When the Hindu 

men carrying crude weapon who approaches 

the door of Ashraf to attack them, Ishvar came 

forward to help them by acting as if they are the 

owners of the shop. Ishvar risks his life to save 

them. Ishvar’s great help during the time of 

danger gives hope to Ashraf and his family. 

 In the city they are sewing for Dina Dalal 

who had a business with Au Revoir Export 

Company. When the company demand more 

dresses with in a short time Ishvar give hope 

and confidence to Dina. He said “Hahnji, don’t 

worry, Always top quality production on time” 

(76). His words give hope to Dina. So that Dina 

felt that her days of toil and trouble were 

ending.  

 His nephew Omprakash lost all his patience 

when Dina asked them to act like a servant to 

the rent collector to safeguard her flat. Om 

became impatient and hopeless because of his 

situation. Ishvar encouraged Om to never give 

up his hope. He said “There is lots of 

opportunity in the city, you can make your 

dreams come true. Believe me, it will get better” 

(91).  

 Omprakash had faced many cruel incidents 

in his young age. His entire family was burnt 

alive in the hut which affected him so badly. 

Unlike Ishvar, he was very pessimistic in his 

talk and life. Ishvar supported and helped him 

to overcome his situation. When he grew up, 

Om became a symbol of hope to Ishvar. 

Whenever they discuss about Om’s marriage, 

Ishvar expresses full of joy and hope to others. 

His words give hope to Dina and Om. 

 Unfortunately, when Om was forced to do 

sterilization by the upper caste members of his 

village during the time of Emergency, Ishvar 

gives hope to Om to a great extent that it can be 

cured with latest medical treatments and assure 

him that still he is eligible for marriage. He and 

his uncle support and give hope to one another 

in all hardships. Eventhough he became a 

beggar he was more humorous and made Dina 

laugh every day. 

 Another character is Dina Dalal who is 

active and stubborn in this novel. Whenever 

Dina’s brother Nusswan tried to control her she 

stood adamant and firm in her rights. Though 

she widowed just three years into her marriage, 

she never had the idea of getting remarried 

despite her family urgings. She is a woman of 

self-reliance and tried to preserve her 

independence and dignity. She tried 

haircutting, embroidery and sewing to safe 

guard her income and flat. Her attempts 

showed her great hope in all her hardships. Her 

courage and confidence is expressed in 

situations when she thought “The road towards 

self-reliance could not lie through the past” (56). 

 Ishvar and Maneck gives confidence and 

hope to Dina in all her difficult situations like 

her household problems, rent collectors threat, 

demand from the export company. With all the 

hope they gave her she thought “My bleakest 

hour, has now become the happiest” (401). She 

never gives up her hope and worried for her life 

even though it is sad. She said “I never like to 
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look back at my life, my childhood, with regret 

or bitterness” (427). 

 Maneck is another important character who 

is quite different from other characters. His 

approach towards life is hopeless and his words 

are more philosophical and sad. When he was at 

grade four, he was sent to boarding school. This 

separation affected Maneck’s childhood and 

deteriorated his relationship with his parents. 

He felt betrayed because of the separation. Later 

on, he begins to separate himself from his 

family purposely. 

 His longing, nostalgia and separation from 

his parents affected him greatly and changed 

his attitude towards life. He said “Memories 

were permanent. Sorrowful ones remained sad 

even with the passing of time, yet happy ones 

could never be recreated – not with the same 

joy” (336). He never expressed any hope in his 

words. Though he has love, caring, concern and 

nostalgia for others he does not want to accept 

that in a positive way. He felt bad for Avinash, 

Dina’s past and the poor condition of Om and 

Ishvar and thought “No amount of 

remembering happy days, no amount of 

yearning and nostalgia could change a thing 

about the misery and suffering – love and 

concern and caring and sharing come to 

nothing, nothing” (336). 

 When they discuss about Om’s marriage he 

expressed his hopelessness may be out of his 

control, he suddenly said “Everything ends 

badly. It’s the law of universe” (466).This 

showed his hopelessness towards the life.As he 

said, he commits suicide out of despair and lost 

all the hope in his life. It is important to mention 

that Maneck’s life is so comfortable and good 

when comparing with the painful and 

tormenting life of Dina, Ishvar and Om. They 

never give up their hope.  

 

Conclusion 

 This paper presented how the characters in 

A Fine Balance have balanced between hope and 

despair in various situations. This theme is 

relevant and suitable to humans of all times. 

Each individual is unique and his problem is 

unique. We have to maintain a balance between 

hope and despair in all the hardships. As 

Desmond Tutu said “Hope is being able to see 

that there is light despite all the darkness” 

(Essay: on Hope Writing Creative Nonfiction).We 

can overcome all the hardships with our hope. 

The characters Dina Dalal, Ishvar and 

Omprakash are the good representations of 

hope who are excellent in balancing their life 

between hope and despair unlike Maneck. This 

paper tried to show how the government 

misrule create injustice to the poor people and 

made them feel despair. That is the people in 

power are the reason for the poor peasants 

despair and failure. This situation is prevailing 

in the country like India. So this paper will 

helps the reader to understand the problem 

between Government misrule and common 

help which leads to despair and also encourages 

the reader to have a hope during those 

problems. A person with hope can overcome 

and solve any problem with positivity. Hope 

promotes perseverance, courage and confidence 

to our life. 
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Abstract  
 From the past to the present, literature never belonged to any particular Territory. It travels beyond boundaries. 
Today literature is a fusion of different ingredients for both the writer as well as the reader. Issues pertaining to identity 
crises, war, culture, isolation, sex, dislocation, entertainment etc make up or influence the modern day literary work. Some 
where the present day literature influences the reader in such a way that it stirs the feelings of the reader’s transcending 
boundaries and shaping societies. 
 When it comes to post colonial reading of a literary text, there is nothing mysterious or natural about authority and 
domination. In the words of Edward said “ it is formed, irradiated, disseminated, it is instrumental, it is persuasive, it has 
status, it establisher canons of taste and value., perceptions and judgments it forms, transmits, reproduces “(874)This 
paper will aim in a postcolonial ‘Revisiting of History in Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun where the 
text deforms and displaces discrimination and domination using the concepts proposed by Edward said in his look ‘Culture 
and Imperialism” as the cultural intolerance and class supremacy implicitly thrusted through the globalizing agents are 
indeed working to retain imperialism in the colonized nations even in the post colonial situation. Adichie’s Half of a 
Yellow Sun captures the situation where the Nigerian mass resist the cultural domination and racial authority of the 
occidental nations.  
Keywords: Post Colonial, Culture, historical witness, war, identity 
 
Introduction 

 “Suffering shows as what we are attached to 

perhaps the umbilical chord between mother and me 

has never need cut. Dying does not cause suffering. 

Resistance to dying does.”  

 -Refuge (Terry Tempest Williams) from time 

immemorial to the present modern world, 

literature never belonged to any particular 

territory. It roams freely beyond boundaries and 

has become a fusion of different ingridents for 

both the writer and the reader. These 

ingredients consists of various societal issues, 

identity crisis, culture, riots, wars, isolation, 

dislocation, sex, immigration, migration and last 

but not the least pleasure derived from both 

reading and writing fictions have influenced the 

modern day literary work. Some where the 

modern literary works that is it can be 

autobiography, travelogues, science fictions, 

memories or any genre intends to influence the 

reader in stirring up their emotions, shaping 

societies and thereby transcending boundaries.  

 

 

Post Colonial Aspect in “Half of a Yellow 

Sun” 

 Without war there is not going to be any 

history, existing and standing in sands of time 

for its posterity to tell its victorious story, as 

history of any nation is determined based on its 

victory. Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun deals with 

the retelling of the Nigerian. Biafran war and it 

is the story of the winning nations against the 

imperial rule. Being a third generation African 

Writer, Adichie captures in snap shots the 

experience of a post colonial and modern 

Nigeria. The impoverishment of the third world 

ensures the survivors being the best his 

historical witnesses. The novel deals with the 

retelling of the Nigerian – Biafran War. Being a 

third generation African writer, Adchie 

accounts the experience of a post colonial and 

the modern Nigeria. Characters like Uguwu, 

Olanna and Richard despite their multitude of 

differences is in a subordinate position that is a 

colonizer / colonized binary opposition. The 

novel centers on three main characters Ugwu (a 

house boy in Odenigbo’s house) later he turns 
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out to be a soldier who fights in the 1960’s 

Biafran War, Olanna (a rich Ibo Woman and in 

love with Odenigbo), and Richard (a British 

man in love with Kainene, twin sister to 

Olanna). When Nigeria declares war on Biafra 

the identity of these three characters are 

questioned. The novel poignantly depicts the 

trauma underwent by the Ibo people of Biafra 

and the subsequent genocite aimed by Britain 

over the post independent Nigria and Biafra. A 

post colonial nation faces challenges based on 

identity, change in culture and language. From 

the perspective of a colonizer, to any colonized 

ration they transformed the nation by bringing 

change in their educational system, thereby 

bringing enlightenment and change in 

civilization in the mind and society. On the 

contrary, for the natives all these changes have 

result of only in Civil war, starvation, violence 

resulting only in humiliation and death of the 

people. When Odenigbo explains to Uguwu 

about the political status of Biafra he states 

 “The real tragedy of our post colonial 

would is not that the majority of people had no 

say in whether on not they wanted this new 

world; rather it is that the majority have not 

been given the tools to negotiate this new 

world”(101). 

 On the political level, Adichie voices the 

massacres of the Ibos because of the Biafran 

coups aimed by the colonizers. While analyzing 

the characters in texts based on the post colonial 

effects, Uguwu and Odenigbo take up a very 

prominent place followed by Olanna, Kainene 

and Richard. The relationship between 

Odenigbo and Uguwu is something beyoud 

master and a slave. Uguwu a thirteen year old 

Igbo boy from the village Opi, comes to the 

town of Nsukka to work as a houseboy in 

Odenigbo house. Uguwu, while entering in the 

town marvels at the facilities that he saw in his 

master’s house. Odenigbo works at the 

University of Nigeria as a Mathematics 

professor. By profession he was a professor, but 

his passion was towards politics. He talks about 

politics, the colonial oppression to Uguwu, who 

was an ignorant, unaware boy regarding the 

outside world. Odenigbo shows Uguwu the 

world map and notices how he has lived in his 

thirteen years of life in a cocoon. He promises 

him to provide education which he views as the 

only weapon against exploitation and thereby 

resulting resistance.  

 “There are two answers to the things they 

will teach you about your land the answer you 

learn and the answer you give in school to pass 

you must read books and learn both answers. I 

will give you books, excellent books. They will 

teach you that a white man called mungo park, 

discovered River Niger. That is Rubbish. Our 

people fished in the Niger long before Mungo 

Park’s grandfather was born. But in your exam, 

write that it was Mungo Park” (11) 

 Uguwu notices the routine of the 

professor’s life, where he had visitors everyday 

and they listened together over the radio and 

discussed various international political issued 

and also had heated debate over it. He eves 

drops them arguing on the past regarding their 

land and tribalism.  

 Part two of the text deals with the Nigerian 

coup, where the government that was 

dominated by the northerners, who were 

appointed by the British Government, was over 

thrown by the military. Odenigbo was very 

happy in listening to this news. Adichie doesnot 

pictures, Odenigbo as a perfect character. He 

too had his flaw, while he showed his infidelity 

to Olanna and takes up Amla, putting the blame 

on his mother. But when it came to his patriotic 

feeling, he recognized the crucial importance, 

which the Ibo ethnic group had to play in 

asserting their indigenous cultural tradition and 

in retrieving their repressed histories.  

 Adichie’s characters not only express their 

loyalty and betrayed among their kith and kins, 

but on the whole they show their loyalty in the 

larger political arena. The first half of the novel 

shows scenes of serenity and positivism, but the 

second half of the novel shows the betrayal 
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followed by war verged by Nigeria on Biafra 

that was heavly populated by the Ibo 

community. Around our to three million people 

died of hunga and fighting of during the 

Biafram War.  

 The title “Half of a Yellow Sun” indicates the 

Biafian flag where the colour Red stands for the 

blood of the siblings massacred in the North, 

Black for mourning them, Green stands for 

prosperity Biafra would have and finally, the 

half of a Yellow sun stood for their glorious 

bright future moving away from its eclipse.  

 “The conquest of the earth, which mostly 

means the taking it away from those who have a 

different complexion or slightly flatter noses 

than ourselves, is not a pretty thing when you 

look into it too much. What redeems it is the 

idea only.” 

 
Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness) 

 Culture in the view of Said is “a theatre, 

where various political and ideological causes 

engage one another.” (134) In this case culture 

becomes a source of identity there by the orient 

writers use their grand narratives as a source of 

emancipation and englightment of the colonial 

world. Half of a yellow Sun does not have a single 

narrator. It has three different narrators who are 

the main characters of the novel and from their 

perspective the post colonial Nigeria is 

described. The three different narrators 

converge at a single point where the west had 

its control over the independent Nigeria. At the 

end Biafrans have a triumph for its posterity to 

look back and be proud. 
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Introduction  

 The entire Indian Novels in English can be 

divided into two periods, the pre-independence 

and post-independence. The pre-independence 

period witnessed a slow growth of Indian 

English Novel since the Publication of Backim 

chand chatterjee’s Ram Mohan ‘s Wife in 1864. 

The novelists of this period mainly wrote under 

the influence of Gandhism and Nationalism. 

They devoted their novels, one the one hand, to 

the exposition of social evils, custom and 

traditions, rite and rituals, poverty and 

illiteracy, bonds and bondages and on the other, 

made their works a powerful medium of 

highlighting the east-west encounter and of 

spreading the nationalistic ideas of the great 

leaders like Mahatma Gandhi. 

 Shashi Deshpande was born in 1938 in 

Dharwad, India. She went to Mumbai where 

she graduated in Economics. she then moved to 

Bangalore, where she gained a degree in Law. 

Her writing career began in earnest in 1970. 

Deshpande began her writing with short stories 

which later developed into writing. 

 Shashi Deshpande's first book was The 

Legacy, a Collection of short stories and since 

then she has published dozen of stories. she 

describes kind of deprivation and emotional. 

The woman deprived of love, understanding 

and companionship is the center of her work. 

She shows how traditional Indian Society is 

biased against women. 

 Deshpande 's best work is her fifth novel, 

That Long Silence. The novel reveals the 

hollowness of modern Indian Life, where 

successes is seen as a convenient arranged 

marriage to an upwardly mobile husband with 

children studying in good schools. The 

repetitiveness and sheer drabness of the life of a 

woman with material Comforts is vividly 

represented, "the glassware that had to sparkle, 

the furniture and curios that had to be kept 

spotless and dust-free, and those clothes, God, 

all those never - ending piles of clothes that had 

to be washed and ironed, so that they could be 

worn and washed and ironed once again. The 

narrow focus of the novel results in an intensity 

which is almost painful especially Jaya's life 

filled with a kind of illusion because. She faces 

only disappointment where ever she expects 

real happiness. 

  

Illusion of Happiness in Shashi Deshpande's  

Novel That Long Silence 

 Jaya is the narrator as well as the heroine of 

the novel That long Silence. She reveals her 

unfulfilled desire and longing to get comfort 

from her family. Everyone around her get the 

illusion of happiness. She recalls every incident 

in a stream of consciousness in which she 

speaks throughout the novel like an interior 

monologue and seeks her identity and attains 

self-realization. She reveals her desire from her 

childhood. As a child she likes film music but 

her father tries to wean her from that, but he 

fails, it is not only her father tries to change her, 

later her husband, son, daughter, brothers, 

relatives, according to their wish, because of it, 

she suffered internally and tolerate everything 

just for the sake of others She describes how 

everyone having the illusion of happiness, how 

their desire is vanished by the situations. 

Predicaments dominate their life how the 

desires of human make them unhappy. Jaya's 

desire is not even fulfilled by her husband, 

because he never tries to understand though she 

had done all the needs of him and take care of 

the children, and tired of her routine. Jaya 

doesn't 't know what she wants, she accepts her 

life as it comes to her. She has no chance to 

choose her married life. 
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 Jaya is not a character of ordinary woman as 

if others look at her. She has some inner quest; 

she is almost like a woman of character which is 

stressed by Gandhi that woman should show 

her love towards her family next she must 

transfer her love to the rest of the world. Like 

that jaya ponders over the suffering of others. 

who around her even the common people and 

beggars , who struggles for their rights. 

 Jaya has an encouragement to be a special 

one from her father. According to the wish of 

her father. Jaya get married to Mohan and she 

began to lose her identity as for the sake of 

mohan. Jaya 's disaster came like a prize packet, 

neatly tied with colored ribbons, as a gift to her 

from her husband. Yes, it is a pat for her 

hardworking but ignores by Mohan. Jaya had 

got first prize for her story which is 

misunderstood by Mohan that she had revealed 

their personal story. Mohan has angered on Jaya 

because he thought that she insults him and 

their relationship. 

 Jaya has written in her story about the 

suffering of a wife and selfish behavior of a 

husband. She highlights that a man cannot 

reach out a woman through physic, she needs 

psychological safety from him that he will take 

care of her. It affects him. Because of Mohan 's  

 suggestion jaya had started her writing and 

got first prize but now Mohan put everything 

on Jaya. Jaya is speechless. After that Jaya 

continues her writing by putting a mask on it so 

that all of her stories of 'seeta' in which she 

started her writing as a writer.  

 Mohan had unconvinced by neither her 

success nor her failure as writer. All his effort to 

have a happy life had gone in vain, so he left 

her, the happiness he had in his life became an 

illusion. Jaya had searched the solution for the 

problem. She thought of Kamat who comforted 

her, played a role as mentor. 

 Jaya had sent her children to a trip, lonely 

and thought of having a life without Mohan 

how terrible it would be. Jaya was having 

thought of those women who lost their husband 

and abandoned by their husband and in-laws. 

 Jaya pondered over all those women how 

their lives have been. After got married, a 

woman should take care of her and children 

though she had lost her husband. They never 

considered as a part of their home and having 

rights as a male have in their home. According 

to Jaya women doesn't have importance neither 

in their Parent's home nor in in-laws home. 

 Jaya found herself following the stereotype 

women of Purana like Sita, Savithri and 

Draupoadi, because they were just obey their 

husbands order, followed them, accompany 

with them wherever they go and safe guard 

them, like that Jaya accompanied Mohan, 

obeyed him and safe guard him without 

revealing his wrong doing to anyone. After 

pondering over all the predicaments, silence 

occupied her mind and she longed to see 

Mohan and wanted to live at least nearby him. 

His absence at home killed her internally. 

 Jaya pondered over others predicament, 

later she realized that making others as her wish 

is not possible, it is her who needed to change 

herself according to the situation. Life will be 

easy going when we decreased our expectation 

on others. In general why did the people hurt 

by others, they expect more from them in that 

others unable to satisfy one's need. Indian's life 

style is not based on individuals, each 

individual couldn't lead their life without the 

help of others, and they depend on others, 

which we called as society. Each relationship is 

unique and having equal importance as each 

other. Relationship begins from home which 

creates as family, Family begins with the 

relationship of a husband and wife. In Indian 

way of life style woman's life around man, 

before marriage she depends on her father and 

after marriage her husband, she lived with her 

husband almost three-fourth of life. She 

depends more on her husband. Without getting 

a job she couldn't be a liberated one, in her 

father's house she is treated as if she is going to 

be the part of her husband's house so she had a 

thought in her mind that she belongs to 

somewhere, where she will begin her life as a 

wife and permanently belongs to somewhere, 

where she will begin her life as a wife and 

permanently belongs to there, so she has a quest 
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in her min where is her place, her being is an 

important one.  

 Needing of money is a part of life, but 

having more money will cause nothing. Greedy 

for money tossed Mohan's life. Greedy is the 

extreme of tolerance tossed Jaya's life. It is too 

late for Jaya to break the silence and it is new to 

Mohan he didn't expect this from Jaya to break 

the silence that she had blurted out on his 

wrong doing, the change in her attitude made 

him to leave the place. 

 Now the hope of Jaya on Mohan is broken 

up because all those seventeen years she 

believed that he never left alone in all situation 

and kept herself safely like a sheltering tree but 

things had happened upside down, he made 

her as a sheltering tree by using her flat and her 

hob and now he pushed her away from his 

shelter. The root of their relationship became 

insecure by the behavior of Mohan. After Jaya 

had argued with Mohan he had left Jaya 

without informing. They come to the extreme 

end of their life the silence that they had got is 

now vanished, they had blankness in their life. 

Jaya started to think over her silence. Her 

silence is started from her home when they had 

prepared Jaya to marry Mohan; for the sake of 

family she accepted the marriage.  

 Jaya had no one to share her feelings; she 

waged self-denial of her impulses of 

establishing herself in the society. Jaya wanted 

Mohan to around her even though he neglected 

her a partner of sharing everything. Jaya 

struggles for seventeen years to make harmony 

with Mohan though he neglected her feelings, at 

last she broke her silence by arguing with 

Mohan. She barred so many things but the 

silence seemed heavy and uneasy. Jaya find 

happiness when she is alone on the contrast she 

felt unhappy now without Mohan and children 

that means she is ready to sacrifice her self-

desire and longed to connect herself with her 

family. Jaya realizes after pondered over all 

those incidents now she is ready to make 

improvement in her personality and sacrifice 

her own desire for the sake of her family but 

this is not like her past doing of her routine, out 

of willingness. Thus illusion of happiness is 

prevailed throughout the life of Jaya still she has 

hope on her to make everything as possible. 

 

Conclusion 

 In That long silence she has spun the 

experience of Jaya interestingly and remains the 

readers without boring. Though Jaya is played a 

role of upper middle class house wife, educated 

one reflects the psyche of every married woman 

of Indian society, as an educated one she 

couldn't adopt the style according to her 

education as well as tradition. She wants herself 

to break the shackles of marriage and become a 

librated one by the input of her education and 

wants herself to break herself and remains as 

she had been according to Indian tradition, she 

leaps between these two thoughts. The dilemma 

she has is crossed by everyone but at last she 

give-up her desire for the sake of the unity of 

her family. She wants to get back the harmony 

of the monotonous life. 

 In the novels of Shashi Deshpande we find 

the illusion of happiness in the characters of 

Shashi Deshpande, the lesson we have to learn 

from their life is how they faced their life and 

their attitude towards life will change the life of 

people who read it. Here we have three groups 

One group belongs to those who tried to 

manage their life with the illusion of happiness. 

The second group is unsuccessful one. The third 

group has learnt to handle predicaments under 

their control would have been hope for the 

regeneration of their life, Jaya belongs to this 

third group.  
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Abstract 
 Language acquisition is a process of acquiring a language for communication. Second Language learning is a process 
in which the learner learns through conscious efforts. Second Language learning requires the knowledge of mother tongue 
and a lot of patience and practice. The teacher plays the crucial role in the development of the Second Language of the 
learners. The teacher helps the learners to acquire the language and to use the language correctly and appropriately. 
Teacher’s role is like that of a learner, facilitator, resource person, assessor, manager, evaluator and an instructor. Teacher 
makes the second language classroom more vibrant using certain techniques and activities, With the help of the teacher 
and the methods, the learners reach their goal at the end of the opportunity to work towards their potential. The paper 
entitled “ The Role of Teachers in Developing the Second Language Acquisition” is an attempt to discuss the various steps 
taken by the teacher to develop the second language ability of their students. 
Keywords: second language, teacher’s role, facilitator, resource person, instructor. 
 
Introduction  

 A teacher’s role is very important in helping 

the students develop their learning. Second 

language, or the target language , is acquired 

with the help of teachers and parents. The 

teacher represents the master of the second 

language. The teacher may be an expert linguist 

with a deep understanding of how the 

languages are learnt with the methods to be 

used to support them in language classrooms. 

The teacher acts as a designer and facilitator of 

learning. Teachers create the conditions for 

students to manage their own learning 

processes and learn collaboratively with their 

peers in order to become more independent 

learners. Teachers also design projects that offer 

multi-faceted learning opportunities. They are 

expert advisors on learning to both students and 

mentors and responsible for setting up any 

assessment or student presentation 

opportunities. 

 Second Language Learning is entirely 

different from that of mother tongue 

acquisition. Second language is defined as a 

language which the people use as the one other 

than the first or native language. The learning of 

first language is a natural process. On the 

contrary the second language is not easily 

acquired. So the teacher creates an environment 

to learn or acquire the second language. The 

primary role of the teacher in a second language 

class is to establish conditions and develop 

activities, so that students are able to practice 

the language in a meaningful context. Students 

are also more active in their role as learners and 

are playing a major part in many aspects in the 

second language classrooms. 

 The role of the teacher undergoes 

fundamental changes with the delivery of a 

multi dimensional second language program. 

As the second language classrooms move from 

teacher- centered to student- centered, and 

moves from language- based to needs based 

and at the same time the responsibilities of a 

teacher also changed to the greatest extent. It is 

one of the teacher’s greatest responsibilities of a 

teacher to develop in the students a positive 

attitude to learn a second language. The teacher 

needs to predict the possible needs of the 

students and have communicative language 

activities readily available to meet those needs. 

The activities should be designed by the 
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teachers so that the students experience a high 

degree of success. Teachers also experience 

greater success and joy when activities are 

planned around the interests of the students 

and to take into account subjects that they have 

some knowledge about the second language. 

 
Teacher as A Learner 

 Here the teacher plays the role of a learner. 

Teaching and learning is a continuous process. 

The role of a teacher will remain in the changing 

process of the educational system. The teacher is 

instrumental in creating a positive and 

supportive learning environment within the 

second language classroom. Students who feel 

safe and secure are much more willing to 

practice a second language. A healthy classroom 

climate promotes risk-taking and the classroom 

allows the students to experiment positive 

experiences in the classroom helped the 

students lead to an excellent attitude toward 

language and culture. Students can receive the 

information without any hesitation in grasping 

the things from the teacher. Teacher learns the 

new trends of language acquisition. 

 
Teacher as a Facilitator 

 Teacher in the second language classroom 

always serves as a language model for the 

students, Teacher helps the students to review 

the linguistic content and to practice the 

language. It is very important that the students 

should sense that their teachers concern about 

them and thus teacher should become the best 

facilitator to the students in all aspects. Teachers 

must be aware of the program and give 

instructions to the students. A teacher is the 

only person whom the students communicate 

with most often and get corrected them 

immediately if mistakes occur. The teacher 

discovers or invents the ways to encourage 

students to communicate meaningfully with 

each other. Teacher is the active person in the 

language classroom. Instead of actively 

directing and controlling all activities the 

teacher will aim to set up the conditions for 

meaningful practice and then to take on the role 

of the resource person. The teacher assumes his 

position as a facilitator of language learning the 

students acquire skills that will enable them to 

be independent language learners. 

 
Teacher as an Assessor 

 As a teacher, assessing is one of the 

significant tools for extracting student’s 

knowledge by giving continuous feedback. The 

students become more responsible for their own 

language learning. The success of the second 

language learning in the classroom increases 

based on the activities of the students directed 

by the teachers. Self- evaluation of the students 

reflect the second language classroom more 

effective. The classroom becomes student- 

centered rather than teacher- centered. The 

students do more exercises and most of the 

talking done by them. The role of teacher is to 

assist, advise and direct them. Teacher prefers 

group discussion to improve their language 

ability. As the students most often work in 

small groups the teacher will observe the 

activities. The teacher noted the problematic 

areas of the student language and evaluate their 

language skills. During the time of these 

activities the teacher will interrupt to correct the 

students only if the errors are so serious as to 

block the communication. The role of second 

language teacher in the classroom has 

traditionally been to convey knowledge. An 

assessment makes a teacher to plan in guiding 

them to master their language. 

 
Teacher as a Manager 

 Teacher’s role as a manager is a very 

significant and important as well in managing a 

class. A teacher has to plan well in advance 

regarding handling the classes within the 

stipulated time covering academic as well as 

interpersonal skills with various teaching 

techniques which are obviously a path to 

practical approach. An experienced teacher can 
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manage the timings according to their own 

experience. Teachers are more knowledgeable 

about the second language theories and 

methods and so they encouraged the students to 

develop their abilities. Teachers train the 

students through reading and attending 

workshops, professional development days and 

conferences, meeting with colleagues, formally 

and informally also provides an opportunity for 

discussion, sharing thoughts and practicing the 

language of their own level. 

 
Teacher as an Evaluator 

 As everyone is aware that the evaluation 

plays a prominent role to a teacher’s success. 

Evaluation is a subjective process, which is 

related to academics. Proper evaluation ensures 

the language abilities in the learners. True and 

fair evaluation should be done by a teacher in 

order to do justice to a student’s career. Teacher 

may provide the teaching framework for the 

delivery of the second language program. The 

training is based on the fields of experiences 

taken from the interests of the students. Teacher 

may categorize the activities into three steps. 

They are first activity step, main activity step 

and final activity step. 

 
First Activity Step 

 It is the introductory step or the pre-activity 

of the learner. The teacher activates any 

knowledge that the student may have about the 

topic to be covered. The students also share 

their knowledge about the area and their 

language vocabulary may be reviewed by the 

teacher. To know the vocabulary is the primary 

step to acquire the second language. By 

developing the vocabularies at the maximum 

level to reach their final destination. The teacher 

and the students need to be aware of the 

language and the content. In this process 

students become interested in the topic and 

motivated to learn more about the language. 
 

 

The Second Activity Step 

 It is the main phase or activity. Here the 

students perform a number of tasks and 

activities to develop their language skills, 

knowledge and attitude towards the language. 

Students spend time developing their language 

skills in a meaningful context. Activities like 

Word Games, Mind Maps, Group Discussion, 

Role plays, Interviews and Hints Development, 

Questionnaires helps the students to reach the 

final result of their goal. Students learn more 

about the topic focusing on the information they 

need to complete the task. Group work and co-

operate work learning are an important part of 

this step. A resource based learning approach is 

necessary. 

 
The Third Activity Step 

 It is the post activity step, the teacher and 

students step back and reflect on what they 

have learned and the activities used. Finally 

they have the discussion on the second 

language vocabulary and structures and the 

knowledge they have gained about the topic. It 

is also a time to reflect on how experience may 

affect the attitudes and behavior of the students. 

 The organization of the teaching methods 

and activities allow the students to become 

interested in a topic and they become familiar 

with the experimental goal at an early stage and 

do all the activities that will give them success 

with the final product. The final product and 

the reflection on the topic give the students a 

sense of completion and accomplishment. As 

the students begin the next level, linguistic 

structures will re-emerge and these approaches 

will ensure that the students continue to 

practice and apply what they have learned 

during these activities. The students try to 

identify what new knowledge they have gained 

from the experience what language they 

acquired, what new steps they found most 

appropriate and suggest how these activities 

could be used in new situations. 
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Conclusion 

 Teachers should understand the 

developmental stages of second language 

acquisition and apply some teaching activities 

in the language classrooms. They can identify 

the activities that meet the needs of their leader 

and they can explore the reaction of the 

students to their learning approaches for the 

second language. By performing various roles 

the teacher becomes an ideal guide in shaping 

the student’s future. By manipulating different 

methods and activities in a second language 

classroom the teacher can make the learners to 

develop the language skills easily and 

comfortably. 
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Abstract 
 The term ‘Diaspora’ is a synonym to ‘migration’. The term ‘Diaspora’ derived from the Greek word ‘diaspeirein 
(Speiro= to sow and dia=over) meaning to disperse and scatter. The immigrant leaves country sometimes by compulsion 
or contempt for his land. The act of expatriation is a very painful one. VineyKirpal expresses his views:”….it is the eternal 
quest of man to seek to put down roots somewhere, to possess some point of space to which he can relate emotionally and 
psychologically”.(Kirpal 45).Diaspora is movement of people from their place of origin. It is a kind of migration. It is 
always associated with post colonialism. The diaspora community in the host culture confronts many problems. The 
immigrants feel nostalgic, lonely, homeless, and alienated. They have to come across the problem of cultural conflict. 
Neither, they can easily give away with Indian culture, that is their root culture, nor they can easily embrace new culture 
of the host land. ‘Diaspora literature’ consists of the works of these so called ‘immigrants’ and ‘expatriates’. These writers 
are known as ‘Diaspora writers’, ‘expatriate writers’ or ‘immigrant writers’. These writers in their works write about their 
experiences both at home land and host land. Their fiction is generally loaded with the themes of nostalgia, alienation, 
loneliness, aloofness and struggle for adaptation in new land. These writers present the vivid picture of their root culture 
and the host culture through their characters. In this way they have broaden the area of expression in their fiction. Bharati 
Mukherjee, an Indian diaspora writer portrays the themes of loneliness, quest for identity and struggle for adaptation in 
new surroundings in her fiction. In Wife Bharati Mukherjee had portrayed the hollowness of the Indian institutionalized 
marriage. In Jasmine she is highlighting the impossibility of nuptial longevity in a country that thrives on change. In the 
US the Indian concept of formalized relationships and institutionalized togetherness holds no water. Back home in India, 
Bharathi Mukherjee, the middle of three daughters, have seen a stereotypical pattern of a conventional Indian marriage and 
preferred the new world of Iowa. Jasmine too is excited by the new world. As an immigrant writer Bharati Mukherjee in 
her novels made a concerted effort to conceptualize the image of the immigrants, who assert their claim to an American 
identity by struggling heroically to reinstate themselves successfully in a new cultural landscape. Wife brings a unique 
Indian perspective to the standard themes of immigrant fiction- failed quests, thwarted dreams, dislocation and isolation 
leading to marital stress, demand of a new and hostile cultural environment, loss of supportive community and loss of a 
relatively coherent earlier identity. In Wife (1975), Mukherjee writes about a woman named Dimple who has been 
suppressed by men, is desirous to be the idyllic Bengali wife, but out of foreboding fear and delicate volatility, she 
assassinates her husband and ultimately commits suicide. Bharati Mukherjee’s characterization of Dimple lends a 
divergent and an intricate perspective to the theme of immigration and subsequent alienation. The novel, Wife, is a perfect 
version of peripheral confusions regarding American culture and habitat and internal commotion to choose between 
personal deliverance on the one hand and matrimonial bondage on the other that Dimple suffers from. Dimple shows signs 
of dilemma of cultures, which is a domino effect of her phobic condition in the end. Two incidents from the novel, one, her 
enforced self-abortion and the other, her atrocious assassination of her husband are emblematic expression of her turmoil 
flanked by the other and the self.The present paperis an attempt to bring in light the diasporic problems faced by the 
protagonist in the novel Wife.  
Keywords: Alienation, loneliness, aloofness and struggle for adaptation in new land 
 
 The Indian born writer Bharati Mukherjee is 
one of the most widely known immigrant 
writers of America. The immigrant writers in 
America can be divided into two categories. 
Firstly, the “Willing Immigrant Writers” who 
settled in America from Europe and Asia and 
who have made it their home. The second 
category consists of the “Unwilling Immigrant 
Writers” with American origin whose 
forefathers were brought to America in some 
slave trips. But Bharati Mukherjee considers 
herself different from other European writers 

for a variety of reasons. Bharati Mukherjee‘s 
female protagonists are immigrants and suffer 
cultural shock but they are potential women 
and are anxious to establish their identity by 
undertaking their heroic journeys. Since Bharati 
Mukherjee’s women characters are the victims 
of immigration, all the critics focus her novels as 
problems and consequences due to immigration 
but actually the problems are not because they 
are immigrants but because the women 
characters fight for their rights as a woman and 
then as an individual. Bharathi Mukherjee has 
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tried to create a new relationship between man 
and woman based on equality, non-oppression, 
and non-exploitation so that the creative 
potentials of both are maximized as individuals 
and not gender dichotomies. The male, as a 
representative of the patriarchal society has, at 
last, being jerked off the center of woman‘s 
gravitation. The woman is preparing now to be 
her own gravitational force, beyond the fullness 
of patriarchy. 
 In her second novel ―Wife, the protagonist 
Dimple wants to break through the traditional 
taboos of a wife. This novel tells the story of 
Dimple, a seemingly docile young Bengali girl 
who, as another normal girl, is full of dreams 
about her married life and so she eagerly and 
impatiently waits for marriage. She marries 
AmitBasu. Shevisualizes a new life for herself in 
America where Amit is expecting to immigrate. 
She is expected to play the role of an ideal 
Indian wife, stay at home and keep the house 
for the husband. Her frustration is built up 
gradually by the circumstances. She resents 
being wife in the Basu family and rebels against 
wifedom in many ways. One such way is here 
including a miscarriage by skipping herself free 
from her pregnancy, which she views as a 
Basu’s property even in her womb. But herself-
identity is avoided by marriage. She aspires for 
self-recognition and dream fulfillment. But Basu 
behaves in a different way. He wants her to a 
docile and submissive. So Dimple hates Basu 
and his behavior. He needs her only for sexual 
harassment. She feels it as a sort guilty. Finally 
in her mentally upset state, she kills Amit in an 
act of self-liberation and eventually commits 
suicide. 
 Bharathi Mukherjee’s Wife examines the 
relationship between the husband and wife and 
also portrays the Indians’ life in the alien land. 
She extracts from her experiences in the foreign 
nation to voice women. She depicts the 
orthodoxy marital ideas, the onus of wife and 
psychological condition of threshold of wife. 
In Wife the protagonist, Dimple Basu 
experiences the identity crisis and mental 
trauma. She is grown up in the middle class 
family of Calcutta. She curses herself often as 
‘ugly’ and has inferiority complex about her 
black complexion. She worries about her flat 

unblooming breast. She cries in desperation, 
“No one would marry an ugly girl like her; no 
one would make her happy or treat her with 
respect; (Wife 10). She is ignorant that education 
will give her identity and career. On contrary 
she expects those through marriage. She thinks 
marriage will give her freedom to live as she 
likes. She says, “Marriage would bring her 
freedom, cocktail parties on carpeted lawns, and 
fund- raising dinners for noble charities. 
Marriage- would bring her love” (Wife 3). 
 Mr. DasGupta, Dimple’s father seeks 

bridegroom through newspaper. He never 

considers her daughter’s consent. He finds an 

engineer, AmitBasu. She enters the wedlock 

with Amit and thinks marriage will liberate her 

from all conventions. Amit’s mother disliked 

Dimple’s name. So she changed her name as 

‘Nandhini’. The act of changing name doesn’t 

alter anything for Amit but for Dimple it creates 

frustration, hatred on her personal and nuptial 

life. She does not find any happiness albeit she 

is pregnant. On contrary she wants to abort it. 

Her pregnancy seems to be a hammer for 

immigration, so she wantonly abortion by 

violently skipping rope. Sharma says about her 

act of abortion as “is a sacrament of liberation 

from the traditional roles and constraints of 

womanhood” (15). 

 When Dimple lands America, she bewilders 

to accommodate American culture and fails to 

assimilate within it. The couple’s thought about 

life in America getting differs in their 

expectations. Amit expects economic wealth but 

Dimple expects liberation from societal 

conventions, longing for love and self-

fulfillment. As days pass by, she realizes that 

Amit does not love her. She feels depressed, 

isolated, unsecured and unexpressed. Dimple 

cannot even express her feelings and emotions, 

“there were no words she’d ever learned to 

describe her daily feelings” (Wife 120). 

 She finds difficult to cope up with the 

people who do not understand her rituals, 

customs, culture and her Indian traditional 

ideas even about Durga Puja. Dimple gauges 
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her life in Calcutta and New York City. 

Chowdhury says that: 

 She is scared of self-service elevators, of 

policemen, of gadget and appliances. She does 

not want to wear western clothes as she thinks 

she would be mistakenly taken for a Puero 

Rican. She does not want to lose her identity but 

feels isolated, trapped, alienated, marginalized 

(84).  

 Her hatred, acrimonious and resentful 

escalates in the U.S. A. she recalls how she was 

lived in Calcutta and among the people who 

was kind, and partakes. She is ambivalent how 

to express her emotions and conditions to Amit. 

Amit is failed to understand her situations, her 

needs and expectations and simply calls her 

behavior as ‘culture shock’ which is ubiquitous 

to Indian wives in America. Dimple cannot bear 

the isolation, unfeeling husband and alienation. 

She devised a plot to end her life in nine ways. 

She thought of “………………garbage bag; set 

fire to Sari made of synthetic fiber; head in 

oven; nick wrist with broken glass in a sink full 

of scalding dishwater; starve; face on bread 

knife while thinking of Japanese samurai 

revivals”(Wife 154). 

 Her disappointment life in America leads to 

change in behavior as well as in characters and 

break away from the social taboos. She gets 

solace from Milt Glasser who satisfies her in all 

aspects. She feels comfortable and finds identity 

through him. Amit’s ignorance about her wife’s 

psychological conflicts, isolation and lusting for 

love induces her to be violent towards society as 

well as in family. Amitsays , “ He has never 

thought how hard it was for her to keep quiet 

and smile though she was falling apart like a 

very old toy that roughly, by children who 

claimed to love her”(Wife 212). 

 Dimple stabs Amit several times violently 

which shows her temperament, loss of 

womanliness quality, soft nature and much of 

that forsaken of her traditional beliefs. Her 

attitude after blood-strain killing is no 

emotional, guilty. It is so odd and strange. She 

just watches her regular T.V. serials after the 

brutal murder. The psychological 

claustrophobia, high expectations in American 

culture, unbridle love on Amit, inflexible and 

imbalanced state in the society changes her 

entire life.  

 Dimple in Wife fails to make metamorphosis 

from one country to another, Indian and 

western culture and tradition and modern. 

Dimple may be called as rude, weak by her act. 

But Amit also equally to be blamed for her 

mental change. She was not rude where she was 

born and upbringing. Amit’s unfeeling nature, 

lack of mutual understanding towards his 

spouse, lovelessness, devoid of cheer up 

triggered her to be violent at last drag her to 

slain husband. She evolves inwardly from a 

docile, obedient, submissive and typical Indian 

wife into a dejected, psychotic, sick and furious 

murderer in order to attain individual freedom. 

 The novel ends with this dissolution into 

insanity and illusion, but Mukherjee has more 

invested in Wife than just a cautionary tale of 

believing and performing cultural identities. We 

should not consider the murder itself a positive 

development, as some critics imply Mukherjee 

intends. Brinda Bose suggests that for Dimple 

murder evolves into an acceptable signifier for 

discarding nostalgia and starting over; it is 

neither the end nor even merely the means to an 

end: it is a beginning. Once the home country 

has been relegated to the recesses of rejected 

memory, and the new life is looked forward to 

with hope, the process of defining a new 

identity can begin. Bose’s totalizing criticism, 

however, assumes difference between home-

country and new country and supposes that one 

can reject a past, breaking cleanly between past 

and present.  

 We receive no indication that Amit’s 

murder suggests a beginning, if only because it 

ends the novel and leaves Dimple deranged. 

Because she falls to such a state of insanity and 

loses all self-possession, we cannot consider this 

murder parallel to her abortion, either. For 
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Dimple, ending her pregnancy implies the 

possibility of a new life completely devoid of 

vestiges of India, but her entire stay in America 

shows us the impossibility of that distinction. In 

killing Amit, Dimple offers no (misguided) 

hope for a new beginning; the act results from 

disappointment as she realizes that she cannot 

perform America either by having sex with an 

American or in marriage to Amit. Dimple does 

not wholly fail, though, because she acts and 

asserts her individuality apart from the role 

governed by a cultural history: Individual 

initiative, that what it came down to, she finally 

realizes, and her life had been devoted only to 

pleasing others, not herself. In acting, Dimple 

grounds her identity in America, for despite its 

multiculturalism, Mukherjee still considers 

America the space most welcoming to 

transformation. Mukherjee acknowledges that 

Dimple’s immigration has been one of 

misguided Americanization, but in the end 

Dimple finally transforms not into an Indian in 

America, or into an American, but into an 

American with an Indian past. 

 Bharati Mukherjee‘s Wife focusing on how 

cultural displacement or dislocation cause new 

identities but of course, through a rigorous 

path. In Wife, Mukherjee expresses and 

challenges the hardships of multicultural 

society of an immigrant. She sets the novel in 

the United States to reveal both the nations 

limitations in multiculturalism and the 

discrepancies between a policy of cultural 

difference and the American dream of 

Individualism and opportunity. Mukherjee 

portrays Dimple, as a newlywed who emigrates 

from India to the United States and suffers 

under the disempowerment and pain caused by 

a different society Mukherjee depicts a fixed 

American culture that negates individual 

identity in favor of communal identities located 

in foreign culture. In turn, it limits the liberty 

and success of its mythological promises. From 

the very beginning of the novel Wife, the 

sympathetic alienation and ultimate 

impossibility of the multicultural finds 

expression through definition, often a violent 

act that strips away nuance and actual 

possibility. Mukherjee presents us with a story 

of an immigrant who does not survive; so long 

forced to identify with either Indian or 

American culture. Dimple completely separates 

herself from any culture what so ever, relying 

only on ―individual initiative [for] that‘s what it 

came down to and her life had been devoted 

only to pleasing others, not herself‖ . She 

pleases others by identifying with a group 

culture that ignores her personal need to change 

in America and identifies her only by her role---

the Indian community sees Dimple as wife, and 

multicultural America separates her from itself 

as an immigrant.  

 At the novel’s end, Dimple murders her 

husband, and Mukherjee leaves us with an 

image of Dimple talking to herself and to the 

knife that she used to stab him inone elongated 

disintegration into insanity. No longer 

associated with any culture, least of all a 

successful, new, hybrid one, and Dimple 

isolates she completely. She exits as an 

unrealized transition, a middle ground between 

the fixed disparate cultural identities for her 

immigrant community and the hybrid culture of 

the ideal America.  

 As a product of diaspora novels deals with 

nostalgia for lost home, feministic perspective 

again shows that the place of Indian foreign 

based women are marginalized and oppressed 

through their counterparts according to the 

surrounding afford them a freedom, this 

upbringing gives a strong base to carve a niche 

for themselves in a foreign land and thus 

identity crisis with a cultural encounter 

happens. The psyche of an immigrant always 

tragic, as a result tension created in the mind 

between the two socio-cultural environments 

between the feelings of rootless ness and 

nostalgia when he visits the unknown land and 

there he has to struggle a lot for his survival. 
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 Mukherjee is a writer who faces the issue of 

nostalgia for one’s native country and culture in 

the transformed, globalize world squarely, 

exploring relentlessly the contradictions in her 

own native culture and presenting a 

dramatically revised vision of India, America, 

the world and the new immigrants. In her 

fiction, Mukherjee represents and writes about 

what she calls the hybridization of the new 

America. In examining this new identity, she 

says she wants to explore the consciousness of 

those who are not of one ethnic group or the 

other, ―but who are many, many different 

ethnicities together, which is the real America 

(198). In this pursuit, Mukherjee deconstructs 

cultural clichés, acknowledges the realities of 

the world‘s economic system, and sets her texts 

against a background of intertwined, 

transnational economic activities and mass 

uprooting in the Third World. As women have 

experienced displacement and dislocations in 

personallives, they are better suited for 

adaptability in an alien culture. A close reading 

of Mukherjee‘s novels reveals that her primary 

aim is to champion the cause of women. 

Mukherjee‘s first books we have complex tales 

but they lack of the art of storytelling. But her 

later works are more successful at capturing the 

readers. Thus, Bharathi Mukherjee is a typical 

feminist writer. Her novels truly adhere to the 

temperament and mood of the society in which 

she lived. 
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Abstract 
 Girish Karnad was one of the foremost dramatists in India and his works are bounded up with mystical beliefs. The 
researcher has chosen, Naga-Mandala and the focus are on the myth and tales in the whole story. The play concerns the 
event with are without factual explanations. Naga- Mandala’s folk ethos is writ large in theme and plot, as it weaves two 
kannada folk tales together. The first comments on the paradoxical nature of oral tales which, despite exist independently, 
depend on a story teller to be passed on. Within this larger frame of Story, Man, and Flames, Karnad narrates the story of 
Rani, Appanna, and Naga. The play offers existence to the ‘flames’, in narrating their own stories. The researcher filters 
the idea of Myth in the play, a stream of Postmodern study.  
Keywords: myth, folkloric, custom behaviour, snake ordeal, stereotype.  
 
About the Author 

 Girish Karnad was born on May 19, 1938 in 

Matheran (Maharashtra). A multi- faceted 

personality, Karnad has earned international 

praise as a playwright, poet, actor, director, 

critic, and a translator. As a Konkani by birth, 

he had his initial schooling in Marati. As a 

young man studying in Karnata University, 

Dharwar, he earned his Bachelor’s degree in 

Mathematics and Statistics. He would 

eventually the international frame he had 

dreamed of, but not for his English poetry. After 

his return to India, Karnad worked with the 

Oxford University Press at Chennai. He left the 

job in 1970 to become a full-time writer. 

 His first play Yayati (1961), chronicles the 

adventures of mythical characters from the 

Mahabharata, was an instant success and was 

immediately translated into several Indian 

Languages. His other plays were, Tughlaq, 

Hayavadana, Naga-Mandala, Taledanda, Odakalu 

Bimba (inspired from T.S.Eliot’s poem, 

Wasteland). He was appreciated for his love for 

the stage and honored with several awards.  

 
An Overview 

 Girish Karnad wrote the play originally in 

Kannada and later translated into English. In 

Naga-Mandala (1988), Karnad turns away from 

the ‘Classical traditions’ as his source to 

Kannada folktales, which he had heard from 

India’s renowned scholar of the oral traditions, 

A.K. Ramanujan. Here he combines two tales, 

the central one focusing on the snake- lover 

motif while the frame story explores the notion 

of stories having a life independent of their 

narrators. The subtitle ‘Play with Cobra’, given 

by Karnad himself, is indicative of its theme and 

the significance of the roe of Cobra in it.  

 
Background to the Study 

 In the play, Naga-Mandala, a story itself 

narrates the story of a young woman Rani, 

newly married to Appanna. Appanna was not a 

loving husband and he comes home only in the 

day, bathes, asks for food and then goes away 

locking the front door of his house to visit his 

concubine. The young bride feels homesick, 

longs for her parents. A blind woman, 

Kurudava meets her and gives a magic root; 

that will make her husband fall for her. 

Unwilling to serve the potion to her husband, 

Rani pours it in the ant-hill. A King Cobra 

residing in the ant-hill takes Rani’s love potion 

and fall for her. In reality; it is impossible for a 
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Cobra to fall in love with a human, disguises 

himself as her husband, and to have kids. 

 The paper exhibits that the play is wrapped 

up with the mythical beliefs. The tool used for 

study is ‘Myth’, a stream of Postmodernism. 

The word ‘myth’ is derived from the Greek 

work mythos, which simply means story. 

Mythology can refer either to the study of 

myths or to a body or collection of myths. Myth 

can mean ‘sacred story’, ‘traditional narrative’, 

or ‘tale of the gods’. A myth can also be a story 

to explain why something exists. The active 

beings in myths are generally gods, and 

goddesses, heroes, and heroines, or animals and 

plants. Most myths are set in the timeless past 

before recorded time or beginning of the critical 

history.  

 
Discussions 

 Among the different types of myths such as; 

classical, religious and modern myths, the play 

Naga-Mandala is a Religious Myth as the central 

focus is on the newly married young woman 

Rani. The elders in the village witness Rani as a 

Goddess, when the Cobra blesses her and 

consider her a divine gift to their village. The 

researcher screens the event of myths in the 

paper.  

 The play opens with the prologue where the 

playwright is introduced. He was in an old 

temple, cuffed with the curse of death. He hears 

the female voices outside the temple and hides 

himself behind the pillar. The female voices 

were none other than Flames. They are naked 

flames without any wicks or lamps. No one is 

holding them. They are just lamp flames 

floating in the air. The flames were addressing 

to the fellow Flames and are discussing about 

their master’s condition they are actually 

coming from. 

 (The flames talk animatedly. New flames 

come and join them. They form their own 

groups and keep on gossiping.) 

 Man: (To the audience) I had heard that 

when lamps are put out in the village, the 

 flames gather in some remote place and 

spend the night, gossiping. So this is the   place 

where they gather.  

 (A new flame enters and everyone 

enthusiastically greets her) (3) 

 In the midst of the conversation of the 

flames, a new flame enters and elucidate its own 

story for being late. In the house where the new 

flame habitually burn, was occupied only by old 

couples. When the old woman finished all her 

household works and went to the room where 

her old husband was sleeping, she saw a young 

woman, dressed in a rich, new sari coming out 

from the room. The moment she saw the old 

woman, she disappeared into the night. The 

flame’s mistress enquired about the young 

woman to her husband but the innocent old 

man doesn’t have any clue about the young 

woman who visited their house.  

 The former flames craved to know about 

the young woman and they started querying 

about her. It is a myth that when a story 

remains untold to other people, it takes revenge 

on the master who owns it. The old woman kept 

a song and a story with herself. As the story felt 

crushed in her mouth; they wanted to pay back 

to her family. The story wants their own known 

story to be shared with other people. The story 

narrates the ‘story’ to the Man and along with 

him; the flames and the audience listen to it.  

 New Flame: My mistress, the old woman, 

knows a story and a song. But all these years 

she has kept them to herself. She has never 

narrated the story or sung the song to anyone. 

So the story and the song have been bottled up 

inside her; they have been imprisoned, so to 

say, dying to come out and assert themselves. 

This afternoon when the old woman took her 

usual nap after lunch and starts  snoring, the 

story and the song jumped out her mouth and 

hid in the attic. At night when her husband has 

gone to  sleep, the story took the form of a 

young woman and the song became a sari. The 

young woman covered herself with the  sari 

and came out, just as the old lady was coming 
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into the room. Thus the story  and the song 

created a quarrel in the family and took their 

revenge on the old woman.  

 Flame 1: If you suppress one story, it gives 

place to another. (4) 

 Rani, the protagonist of the story was 

married to Appanna. He was not a loving 

husband and comes home only in the morning; 

as he visits concubine every night. The lonely 

Rani, quests for a caring heart. A blind old 

woman, named Kurudava detects the presence 

of Rani in the locked room. She sympathizes 

with her and gives her a piece of root which she 

got from her mendicant when she herself was 

young and unmarried. Rani mixes the root to 

the curry, but it instantly turns red. She runs to 

the nearby and pours the liquid into it. But the 

moment she turns her back, a King Cobra lifts 

its hood, hissing, out of the ant-hill.  

 The Cobra, mentioned in the play as Naga; 

falls for Rani. As per the myth, the Cobra can 

take any form as it likes. Naga takes the shape 

of Appanna, entered the house through the 

bedroom drain. The alteration was similar to 

Satan becoming a snake in the Christian 

mythology. The Satan got transformed into a 

snake with the ill- intention of misguiding Eve, 

but Naga transfers its shape, out of love and 

affection for Rani. He tries to give her all the 

happiness every night he meets her. However, 

all this happens because of the magic influence 

of the root. Rani fails to understand why the 

cruel and unkind husband of the day time 

becomes so loving and passionate at night.

  Rani: You talk so nicely at night, but 

during the day whenever I open my mouth to 

say something you hiss…..like a stupid snake. 

(25) 

 Mirror reflects what is tangible; no matter 

what the alteration mean. When Naga ceases to 

exist the Dog, bought by Appanna that 

morning; he was left with the blood stains in the 

cheeks. When Rani moved to the mirror table to 

give Naga an ointment, the mirror image shocks 

her.  

 She rushes to the mirror-box and opens it. 

She looks at him in the mirror and screams in 

fright. He quickly moves, pulls her away from 

the mirror and holds her tight in his arms. Rani 

trembles. 

 Rani: When I looked in the mirror, I saw 

there—where you were sitting—instead of you, 

I saw a—(26) 

 Towards the end of the play, when Rani 

reveals to Naga, that she is pregnant; he was 

shocked indeed and knows well the fate of Rani 

that she will be summoned by the village elders 

that cannot be avoided. However, Rani tries to 

save her from ignominy and death. Like the 

Agnipariksha of Sita in Ramayana, Rani also has 

to face a trial to prove her chastity. Naga asks 

her to pull out the King Cobra and take an oath 

by that Cobra. The next morning, the village 

elders filled the place near the ant hill.  

 The tradition tests to prove one’s chastity 

were to take the oath while holding a red-hot 

iron in hand or to plunge the hand in boiling 

water or to swear by the King Cobra. She is 

permitted for the snake-ordeal by the village 

elders. She goes into the ant-hill plunges her 

hand into it and pulls the Cobra out. Then she 

swears, 

 Since coming to this village, I have held by 

his hand, only two… My husband and this 

Cobra…Yes, my husband and this King Cobra. 

Expect for these two, I have not touched anyone 

of the male sex. Nor have I allowed any other 

male to touch me. If I lie, let the Cobra bite me. 

(42)  

 The Cobra does not bite her. To the utter 

surprise of all, it slides up her shoulder and 

spread its hood like an umbrella over her head. 

The crowd gasps. The Cobra sways its hood for 

a while, then become docile and moves her 

shoulder like a garland. Rani stares 

uncomprehending as the Cobra slips back into 

the ant-hill. There are hosannas and cheers from 

the crowd.  

 The play portrays Naga as the real hero, 

when Naga makes supreme sacrifice, so that 
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Rani can live happily ever after. The myths in 

the play are implausible, and it takes audience 

to another world behind reality.  
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Abstract 
 The present paper attempts to indicate the way through which Lahiri investigates the predicament of name and sense 
of identity and belongingness of characters of the Indian origin and immigrants in the USA in The Namesake. The novel 
written by Jhumpa Lahiri makes it the best kind of ready reference to classify Diaspora as a term ‘Diaspora’ and its role in 
the present era, the life of first and second generation immigrants and their struggle for identity and belongingness are 
well articulated through the plot and characters. The Namesake by Lahiri has vividly depicted Ganguli family’s 
immigration to America. Alienation and self-identity are the main lines to connect the whole story. The most significant 
and debatable elements that the Jhumpa Lahiri covers in this novel is to depict the issue of multiculturalism and its 
influence on the person’s identity very beautifully and utterly. Therefore, the theme of alienation of a being a stranger in a 
foreign land, isolation from a group or an activity to which one should belong or in which one should be involved. This 
novel portrays almost all the psychological experiences and differences of immigrants.  
Keywords: Diaspora, identity crisis, multiculturalism, alienation, transnational. 
 
Introduction 

 Jhumpa Lahiri, is a much renowned writer 

and the first Asian to win the Pultizer Prize, is a 

famous Indian American author of 

Bengaliorigin. The NAMESAKE is an exemplary 

piece of Diasporic Literature. It involves an idea 

of a homeland, a place from where the 

displacement occurs of harsh journeys 

undertaken on account of economic 

compulsions and the clashes of cultures that the 

displaced people experience. In this novel, 

Jhumpa Lahiri dramatically presents the 

arduous journey of life of Ashoke and Ashima 

and their son’s dilemma in adjusting himself 

between the two cultures.  

 The word ‘Diaspora’ has been taken from 

the Greek word, ‘diaspeirein’ meaning “to 

disperse”. Diaspora is defined as “the voluntary 

or forcible movement of people from their 

homelands into new regions…”( Ashcroft 68). 

Robert Cohen describes “diasporas” as the 

communities of people living together in one 

country who “acknowledge that the old 

country, a nation often buried deep in language, 

religion, custom or folklore always has some 

claim on their loyalty and emotions”.(Cohen ix). 

 Diasporas thus live in one country as 

community but look across time and space to 

another. The migrant diaporas and their 

descendants experience, displacement, 

fragmentation, marginalization and 

discontinuity in the cultural discourse of the 

subject countries. Diasporic writing has been 

increasingly receiving, academic and 

disciplinary recognition. It has emerged as a 

distinct literary genre in the recent years. 

Diasporic writers show how the immigrants get 

sandwiched between two cultures. Generally 

diasporic works portray the dilemmas, 

anxieties, nostalgia, in betweeness, quest for 

identity, cultural clashes, difference they face in 

all phases, issues of history, historiography and 

colonialism.  

 
Methodology 

 The Namesake is the story of two Indian 

generations and their confrontation with new 

cultures and values in the west. In her 

autobiographical novel, Lahiri narrates the story 

of Gogol Ganguli, the American-born son who 

along with his family moved into Massachusetts 

from Calcutta in 1960. In the Namesake, Lahiri 

starts the plot as Ashima and Ashoke Ganguli in 

their present, past and after the birth of Gogol 

Ganguli, with his struggles and problems. His 

name Gogol, becomes the pivot around which 
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the whole story revolves his quest for identity 

gradually leads to the end of the novel. 

 Like many immigrant novelists, Lahiri has 

successfully brought out all the foremost themes 

of diasporic writing. Lahiri found simple 

ordinary things to be strange and she felt 

rebellious deep within. About her name, she 

says, “I’m like Gogol in my pet name 

inadvertently became my good name. I have 

other two names on my passport and my birth 

certificates…to this day many of my relatives 

think that it’s both odd and inappropriate that 

I’m known as Jhumpa in official, public 

context.” 

 JhumpaLahiri, in this work uses many 

things such as self-conflict, flashback, themes, 

plot, characterization, irony, omniscient point of 

view, mood and symbolism. The novel is told in 

the third person point of view. This allows 

background information to be provided almost 

anecdotally. The story is said through different 

characters’ point of view, primarily those of 

Gogol, Ashima, Ashoke, Moushumi. This style 

of narration helps us to understand the 

psychological aspects of the characters.  

 
Interpretation and Discussion 

Alienation & Nostalgia: Alienation is the 

prominent theme of The Namesake. It means a 

withdrawing or separation of a person or a 

person’s affection from an object or position of 

former attachment. The most important 

characters in the novel like Ashima, Ashoke, 

Moushumi, and Gogol show their strong feeling 

of Alienation throughout the novel. 

 The novel opens with the description of 

Ashima giving birth to her first child in Mount 

Auburn hospital at Cambridge. She was highly 

depressed. She was filled with the thoughts of 

her own family in India and how in their 

customs, people would treat a pregnant lady. 

Her fear of alienation is revealed by this 

utterance, “It’s strange that her child will be 

born in a place most people enter either to suffer 

or to die”(4). She feels really apprehensive 

about how to raise the child in an alien country, 

“I don’t want to raise Gogol alone in this 

country…I want to go back”(33). Ashima feels 

alienated in the foreign land and she compares 

her situation with a “lifelong pregnancy” (49). 

Ashima was suffering the isolated from the first 

day of her journey to America, until the end 

after her husband’s death. She decided to go 

back to her own country and live there for 6 

months per year and stay in America with her 

children for another six months. 

 Gogol, the protagonist of the novel, feels 

highly alienated as his name itself compels him 

to think of his own identity. He feels estranged 

when he realizes that, “no one in the world, in 

Russia or India or America or anywhere shares 

his name”(78). So, thinking it was the cause for 

his alienation, Gogol changes his name as 

Nikhil. But, after changing his name also, he is 

treated like an alien in America. When he was at 

Yale, the panel members call him ABCD- 

American Born Confused/Conflicted Deshi. 

Gogol gets married to Moushumi. She is a 

Bengali girl and feels alienated in both America 

and India. Her continuous moving from one 

land to another makes her to adopt different 

values from different places. Throughout the 

novel, many characters feel alienated in their 

life. Lahiri effectively portrays the alienation an 

important element of diasporic literature in this 

novel. When the emigrants feel alienated and 

therefore baffled, naturally they indulge in 

nostalgic recollections of their own land and 

customs followed there.  

 Nostalgia means a wistful desire to return 

in thought or in fact to a former time in one’s 

life, to one’s home or homeland, or to one’s 

family and friends, a sentimental yearning for 

the happenings in former place or time. 

Nostalgia is the term derived from two Greek 

words– ‘notos’ and ‘algos’. ‘Notos’ means home 

and ‘algos’ means pain or longing. 

JhumpaLahiri’s novel, The Namesake has many 

nostalgic references throughout the novel. 
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 Lahiri points out the nostalgic experiences 

of characters like Ashima, Ashoke, Gogol and 

Moushumi. The first generation emigrants from 

India to America are nostalgic about their 

experiences in India. The second generation 

immigrants have nostalgic about their 

experiences in America, when they visit or 

return to India.  

 From the very beginning and to the end of 

the novel, the nostalgic ideas and experiences of 

the characters fill the novel. Ashima is admitted 

in hospital for her delivery, she recalls the time 

and their family activity at that time, “ she 

pictures clearly the gray cement floor of her 

parent’s sitting room… stuffed with books and 

papers and father’s watercolor this…replaced 

once more by a blue strip of Charles River”(4).  

 Ashoke too has the nostalgic experience. 

When he is in the hospital, he thought about the 

near-death experience of his accident. There are 

many occasions in the novel, where Gogol feels 

nostalgic about his name and his love affairs. 

Throughout the novel, there are many 

recollections of nostalgic experiences. Bogged 

with cultural clashes, anxieties due to alienation 

and sense of loss, the emigrants lose hold on 

their identity and try hard to rediscover their 

original identity. 

 
Quest for Identity & Multiculturalism: 

 “Oh, East is East and West is West and 

never the Twain shall meet” – Rudyard Kipling  

 The opening line of The Ballad of East and 

West may aptly be used to project the oscillating 

identity crisis in the life of Gangulis. In the 

novel, The Namesake, Lahiri deals with the 

problem of search for identity in an alien land. 

Gangulis have the difficult choice of choosing 

between the two different cultures- India and 

America. In the case of the second generation, 

they struck between the hyphenated term 

Indian-American and this term reveals that they 

do not have any single specific identity for 

themselves. They are forced into a pathetic 

situation to follow dual cultures.  

 The novel argues and offers an insight into 

the conflicts of first generation immigrants who 

are forced to a western identity as well as to 

maintain the Indian tradition. As the same it 

also explores the challenges faced by the second 

generation emigrant children. The plot which 

depicts that Gogol fascinated by the American 

life makes conscious efforts to remove him off 

from the Bengali culture and tradition. Gogol 

thinks his name has related to his origin and he 

hates that identity and wants to rebuild, “I hate 

the name Gogol… I have always hated it”(102). 

Gogol lives his life on his own terms and named 

himself as NIKHIL. Gogol’s quest for identity 

greatly related with his name. 

 Ashoke and Ashima as a first generation 

immigrants, they got married and settled in US. 

As a University Professor, Ashoke is accepted 

into the academic community, but at home he 

continues to be a typical Indian male fastidious 

about his clothing and food, “As soon as he 

comes from university the first thing he does is 

hang up his shirt and trousers, donning a pair of 

draw-string pyjamas” (10). They actually try 

hard to hold on to their Indian culture that they 

cannot let go, “ They make a point of driving 

into Cambridge with the children when the Apu 

Triology play at Orson Welles or when there is a 

Kathakali dance performance or a sithar recital 

at Memorial Hall”(65). They felt very happy at 

sending their children to learn Bengali language 

and culture classes. Ashima is the protuberant 

character in this whole novel. She is very much 

attached to her own Indian traditions. The fear 

of alienation and lack of rootlessness in America 

is well depicted by Ashima, “I’m saying I don’t 

want to raise Gogol alone in this country. It’s 

not right.i want to go back” (33).  

 Ashoke, hot in pursuit of his ambition, 

changes and gets acquainted with the American 

tradition. He dresses like his colleagues and eats 

the food of America. But, Ashima remains 

through and through a true Bengali Indian and 

never changes her dress code. She wears saree 

and prefers Indian food. She never addresses 
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Ashoke by his name. even after the death of his 

husband, she does not use his name. 

 As a contrast to his parents, Gogol lives his 

life on his own terms. He wants to discover his 

self-identity and tries to re-invent him. He likes 

Ruth, but he abruptly breaks up the 

relationship. After graduating he settles in New 

York, becomes friendly with Maxine. He 

gradually gets into her life. He knows well that 

he deceives himself by getting into her life and 

isolating himself from his parents, family and 

culture. 

 Sonali, daughter of Ashoke and Ashima, 

also displays Diasporic characteristics. But as 

her father she is ready to adapt herself to the 

new culture. She is very much balanced and she 

is never disturbed about her origin and her 

identity. She follows Bengali tradition and also 

adapts American culture. 

 The death of Ashoke makes great level of 
changes in Ashima and Gogol. The two 
significant characters of the novel are successful 
in self-identification, self-realization, 
reinvention and acceptance of their life. Gogol 
realizes changing a name doesn’t mean he can 
really away from his past and culture. Later, he 
found out that people without culture and 
special name is rootless. He finally understands 
to find his identity is not abandon or attempt 
either culture, but to mix the two cultures 
together and to live happily.  
 
Conclusion 

 The Namesake is the saga of the “old world 

of India” confronting the perpetual unnerving 

newness of America.(The Quest-Journal of 

Indian Literature and Culture). The Namesake 

is a family drama that explores how cultural 

and generational differences can cause big 

conflicts in a house with somewhat rebellious 

children. Lahiri discusses various emigrants’ 

syndrome like alienation, nostalgia, quest for 

identity and their experiences. This novel 

convincingly illustrates the lives of both first 

and second generation Indian migrants in USA. 

The namesake also shows how the immigrants 

face cultural dilemmas in the foreign system. 

She has tried to answer all the questions in her 

own poise through the quest of identity of her 

characters. Lahiri concludes the plot that all 

immigrants crave their own ‘routes’ in the 

course of time and it’s not necessary that they 

should settle in the country of their own origin.  
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Abstract 
 Indian English Literature refers to the body of work by writers in India who write in the English language and whose 
native and co-native language could be one of the numerous languages in India. Among that Bama is also one of the 
Indian writers and she writes in tamil language. Her works has been translated by many authors like N. Ravi Shankar, 
Lakshmi Holmstrom etc. The term “subaltern” has been adapted to postcolonial studies because despite the great diversity 
of subaltern groups, the one invariant feature is the notion of resistance and subversion of elite domination. Resistance is a 
spontaneous response to oppression. Resistance assumes different forms: Its gradations could be seen as one enters the 
world of Dalits.. Subashree Krishnaswamy, discusses how “raw, earthy and natural” Bama’s writing is, and comments 
that “Bama in these new creative Literary forms, has found a voice, genuine and unaffected, uniquely her own, which 
turns proprieties upside down flouts the standard dictates of grammar and spelling, and unabashedly uses the Dalit dialect 
even for narration”. Bama’s stories powerfully illustrates that the verbal resistance to the tyranny that her community is 
subjected to. The title of the paper discusses the views of oppression and resistance of Dalit people in Harem Scaram Saar 
and other Stories.  

 
Introduction 

 Indian English Literature refers to the body 

of work by writers in India who write in the 

English language and whose native and co-

native language  could be one of the 

numerous languages in India. Its early history 

began with works of Michael Madhusudan Dutt 

followed by R.K.Narayan, Mulk Raj Anand and 

Raja Rao who contributed to Indian fiction in 

the 1930s. It ia also associated with the works of 

the members of Indian diaspora, such as 

V.S.Naipaul, Kiran Desai, Jhumpa Lahiri, Kovid 

Gupta, Agha Shahid Ali, Rohinton Mistry and 

Salman Rushdie, who are of Indian descent. 

Among that Bama is also one of the Indian 

writers and she writes in tamil language. Her 

works has been translated by many authors like 

N. Ravi Shankar, Lakshmi Holmstrom etc. 

 Bama also known as Bama Faustina 

Soosairaj, is Tamil, Dalit Feminist, commited 

teacher and novelist. She rose to fame with her 

autobiographical novel Karukku (1992), which 

chronicles the joys and sorrows experienced by 

Dalit Christian women in Tamil Nadu. She 

subsequently wrote two more novels, Sangati 

(1994) and Vanmam (2002) along with two 

collections of short stories: Kusumbukkaran 

(Harem Scaram Saar) 1996 and Oru Tattavum 

Erumayum (2003). In addition she has written 

twenty short stories. Her novels focus on caste 

and gender discrimination. They portray caste-

discrimination practiced in Christianity and 

Hinduism. Bama’s works are seen as 

embodying Dalit feminism and are famed for 

celebrating the inner strength of the subaltern 

woman. 
 

Subaltern Literature 

 The term “subaltern” has been adapted to 

postcolonial studies because despite the great 

diversity of subaltern groups, the one invariant 

feature is the notion of resistance and 

subversion of elite domination. The subalterns 

have started asserting themselves through the 

process of resistance. They demand that their 

voice should be heard. They have begun to 

move from the periphery to the centre. 

Subaltern literature, thus, is the literature of 

resistance. Resistance is a spontaneous response 

to oppression. Resistance assumes different 

forms. Its gradations could be seen as one enters 

the world of Dalits. 

 Verbal and Gestural Resistance “Language 

is the armory of the human mind; and at once 

contains the trophies of its past and the 
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weapons of its future” says Coleridge. 

Subashree Krishnaswamy, discusses how “raw, 

earthy and natural” Bama’s writing is, and 

comments that “Bama in these new creative 

Literary forms, has found a voice, genuine and 

unaffected, uniquely her own, which turns 

proprieties upside down flouts the standard 

dictates of grammar and spelling, and 

unabashedly uses the Dalit dialect even for 

narration” Bama’s stories powerfully illustrates 

the verbal resistance to the tyranny that her 

community is subjected to. 

 In the story “Annachi”, the reaction 

Ammasi shows to the landlord, display of 

authority is apoplectic. Those are the days when 

Dalits cringed before the landlords and paid 

home to them. Today’s youths dare to hurl them 

volleys of powerful words of resistance and 

disrespect. The conversation between 

Chandrasekar, the landlord, Ammasi, a young 

Dalit, son of Madasami while travelling by bas 

reveals the new awareness among Dalits, about 

their rights and self dignity. Seeing the adamant 

behaviour of Ammasi who does not give seat to 

the landlord even after recognizing him, and the 

landlord loses his temper. 

 In another context, when Ammasi goes to 

the landlord Jeyashankar’s field to divert water, 

the landlord is irritated because he is dressed 

well. Ammasi tells that he has been late because 

he does not have wrist watch and he addresses 

the landlord as ‘annachi’ This matter becomes a 

issue and Ammasi is summoned before the 

village panchayat for trial and punishment. The 

village head point difference him of caste 

between Ammasi who is a paraiah and the 

landlord who is a Naickar. But, Ammasi gives a 

classic reply that “ He is senior to me, so I called 

him Annachi. If Junior, I would have called him 

Thambi” Thus Ammasi, in the word “Annachi” 

declares that all men are equal. Unable to figure 

out how one segment of the community could 

be considered to be better or worse than the 

rest, he questions the society.  

 Masanam Thatha in “Anthakkalam” is 

another bold Dalit who defies authority and 

resists domination through his verbal and 

gestural attacks. He plays an important role in 

tying the landlord Maruthappan to a tree for 

molesting a young Dalit woman. The entire 

crowd hurls abusive words at the landlord. 

Masanam Thatha raises his voice and says, “In 

those days we remained frightened and helpless 

you used to seduce our women as you liked 

when your eyes fell on us we are terrified; but 

now if you touch us, we’ll hack your hand to 

pieces”. Masanam Thatha’s resistance to the 

oppressive caste system is brought out well in 

his verbal and gestural protest to the landlord, 

Asokar. One day, after watering Asokar’s cotton 

farm, Masanam Thatha goes to the landlord’s 

house to get his wages. There, he waits for half 

an hour but Asokar does not mind his presence. 

Feeling tired, Masanam Thatha sits on the edge 

of the bench meant for the landlord and his 

friends. At once all the high-caste fellows jump 

up in revulsion. Asokar gets very angry with 

Masanam Thatha for sitting on the bench and 

shouts at him. Masanam Thatha also retorts to 

him immediately “Dei, Asoka, don’t be so 

haughty. Do you call me a pariah dog, you pig, 

son of a sow? …… If you once again say what 

you’ve said, my chappal will give you my reply. 

 Not only Dalit men but also Dalit women, 

who are equally talented, resist oppression 

through their verbal and gestural attacks. 

Pachayamma in the story (Molakappodi) “Chilli 

Powder” is a typical example. While all the 

other Dalit women are afraid of Gangamma, 

Pachayamma alone dares to go to her farm to 

cut grass for her cattle Gangamma has been 

waiting for a chance to catch Pachayamma red-

handed. One day as she collect’s grass in 

Gangamma’s field, the landlady stealthily 

brings chilli powder and sprinikles it into 

Pachayamma’s eyes when she does it, 

Pachayamma’s anger knows no bounds and her 

haranguing is powerful. 
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 A few Dalit women are taken to the police 

station for stealing cotton in Gangamma’s farm 

when they reach the Police Station, the 

policeman asks them to pay a fine of ten rupees 

Pachayamma gets wild with the police Her 

audacious gesture indicative of their 

impoverished plight could be seen when she 

takes off her sari and shakes it. She makes fun of 

the policemen. She is right when she says 

“These days if we don’t speak up, they will 

come and fast right into our mouth yes”. 

 Puthiamuthu in “Kisumbukkaran” is a real 

prankster who puts the landlord to shame by 

his verbal and gestural resistance. After a day’s 

work, the tired Puthiamuthu goes to Ramasami 

Ayya’s house to get his wages. Ramasami Ayya, 

like all other landlords, usually makes Dalits 

run errands for him. He tells Puthiamuthu to 

feed the cattle in the cowshed. Puthiamuthu 

does it and again waits for his payments. But, 

Ramasami Ayya orders him again to feed the 

cattle, to get money from amma and buy five 

kilos of paruthikkotai (cotton seeds) and two 

kilos of kambu (a kind of fodder for the milch 

cows). As soon as he comes back, the landlord 

sends him again on another errand. 

Puthiamuthu’s anger goes beyond limit, yet he 

controls it gritting his teeth and does this work 

too. This keeps the landlord thinking “Oh; have 

you brought them? What to do next?” 

Puthiamuthu gives his classic reply thus “what 

next? Fetch your wife we’ll both fuck her one” 

after the other” Ramasamy is dumb founded by 

this verbal blow. He stands stunned as if struck 

by a ghost. The unexploded anger of the 

victimized community finds its fictional release 

here. 

 
Conclusion 

 Bama uses the Dalit dialect primarily to 

show their resistive power and to focus on their 

cultural specificity. Most of the stories of Bama 

deal with resistance to subjugation. Her motto 

of vision and mission is brought out thus “I 

really feel that I should underline their 

resistance rather than their victimhood”. 

Though the words and gestures of Dalits are 

branded as uncouth, unrefined, vulgar and 

obscene, they express revolt. 
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Abstract 
 John James Osborne (12 December, 1929 - 24 December, 1994) is a renowned English dramatist, screenwriter, actor 
and critic of the Establishment who helped initiate a new era in British theatre. Osborne’s first popular work which 
established his reputation as an outstanding playwright beyond any doubt was Look Back in Anger (1956). It was staged 
under the aegis of The English Stage Company at The Royal Court Theatre on 8th May, 1956 and revolutionized the 
British Theatre and earned him the title ‘Angry Young Man’, subsequently creating the creed and cult of the ‘Angry 
Young’. His AYM (Angry Young Man) became a potent metaphor for youth in the Post-war scenario.  
 The play deals with Jimmy Porter, an educated, intellectual coming from the working class, married to an upper 
middle class girl Alison and he is living with his friend Cliff and is running a sweet-stall. An attempt is made to show how 
he displays all the characteristics of the post-war youth- the drift towards anarchy, the instinctive left ishness, the 
automatic rejection of the official attitude, the surrealistic sense of humour, the casual promiscuity, the lethargy though 
possessing a sense of noble cause worth fighting for and underlying all these, the determination that no one who dies shall 
go un mourned. 
 This research paper makes an attempt to critically explore the causes behind the ‘anger’, the ‘bitterness’ and the 
‘despair’ of Jimmy. Hence, the issues of ‘class disparities’, the ‘callousness of the Government’, ‘question of allegiances’, 
‘betrayal’, ‘sense of alienation’, ‘nostalgia’, ‘fading imperialism’, ‘unscrupulous religion’, ‘frivolity of the newspapers’, are 
all discussed in detail. The play can be seen as a ‘Problem Play’ as well as a ‘Protest Play’. This paper also aims to answer 
the riddle whether the play is about ‘a pair in despair’ or ‘society beyond repair’, that is whether the play is all about mere 
‘marital disharmony’ or does it have a strong undercurrent of ‘Social Protest’. 
Keywords: Anger, Post-War, Imperialism, Nostalgia, Disillusionment, Protest. 
 
Introduction 

 John James Osborne (12 December, 1929 - 24 

December, 1994) is a renowned English 

dramatist, screenwriter, actor and critic of the 

Establishment who helped initiate a new era in 

British theatre. Osborne’s first popular work 

which established his reputation as an 

outstanding playwright beyond any doubt was 

Look Back in Anger (1956). It was staged under 

the aegis of The English Stage Company at The 

Royal Court Theatre on 8th May, 1956 and 

revolutionized the British Theatre and earned 

him the title ‘Angry Young Man’, subsequently 

creating the creed and cult of the ‘Angry 

Young’. His AYM (Angry Young Man) became 

a potent metaphor for youth in the Post-war 

scenario.  

 Look Back in Anger as a play took not only 

the English Theatre but also the English society 

by storm and the sensation it created left an 

indelible impression. The play became a fertile 

ground for presenting the predicament of the 

contemporary English society in the post-war 

scenario with a kind of honesty that could be 

rivalled only by itself. Jimmy Porter, the 

protagonist of the play, was regarded as the 

spokesman, a cult figure for the youth of post-

war generation who turned around only to find 

everything futile.  

 The end of the Second World War signalled 

the end of an era in the history of Great Britain 

as well. The Labour Party was voted for power 

in 1945. There were celebrations even in India 

when the British Soldiers nailed a red flag to the 

roof of the mess at the foot of Anand Parbat in 

Delhi anticipating the beginning of a new era 

which ushered a Socialist Paradise. The Labour 

Government slowly dismantled the British 

Empire. Great Britain was shrunk to Little 

England and the entire energy was turned 

inwards as the Clement Attlee Government 

began building up a Welfare society which was 

primordially centered on nationalisation of 

utilities. It guaranteed health care, free 
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education, subsidized housing, social insurance, 

old age pensions, sickness benefits and 

unemployment benefits, most of which were 

covered by the newly introduced National 

Insurance.  

 However, Britain was unable to afford such 

radical changes and the Government had to cut 

down on expenditures. Britain was forced to 

give independence to many overseas colonies, 

beginning with India in 1947 and Burma, 

Ceylon during 1948-1949. There were acute 

shortages of rationing in the late 1940’s. The 

pace of economic growth was hampered, 

inflation rose, and the administration lost its 

credibility leading to the waning of the 

euphoria generated and subsequent 

disenchantment. J.B.Priestly, in an article 

entitled “What is wrong with Britain Today?” 

stated:  

 …. We know vaguely that we are no longer 

top dogs in the world, but apart from that we 

don’t know what kinds of dogs we are. We are 

in danger of turning into a faceless nation.1  

 The Conservative party which succeeded 

the Labour Party also failed to offer any 

practical solutions for the suffering of the 

people who felt that their dream was deferred. 

As John Russell Taylor points outs, “the 

Labour and Conservative Parties were 

essentially not very different and this led to 

disillusionment with national politics and the 

possibility of any political change.”2  

 The Suez Crisis of 1956, in addition to it, 

lowered Britain’s reputation as a world power. 

Soviet Union triggered the arms race by 

manufacturing the atom bomb and then the 

hydrogen bomb challenging the supremacy of 

Western nuclear monopoly. The automation in 

industries led to a repetitive, stereotyped, 

unhygienic work regime cutting off workers 

from their traditional social moorings. 

 Another casualty of the new era was the 

Church of England which could not instill hope 

and faith in the people. The open support of the 

Bishops of the Church extended to nuclear 

weapons, particularly at a time when the 

movement of CND – Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament was gaining momentum, tangibly 

antagonized the progressive opinion for peace. 

The class distinctions, though marginally 

diminished during the Labour Government, 

were pronounced. Snobbery and middle class 

morality also acted as deterrents. There was 

wide spread discontent, depression and 

disillusionment, all of which not only 

contributed to but also constituted the climate 

of opinion in England as seen in 1956. The 

youth in their 20’s were seeking desperately to 

unlock the doors that were shut or to remove 

even the doors. Alan Carter noted: 

 The movement, if it could be called 

anything as definite as that, was in its essence 

an expression of disillusionment. Many people 

were fed up, they were bored, and had little 

opportunity for achievement. They were 

searching for a world they could believe in, and 

even get angry at. All they needed was a call to 

arms. Osborne sounded that call. He did so in 

the theatre, and from there it echoed round the 

land.3  

 
Discussion 

 Jimmy, the hero of Look Back in Anger, 

became a kind of folk-hero for the young 

generation. He amply demonstrated all the 

characteristics of post-war youth - the drift 

towards anarchy, the instinctive leftist 

tendency, the automatic rejection of the official 

attitude, the surrealistic sense of humour, the 

casual promiscuity, the lethargy though 

possessing a sense of noble cause worth fighting 

for and underlying all these, the determination 

that no one who dies shall go unmourned. 

Jimmy, in short is the very embodiment of 

disillusionment and rebelliousness. 

 Jimmy Porter is a young red-brick 

University graduate with working-class 

background running a sweet-stall and is 

described as a “disconcerting mixture of 

sincerity and cheerful malice, of tenderness and 
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freebooting cruelty; restless, importunate, full of 

pride, a combination which alienates the 

sensitive and insensitive alike. Blistering 

honesty, or apparent honesty, like his, makes 

few friends.” (53). He is married to Alison who 

belongs to the upper middle class, much against 

the wishes of her parents and stays in one-room 

flat in a large Midland town along with his 

friend Cliff Lewis who also hails from his own 

class. Alison is described as “the most elusive 

personality to catch in the uneasy polyphony of 

these three people.”(54). She is shown ironing 

the clothes, which is a symbolic representation 

of mechanized life. 

 Jimmy is full of boredom in his life. He feels 

that nothing can offer him anything new, 

anything substantial. In fact, in the very first 

scene of the Act I, he is shown lashing at the 

monotonous books and newspapers - 

 Why do I do this every Sunday? Even the 

book reviews seem to be the same as last 

week’s. Different books - same reviews. (54) 

 Jimmy thinks that only he is awfully 

conscious of the incessant frustration that looms 

so large on him and others around him and 

hence he desperately says: 

 God, how I hate Sundays! It’s always so 

depressing, always the same. We never seem to 

get any further, do we? Always the same ritual. 

Reading the papers, drinking tea, ironing. A few 

more hours, and another week gone. Our youth 

is slipping away. Do you know that? (59) 

 
Jimmy further says 

 Nobody thinks, nobody cares. No beliefs, no 

convictions and no enthusiasm. (61) 

 Jimmy craves for the feeling of ‘being alive’ 

and feeling of ‘being responsive’ and above all 

the feeling of ‘being human’. If he doesn’t find 

these in the people, he becomes angry. In fact, 

this very feeling constitutes one of the prime 

motives with which John Osborne had written 

plays. Osborne himself had stated the object 

that he wished to give to his audiences, “I want 

to make people feel, to give them lessons in 

feeling. They can think afterwards.”4  

 Jimmy realized that the much trumpeted and 

conceited ‘Welfare State’ ended up in 

nothingness and the ‘Brave New World’ that 

was so fondly envisioned was being thwarted. 

The Imperial glory of England waned and the 

position of England was grossly reduced to 

insignificance in the International scenario. The 

Anglo-French armies faced major reverses in the 

issue of possession of Suez. Russia succeeded in 

suppressing the Civil Revolt in Hungary while 

the rest of the World, particularly England, 

stood and watched. As a last nail in the coffin, 

America’s rapid, un debatable and 

unchallenged ascendancy made things worse.  

 Jimmy has waged a war against class-

distinctions. He vehemently condemns his wife 

and her affluent aristocratic family members as 

he considers them to be antagonistic to the 

working class which he represents and holds 

them responsible for the pretty sad state of 

affairs in his personal life as they had opposed 

his marriage to Alison. He was never able to 

forget and forgive them for this. The bitterest 

remarks are reserved for Alison’s mother 

Mrs.Redfern whom he calls a ‘bitch’ and a 

‘female rhinoceros’. His anger, in a sense, is 

justifiable as he is reciprocating the humiliation 

that he had been subjected to by his mother-in-

law who considered him as “…a young man 

without money, background or even looks…” 

(97) She had even gone to the extent of hiring 

detectives to investigate into even the most 

trivial aspects related to his personal life like 

that of his having a long hair.  

 Jimmy considers the parents of Alison as 

“…Militant, arrogant and full of malice….” (64) 

His invectives are ceaseless and he directs them 

towards Nigel, the brother of Alison by saying 

that his knowledge is more vague than 

vagueness but one day he will make it to the 

Parliament. Jimmy’s seething ambit contains 

even the modern girls towards whom he is full 

of aversion for slamming their doors, stamping 
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their high heels, banging their irons and 

saucepans. His repercussions towards the 

institution of Church are known when hearing 

the Church bells, he cries, “Oh, hell! Now the 

bloody bells have started! Wrap it up, will you? 

Stop ringing those bells! There’s somebody 

going crazy in here! I don’t want to hear them!” 

(p.69) and he also lashes at the grotesque and 

evil practices going on in the Midlands in the 

form of midnight invocations to the Coptic 

Goddess of fertility. 

 He passes condescending remarks on 

Alison for her inability to respond to his agony 

and despair and her indifference towards him- 

“…All this time, I have been married to this 

woman, this monument to non-attachment…” 

(66). He feels quite isolated and insecure to that 

extent where he stealthily goes through the 

personal belongings and correspondence that 

his wife keeps so as to find out whether he is 

being betrayed. He, in fact tells Cliff: 

 …living night and day with another human 

being has made me predatory and 

suspicious…when she goes out, I go through 

everything - trunks, cases, drawers, bookcase, 

everything. Why? To see if there is something of 

me somewhere, a reference to me. I want to 

know if I’m being betrayed. (81).  

 The betrayal he is talking about is not in 

terms of any illicit sexual liaison that he 

conceives Alison might be having. In fact, 

strangely enough, he himself had taunted 

Alison for keeping her virginity intact till she 

got married to him and thus upholding the 

‘integrity’ and ‘middle class morality’ which he 

thoroughly condemns. Alison tells Cliff, “…He 

was quite angry about it, as if I had deceived 

him in some strange way. He seemed to think 

an untouched woman would defile him.” (74-

75) 

 The betrayal that he is suspicious of, thus, is 

more of that of an ideological one or taking 

sides with the class of which he is such a hard 

core detester. He connects fidelity not so much 

with physical terms as he does with social or 

intellectual. The ‘class consciousness’ in the play 

gets further intricate by Jimmy’s university 

education which places him above his own class 

but still below the middle classes and he feels 

that his ‘white tile’ university lacks prestige. His 

attempt to better himself by getting well 

educated in his onward social progress is 

restrained as his university education has not 

enabled him to play a significant role in the 

public sphere.  

 There is a part of Alison’s mind which 

resists Jimmy’s ways. If Jimmy is savage to her, 

it is partly because he doubts her commitment 

to him and his values. Alison keeps on 

maintaining correspondence with her mother 

Mrs.Redfern, though she knows that Jimmy 

does not like it. Jimmy, naturally suspects that 

some vicious conspiracy is going on behind him 

just like Hamlet suspects that Ophelia is 

employed for spying on him by her father 

Polonius. If Alison is Ophelia, then Mrs.Redfern 

is Lady Polonius, in the context of the play. 

Dyson says, “She has never given herself to her 

husband with the honesty which she knows he 

demands and needs.”5 

 Jimmy, thus, feels quite ‘left out’. It is this 

neglect, disparity, demarcation and 

discrimination that he witnesses between his 

own deprived working class of which he deems 

himself as a representative and the privileged 

aristocratic class of which his wife is a 

representative that makes him fume with anger. 

However, it cannot also be entirely true to 

assume that Jimmy would have felt patronized 

merely if his name would have been referred to 

or included in the correspondence that Alison 

maintains with her mother and thereby would 

have dissolved all his antipathy and would 

have befriended them. Primordially, in the core 

of his heart, he is against his wife staying in 

touch with her aristocratic family and also as he 

feels quite deprived because he, on the other 

hand does not have a family of his own. It is this 

insecurity which is a cause for his indignation 

and rantings.  
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 Jimmy considers himself a loner. He himself 

tells in the end “… The heaviest, strongest 

creatures in this world seem to be the loneliest. 

Like the old bear, following his own breath in 

the dark forest. There’s no warm pack, no herd 

to comfort him…” (141) Jimmy in a way suffers 

from an acute sense of lovelessness but even 

more is his class consciousness which he does 

not like to trade or bargain with anything 

however personally it may be benefiting. Even 

if his name would have been referred, he would 

not have ceased to combat in the Class warfare. 

Jimmy, in a way, considers woman as the 

symbol of frustrating society. Raymond 

Williams’ view that in the play, “the woman is 

seen as the society”6 holds itself to be quite 

relevant. It is not just a matter of sexual 

disturbance that he is trying to suggest or the 

female domination in sex that he is trying to 

refer but the entire society in the guise of a 

woman trying to trap, engulf and swallow. 

 Alison says that she had seen him having 

come to a party on a bicycle with oil all over his 

dinner jacket. He was looked by men with 

distrust and by women with contempt. He 

looked quite young and frail. He appeared to be 

coarsely attractive with his glistening hair, 

burning face, blue eyes full of sun. In the teeth 

of opposition from the parents, Alison says, 

“Jimmy went into battle with his axe swinging 

round his head – frail, and so full of fire. I had 

never seen anything like it. The old story of the 

knight in shining armour – except that his 

armour didn’t really shine very much.” (91). 

This imaginary romantic chivalry made Alison 

susceptible and fall for him. 

 Helena, the friend of Alison who comes to 

stay with them for a short period is perplexed at 

the incredible outburst of Jimmy says, “You 

think the world’s treated you pretty badly, 

don’t you?” (100) This is almost the crux of the 

matter, the reason for the persecution complex 

developed in Jimmy. Alison immediately tells, 

“Oh, don’t try and take his suffering away from 

him – he’d be lost without it.” (100) This remark 

though ironically made has got its own freight 

and significance as Jimmy really does hold his 

suffering so dearly to him that he does not want 

to part with it. He innately feels that he is 

nothing in its absence. It is this suffering that he 

wants everyone to feel, to experience as he 

believes that only then one will be chastened, 

refined and ennobled. It is a sort of Catharsis 

that is a dire requisite to become a human being.  

 
Findings 

 Another deep insight that we get for 

Jimmy’s repugnance and his frustration is an 

incident of personal disaster that had struck him 

at a tender age from which he hardly seems to 

have recouped as time and again the effect of it 

seems to prick him and which he relates in a 

lengthy tirade,  

 …For twelve months, I watched my father 

dying - when I was ten year old. He’d come 

back from the war in Spain, you see…he didn’t 

have long left to live. Everyone knew it - even I 

knew it. But, you see, I was the only one who 

cared…As for my mother, all she could think 

about was the fact that she had allied herself to 

a man who seemed to be on the wrong side in 

all things…We all of us waited for him to 

die…But I was the only one who cared! Every 

time I sat on the edge of his bed, to listen to him 

talking or reading to me, I had to fight back my 

tears. At the end of twelve months, I was a 

veteran. All that feverish failure of a man had to 

listen to him was a small, frightened boy…He 

would talk to me for hours, pouring out all that 

was left of his life to one, lonely, bewildered 

little boy, who could barely understand half of 

what he said. All he could feel was the despair 

and the bitterness, the sweet, sickly smell of a 

dying man. You see, I learnt at an early age 

what it was to be angry - angry and helpless. 

And I can never forget it. I knew more about - 

love…betrayal…and death, when I was ten 

years old than you will probably ever know all 

your life. (103-104) 
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 Jimmy’s childhood has offered him nothing 

but giant despair. He is hardened by the 

circumstances in which he grew up. He had a 

traumatic experience and is a child casualty of 

the war (and in a deeper sense of the 

callousness of the Government in taking care of 

the families of the poor soldiers who fought for 

its interests abroad), a victim of the 

incompatible marital relation of his mother and 

father, a lone companion for his father who was 

a defeated man and a silent, helpless witness to 

his death. It will, therefore, be quite natural that 

such a boy bearing all these psychological scars, 

on growing up, tends to behave with 

indignation towards the ills of all the 

institutions – socio, political and religious and 

neurotically towards his own wife. Jimmy has 

been embittered and has grown up to hate and 

mistrust the world. According to Mary 

McCarthy, “Jimmy’s profoundest, quickest, 

most natural instinct is mistrust”7  

 Alison, who after her conception is 

disgusted with the tantrums of Jimmy leaves 

with her father, the retired Colonel Redfern to 

her house. Jimmy in a semi-serious mood says 

to Cliff, “…I suppose people of our generation 

aren’t able to die for good causes any longer. 

We had all that done for us, in the thirties and 

the forties, when we were still kids. There aren’t 

any good, brave causes left…” (131)  

 These remarks of Jimmy, particularly the 

last one stating that there are no good, brave 

causes left worth fighting for, made several 

critics ponder over its veracity. In every age, the 

causes worth fighting for always arise and they 

do not ever become exhaustible leaving people 

in void and vacuum. The world is always in 

need of social, religious, political reformers. 

Even during the times of Jimmy, there was a 

brave cause of fighting against Russia’s 

suppression of liberty, there was the issue of 

threat of total extinction through a nuclear 

holocaust and hence a growing body of 

enlightened opinion in the West was taking an 

anti-bomb stand. There was a cause of fighting 

against Imperialistic designs of England and 

extending solidarity for the freedom 

movements taking place in African Nations and 

their liberation from colonial yoke, thus 

ascertaining the broad perspectives of ‘Liberty’, 

‘Equality’ and ‘Fraternity’ (the ‘trinity’ values 

that had inspired the French Revolution). Jimmy 

could have taken up all these or at least one of 

these causes and could have fought. However, 

he appears to be in a disheveled frame of mind, 

at times even disenchanted. Helena, in fact says, 

“… Sometimes, when I listen to him, I feel he 

thinks he’s still in the middle of the French 

Revolution. And that’s where he ought to be, of 

course…” (136). According to Dyson, “His 

trumpet can mock the universe, but not sound a 

call to battle.”8 

 Jimmy in a resigned voice speaks as if he is 

analyzing the reasons for all the problems of the 

human race - lack of concern, lack of empathy, 

lack of guts to experience pain and suffering:  

 They all want to escape from the pain of 

being alive. And, most of all, from love…It’s no 

good trying to fool yourself about love. You 

can’t fall into it like a soft job, without dirtying 

up your hands. It takes muscle and guts. And if 

you can’t bear the thought of messing up your 

nice, clean soul, you’d better give up the whole 

idea of life, and become a saint. Because you’ll 

never make it as a human being. It’s either this 

world or the next. (140)  

 He feels that one can either lead a full-

blooded life of the senses or lead a purely 

spiritual life. Jimmy fulminates ‘divided 

loyalties’. He wants that people should be 

absolutely loyal to him and accept him as he is. 

He elsewhere had said to Helena, “Either you’re 

with me or against me.” (p.133) He also suffers 

from a futile sense of separation all the time, “ I 

seem to spend my life saying good-bye.” (130). 

He feels that he is a loner and loser in his life. 

When he knows that Alison has lost the child 

because of a miscarriage, he says, “It was my 

child too, you know. But it isn’t my first loss.” 

(139). He has lost his father at a tender age, lost 
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his mother-like Mrs.Tanner, Cliff, his dear 

friend has departed, Helena, his mistress is 

ready to desert him and above all, he feels that 

he has become rootless. A sense of futility 

engulfs him.  

 Jimmy also suffers from a kind of social 

complex as he has come from a working class 

background and added to that he has married a 

girl belonging to an upper strata of society. He 

feels quite inferior psychologically too and this 

has its own impact even on the sexual marital 

life. Alison, at the end of the play returns to 

Jimmy and falls crying that she has lost the baby 

in her womb and at last has recognized the 

feeling of pain and suffering. The play, 

however, is not just about the problem of 

domestic disharmony. Harold Hobson noted in 

his review of the Royal Court production, “there 

are really two plays in Look Back in Anger”9 The 

first is of social protest which thrusts itself 

forward in every word that Jimmy Porter utters 

about the institutions of society while the 

second emerges purely regarding the domestic 

life of Jimmy and Alison and their 

maladjustment. Jimmy is certainly a despairing 

victim of the milieu around him, as John 

Russell Taylor puts it: 

 …Jimmy is the saint like witness to right 

values in a world gone wrong, the mouthpiece 

of protest for a dissatisfied generation. And 

finally, what really makes this interpretation 

stick in the playgoer’s mind is the burning 

rhetoric of his great tirades: even if their 

motivation is to be found in petty personal 

disputes and minor skirmishes in the battle of 

sexes, once Jimmy gets going they generate their 

own force and conviction…10  

 Jimmy might have been very well 

condemned by Banham when he wrote, 

“Jimmy’s anger, his bitterness, his hysteria, and 

his cruelty are cries from the heart for 

recognition, and nothing more.”11 but it will be 

too unjustifiable to consider Jimmy as a self-

centered or even as a paranoid personality. The 

basis of Jimmy’s anger is of that of love and 

compassion which has lost its meaning. Alan 

Carter says: 

 To be angry is to care…. Jimmy Porter 

earned the title “angry young man” for 

Osborne, and he certainly was opposed to many 

aspects of modern life, striking out, in turn, at 

the church, the press, the bomb, the older 

generation, women, marriage, sex, and the 

“Establishment”. Yet one should remember that 

Jimmy’s anger is not simply revenge for the 

injustices he has suffered. He is capable of 

vicarious suffering, and much of his anger does 

indeed come from his love of others and his 

helplessness to change things.12  

 
Conclusion  

 Jimmy’s role in the public sphere becomes 

convoluted by his class, education, 

establishment, and generation. A resultant of all 

these is confusion which spills over into his 

domestic sphere. Jimmy’s predicament was 

clearly not unique as many shared their fate 

along with him; only the thing was that he 

chose, unconsciously and unknowingly to 

become their grand representative: 

 Jimmy Porter was talked about as the 

personification of the thwarted threshings of a 

three-quarters educated post-war Briton who 

has seen a social revolution half take place and 

his own opportunities economically cut to about 

a quarter of what he had hoped for.13 
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Abstract 
 Silence is a magic mirror portrays the primitive psyche of female self which is neither to surrender nor to renounce 
but endures all the afflictions of the marriage system. The research paper centralizes silence as a cardinal motif in Shashi 
Deshpande’s That Long silence which is deeply rooted in the Indian family system. Jaya, the protagonist represents the 
typical Indian educated wife, never fails to seek solution within the family and never tries to free themselves from the of the 
domestic responsibilities. This long silence plays a vital role to realize her true self and where she attempts to hear a fervent 
voice which is bounded by her grave and sober silence, as a reflector it unveils the depth of her own self and it explores her 
individual psyche and its suffering. Silence is the symbol of oppression, but Jaya tries to hear her inner voice through 
silence to express her solitary sole self.  
Keywords: Silence, suppression, individual self, devotion ,affliction and psyche.  
 
 Silence is of different kinds and breathes 
different meanings ( Bronte 175) 
 Says, Charlotte Bronte in ‘Villette’. Silence, 

the impeccable alter ego deeply implanted in 

female psyche which is never to be averted as a 

false fallacy in a woman’s life irrespective of 

age, education and economic condition. Women 

lives in a modern animated self deceptive world 

which seems to give all her rights and liberty to 

express her ideas, views and freedom to enjoy 

finance, but in reality it deteriorates under 

various flavours of kitchen and sucked by the 

expected devotion of domestic life. Exploration 

of silence of oneself results incredible venture of 

their own psyche. Deshpande speaks about this 

in her introduction of That Long Silence: 

 Ten different mirrors show you ten different 

faces….The mirror is always treacherous it 

shows you only what you want to see. And, 

perhaps, others too see in your face only what 

they want to see. (Deshpande 1). 

 Silence is a mirror it faithfully shows the 

true image of the psyche.  

 The protagonist Jaya is an educated middle 

class woman unsuccessful writer who lives with 

her husband Mohan and kids Rahul and Rati. 

She is one among the marginalized middle class 

woman, who is confined between her dreams 

and duties. It is her routine to communicate to 

her husband in silence and suppressing her 

desire to be a dutiful wife. But he takes her 

silence for granted. He takes her emotions, likes 

and dislikes to be same like him, author 

reciprocates the emotions through Jaya’s words: 

  Whatever my feelings had been then, I had 

never spoken of them to him….the only words 

between us had been his question, ‘Did I hurt 

you?’ and my answer, ‘No.’ Each time, after it 

was over, the same question; and my reply too, 

invariably the same-‘No.’ (Deshpande 9). 

 In Indian tradition, a woman must defer her 

husband in every aspect. She must make the 

marital home pleasant to him, must cook the 

meals, wash the dishes, take care of the children 

and must never enquire about money and 

accept everything in silence. After so many 

years of her married life, the words of Vanita 

mami struck her memory “a husband is a like a 

sheltering tree”. So from the day of her marriage 

Jaya starts to keep the tree alive and flourishing, 

even she starts watering it with deceit and lies 

to keep it alive, but she relates it with a creeper 

that was watered, yet it died-of too much water. 

 Living in a country where women are 

celebrated for their suppression and sacrifices. It 

is a chronic custom in India to quote some 

mythical characters Sita and Gandhari, were 

much celebrated, worshipped and of course 

raised to the level of the Goddess for their silent 

sufferings and of an ideal wife’s identity 
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 Women have served all these centuries as 

looking glass possessing the magic and 

delicious power of reflecting the figure of man 

at twice its natural size. Without that power 

probably the earth would still be swamp and 

jungle. (Woolf 36) 

 States, Virginia Woolf in ‘A Room of one’s 

own’ Gandhari, perfectly befits the above 

mentioned women character. She is a born 

princess married to blind and distress king. She 

decides to take voluntary blindness to the rest of 

her life to be a devoted and faithful wife, but 

neither received laud laurels nor exults the 

proud of a Queen and had a difficult time with 

prolonged pregnancy, self tortured and gave 

birth to a lump of flesh later incubated and 

mothered 101 children and survived as a silent 

spectator to all the desecrations and enormities 

of her son, at the end lost all her 100 sons in 

kurukshetra. Sita, the incarnation of goddess 

Lakshmi, the most celebrated, worshipped 

character placed on a high pinnacle for her 

silence, sacrifice and suffering never led the life 

of a princess, many years lived in forest and led 

a hermit’s life, endured Agnipariksha to prove 

her chastity but never interrogates or disputes 

her husband Ram, performed the perfect role of 

a devoted wife. The most unsung character 

suffered and survived the trauma of separation 

is Urmila, wife of Lakshman. Gandhari’s burst 

of her life time silence paved a way to the 

destruction of Lord Krishna and his entire 

kingdom. Sita never wished to be back to her 

marital and royal life returned to her mother’s 

womb. Society treats women as an embodiment 

of either Pandora’s box or Amalthea’s horn. She 

is neither to be treated as a goddess nor an 

enchanter to deny her space and suppress her 

voice in the society. It is copious to concede her 

own space to prove herself and live her own life 

with indigenous identity. 

 In That Long silence Jaya and other female 

characters resemble archetypal mythical 

characters living in modern society in different 

spheres and shapes and never tried the final 

outburst, but decides to find a solution in the 

roots of silence. Deshpande highlights the 

silence, despair and agony of each and every 

female character in the novel, Jaya’s mother-in –

law, Mohan’s sister Vimala, Jaya’s servant Jeeja; 

Jaya’s mentally disturbed cousin Kusum are 

from different strata of society with the similar 

wordless pathetic and various phases of silence. 

Mohan once narrated to Jaya, his mother’s 

painful story and he commented about his 

mother: 

 She was tough. Women in those days were 

tough (Deshpande 36) to Jaya it is not she is 

tough, but she says: 

 I saw despair so great that it would not 

voice itself. I saw struggle so bitter that silence 

was the only weapon. Silence and surrender. 

(Deshpande 36). 

 It’s not only Mohan’s mother a silent 

sufferer and his sister too who died of ovarian 

tumour. Jaya feels always: 

 Something that links the destinies of the 

two…the silence in which they died. 

(Deshpande 39).  

 
And she adds:  

 I’m a woman and I can understand her 

better; he’s a man and he can’t. (Deshpande 37). 

 Silence is a magic mirror to show their true 

self. But it showed the image of Mohan’s mother 

to him as a tough woman, but to Jaya it 

reflected her bitter struggle. As mirror shows 

different image to different people. 

 When Mohan leaves Jaya to puzzle on her 

destiny. Her thoughts travelled back to 

vanitamami’s advice when she got married; but 

nobody had bothered to tell her what to do 

when a marriage was over. But there is Kusum, 

when her marriage failed, she had forced to 

take-up madness and death. But Jaya could not 

allow the writer in her to come up to speak for 

her and at the same time cannot opt Kusum’s 

decision and here takes a very sturdy and 

sealed space to vent herself is silence. She says:  
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 I had learnt it at last no questions, no 

retorts, only silence. (Deshpande 143). 

 Kusum suppressed everything in her mind 

made her more insane, but Jaya realized what 

she is and started voicing out within her which 

keeps her sane. Silence devours everything 

despair, agony and even anger. This is clearly 

projected in Jeeja’s portrayal and often she says:  

 With whom shall I be angry (Deshpande 

52). 

 And it surprised that there seemed to be no 

anger behind her silence for her unemployed 

drunkard husband and after his death her son 

had stepped into his father’s shoes. Jeeja’s 

firmness and resilience behind her silence which 

made her run till the end. Possible effort is 

made to present the dejection and depression of 

even a strange and unnamed woman character. 

As Jaya and Mohan had spent so many silent 

nights and sometimes a silent, wordless 

lovemaking. One night as they lay in silence, 

whispers drifted them through the window, 

and a little later the sound of blows and then the 

man’s voice rose:  

 Tell me where you went. Damn you, speak 

before I smash all your bones. Again the blows 

and still the woman clinging desperately to her 

silence. (Deshpande 57). 

 Here silence is a sharp weapon, it differs 

from Mohan mother’s placidity to the stillness 

of Jeeja and the silence of Jaya herself. Silence is 

not just the state of inarticulateness but it is an 

iron curtain which can resist all obstructions, 

Jaya is happy with it and she makes a positive 

comment on her silence in her writing: 

 What have I achieved by this writing? The 

thought occurs to me again as I look at the neat 

pile of papers. Well, I‘ve achieved this. I’m not 

afraid any more. The panic has gone. 

(Deshpande 191). 

 That long silence is filled with so many 

women characters, naturally gives a good 

insight into a womens’ mind. The Society’s 

proactive proposition on the impulsive 

definition of an ideal wife adds more fuel to 

womens’ routine work. Her suppression in 

marriage system is not just blows and vulgarity 

of words. They just whirl between micro to 

macro stratas of struggles like identity 

suffocation, economic suppression, lack of 

personal space, expectation of prototype wife 

with ever smiling face and welcoming gestures, 

volunteering in caretaking work, never to 

answer back, to be a great cook, to be mothered 

soon after marriage majority of them dissolve in 

the very existing process of marital life and 

happen to lose their true identity and makes 

them a silent martyr. Silence symbolizes many 

aspects of the female psyche, but a man takes it 

for granted as her contentment and acceptance. 

Rashmi Gaur states: 

 Her silence is symptomatic of alienation and 

apprehension rioted in every woman’s soul in 

different forms- a silence which is often 

misunderstood by men as a symbol woman’s 

contentment. (Gaur 32) 

 Jaya neither a successful writer nor a great 

homemaker unfortunately failed in both. But 

strangely she realized her failure in her silence. 

The entire novel brings out the stale married life 

of a middle class home. The married life of Jaya 

lost its colour and faded, but still she is not 

ready to walk away from marriage system. 

Rajeswarisunder Rajan observes: 

 Deshpande’s protagonist breaks her silence 

at one level through 

 The act of writing itself, at another level 

through renegotiating Interpersonal relations 

within the family. (Rajan 18) 

 By the end of the novel she gets back to her 

destined role. As a typical Indian woman 

decides to tackle her problem within a marriage 

boundary and to find a solution from there. She 

makes her domiciliary space as a pivot keeps 

revolving it again and again as her centre. She 

does not advocate separation from her husband, 

but fights for genuine and diplomatic rights and 

of one’s identity within marriage system. Jaya 

tries to make her husband realize what she 

needs really not by protest but by silence. There 
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is an unheard strong voice of the long silence of 

every woman that runs throughout their life 

from birth till death. Her silent suffering is 

socio-psychic in nature. She allows herself to 

retrospect her silence and her own egotistical 

feelings to seek a psychological solution to her 

problem. 

 Jaya’s journey made her to hear a strong 

voice of her deep silence. Her silence is not a 

clear water of undisturbed pond, but it is a 

pond with repeated ripples of great emotional 

turmoil. Ripples of silence is within every 

woman. The novel has unwrapped all the 

dazzling false identity by exhibiting the raw 

silence and registered unspoken words of all 

characters starts from Jaya to an unnamed 

woman holding that long silence. It has an 

optimistic end by saying: 

  I will have to speak, to listen, I will have to 

erase the silence between us. (Deshpande 192). 

 

 

And She Adds 

 We can always hope. Without that, life 

would be impossible. And if there is anything I 

know now it is this: life has always to be made 

possible. (Deshpande 193). 
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Introduction 

 The poems of Saroini Naidu have an 

individual beauty and are the product of a 

sensibility acutely responsible to material of art. 

She surprises the readers with a beauty, a 

melody, a flash of imagination, an elasticity of 

the metrical mechanism here and there. Sarojini 

took poetry as a call to service and self- sacrifice. 

She was an upholder of liberty. She looked 

towards the future, towards the greater India to 

be built by the younger generation. The charm 

of her personality and the magic of her words 

endeared her to millions, who acclaimed her as 

”the Nightingale of India. Sarojini wrote poems 

mainly to voice her concern and sympathy for 

the suffering Indian women rather than to 

censure the society. 

 
Material & Methods 

 This paper is in a way a compilation and the 

writer makes no pretensions to pristine 

originality. With an intention to be a guiding 

light to budding scholars to make them know 

about Sarojini’s poetic outlook and her poetic 

craftsmanship reference materials were 

gathered and details are given in the Reference 

section.  

 
Matter 

Sarojini as an Idealist 

 Idealistic aspiration runs through Sarojini’s 

poetry. Many of her poems manifest a passion 

for a glorious age when India will be free, when 

tyranny will disappear and love will reign. 

 “Of hope that sours for the years unborn, 

 And faith that dreams of a tarrying morn, 

 The fragrant peace of the twilight’s breath, 

 And the mystic silence that men call death”. 

 Sarojini’s ideal is to see her motherland 

independent and regenerated. To her India is 

Young in spite of immemorial age, and fertile 

enough to ‘beget glories from thine ageless 

womb’. India is fit for leadership of ‘nations that 

in fettered darkness weep. India was once the 

“empress of the sovereign past” and now the 

future beckons her “to crescent honours, 

splendours, victories vast,” 

 The poet’s idealism suffers a setback at the 

sight of the contemporary Indian scene, and she 

feels a little despondent.  

 Shall hope prevail where clamorous hate is 

rife. Shall sweet love prosper or high dreams 

find place, Amid the tumult of reverberant 

strife?  

 Union being strength, she strives to bring 

about unity among the diverse people of India. 

The common tie of patriotism should bind the 

Indians together: 

 One heart are we to love thee. O our 

mother, One undivided, Indivisible soul Bound 

by one hope, one purpose, one devotion 

Towards a great, divinely-destined goal.  

 Sarojini induces her fellow-citizens to rally 

round Mother India. 

 Lo! We would thrill the high stars with thy 

story, 

 And set thee again in the forefront of glory.₅  

 Thus Sarojini’s poety reveals her idealism 

about her motherland. 

 
Sarojini’s Attitude of Liberalism  

 Sarojini’s poetry displays her noble 

mindedness and candour, a liberal voice in 

politics and religion. Her wandering singers 
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exude great fellowfeelings. They say, “All men 

are our kindred, the world is our home.”  

 Sarojini is pained to see hatred and enmity 

in her country. If there is no love, people can’t 

prosper. If there are religious feuds, life will lose 

all its purpose. The poet wants Indians of 

diverse creeds to live in brotherhood and 

harmony: 

 The votaries of the Prophet’s faith 

 And they who bear on Vedic Brows 

 Their mystic symbols of belief; 

 And they who, worshipping the sun, 

 Fled ov’r the Iranian sea; 

 And they who bow to Him Who trod 

 The midnight waves of Galilee. 

 These lines exude Sarojini’s spirit of 

catholicity and envisages Muslim-Hindu-

Christian comity. 

 Sarojini advocates perfect religious 

freedom. She is delighted to see people of 

different religions worshipping their Gods in 

their traditional ways. 

 Thus Sarojini is a champion of liberalism. 

 
Sarojini’s Revolutionary Spirit 

 Sarojini strikes a note of revolt in some of 

her poems. Her revolt is against the prevailing 

attitude of fatalism and stale social customs. She 

revolts against the harsh treatment of widows. 

She rises up against the tame-bird view of life. 

She urges her third child Ranadheera to 

 Learn to conquer learn to fight 

 In the foremost flanks of right.  

 Sometimes the poet rebels against her 

downcast mood: 

 But soon we must rise, O My heart, we must 

wander again 

 Into the war of the world and the strife of 

the throng; 

 Let us rise, O my Heart, let us gather the 

dreams that remain, 

 We will conquer the sorrow of life with the 

sorrow of song. ₉ 

 Sometimes Sarojini challenges fate. Fate 

may strike her blind, deaf or dumb, but she will 

never lose heart. She is a revolutionary, but not 

a terrorist. 

 
Sarojini as a Realist 

 Sarojini’s poetry abounds in realism. She 

presents Indian pictures in English verse which 

have a ring of originality. She looks at things 

straight with her eyes and sets down faithfully 

what she has seen, with perfect fidelity to 

details. She describes feelings with realistic 

touches. “The note of realism in her poetry adds 

to it a freshness, a living interest, a power to 

grip, without making it a medium of social 

propaganda”.  

 Sarojini is a realist; she writes faithfully not 

only of princes but also of beggars. She sings 

not only of canopies and forts but also of the 

wind and the rain, not only of gems and jewels 

but also of poverty and hunger. Her beggar 

woman is an old creature, bent and blind, 

sitting under a banyan tree, holding a battered 

begging bowl in her hand – 

 In hope of your succor, how often in vain, 

 So parient she sits at my gates, 

 In the face of the sun and the wind and the 

rain, 

 Holding converse with poverty, hunger and 

pain, 

 And the ultimate sleep that awaits.  

 The following lines are a realistic 

representation of an evening scene in an Indian 

Village: 

 An ax-cart stumbles upon the rocks, 

 And a wistful music pursues the breeze 

 From a Shepherd’s pipe as he gathers his 

flock  

 Under the papal-tree, 

 And a young Banjaran driving her cattle  

 Lifts up her voice….  
 

Erotic Strains  

 Love is the breath of life to Sarojini Naidu. 

 She describes lonely, repressed womanhood 

with passion and sincerity. She dwells on love 

from the woman’s point of view revealing the 

woman as a human being: 
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 Cover mine eyes O my Love! 

 Mine eyes that are weary of bliss  

 As of light that is poignant and strong. 

 O silence my lips with a kiss.  

 Sarojini feels keenly the tragedy of an 

unloved woman, yet there is no breath of 

lawlessness in her passion. The agonies of a 

woman yearning for affection are displayed 

specially in the following lines: 

 I hear the bright peacock in glimmering 

woodlands 

 Cry to its mate in the dawn; 

 I hear the black Koel’s (cuckoo’s) slow, 

tremulous wooing, 

 And sweet in the gardens the calling and 

cooing 

 Of passionate bulbul and dove.  

 Sarojini is a woman of a strong, passionate 

temperament. She is keenly sensitive to the 

sensuous side of life. According to her, the 

physical impulse of sex and the spiritual feeling 

of ideal love cannot be separated from each 

other. If the animal and the spiritual natures are 

at war, neither can reach its full fruition. 
 

Note of Joy 

 Sarojini Naidu finds joy in love and nature. 

She takes delight in the shade of the coconut 

glade, the scent of the mango grove, the kiss of 

the sea spray, the dance of the wild foam, etc. 

 Sweet is the shade of the coconut glade, 

 And the scent of the mango grove, 

 And sweet are the sands at the full O the 

moon 

 With the sound of the vices we love, 

 But sweeter, O brothers, the kiss of the sea 

 spray and the dance of the wild foam’s glee: 

 Row, brothers, row to the blue of the verge,

 Where the low sky mates with the sea.  

 Sarojini is filled with ecstasy when springs 

wake up in meadow and grove. 

 

Melancholic Tone 

 Some of Sarojini’s poems sound a tone of 

wistful melancholy, which crystallizes into a 

pessimistic criticism of life: 

 The bridal songs and cradle songs have 

cadences of sorrow, 

 The laughter of the sun today, the wind of 

death tomorrow. 

 Earth’s glories flee of human eyes unseen. 

 Earth’s kingdoms fade to a remembered 

dream.  

 However, the poet overcomes her 

despondency, putting her faith in humanity: 

 Yet will I shake my individual sorrow 

 At the deep source of universal joy…. 

 O fate, in vain you hanker to control 

 My trail, serene, indomitable soul.  

 Sarojini is a subtle artist and metrist. She 

concentrates as much on form and style as on 

thought and meaning. Her words are musical, 

her rhythms are pleasant and her rhymes are 

never grotesque. 

 As a pioneering Indian poetess in English, 

Sarojini Naidu had so many merits. Yet she has 

some limitations too. She was not inspired by 

the stirring episodes of contemporary time. She 

followed the aesthetic standard of art for art’s 

sake. She was not didactic. She was not induced 

by any definite moral purpose to uplift and 

instruct society. Her later poems lack vigour 

and vitality. 

 
Findings & Results 

 Readers could easily find Sarojini as an 

ardent champion of women’s empowerment. 

She blossomed into a literary writer in English 

gradually with the onset of social awakening in 

freedom-loving India under alien rule. She 

reveals a mastery of phrase and control over 

rhythm- the words often pointed and 

envenomed too. Her poems reveal her 

individualistic and self-assertive nature. She has 

made some worthy contribution for the 

enrichment of Indo-English poetry. 

 

Interpretation and Discussion 

 Indian women writers had to suffer from 

subordination to men. The battle for 

emancipation of women was taken up by a few 
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well educated women like Sarojini, who turned 

out to be writers. Having the means to voice 

their opinions and views, they were able to pass 

them on to future generations and thus enforce 

changes in the Indian society. There was no 

need for her to express anger, irritation or 

tension to in her poems.  

 
Conclusion 

 The presenter of this paper hopes that it 

would serve as a beacon light, a pathfinder, a 

guide to budding scholars who are wandering 

in search of research fields, especially in the 

realm of Indian English literature created by 

Indian women writers like Sarojini Naidu in 

English.  
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Abstract 
 This paper entitled, ‘The Transformation of Myopiatic attitude in Margaret Atwood’s Poem “Bored”’ by the 
renowned Canadian poet, novelist and literary critic brings out the complex experience of boredom through the poet’s life. 
In this poem she analyzes life and comes to a conclusion changing her myopiatic or short-sighted view of boredom. Her 
negative and insignificant narrow view of boredom which is reflected in the beginning of the poem transforms into a 
positive sunnier outlook towards the end. This poem was written in 1994 and published in the book, Morning in the 
Burned House. The speaker feels that her companion has been the driving and controlling force in her life. Her partner 
takes the lead in everyday activities. She feels physically and emotionally dependent on the other person. She was not in 
control of the directions of her life and started focussing on individual and insignificant details around her. This has made 
her happier and now she feels enthusiastic that she does not have to take major decisions or get herself involved in physical 
hardworks just like her partner. She is no longer bored and has started analyzing every situation in her life reaching a 
contended state of mind. This paper concludes by bringing out the transformed mind set of Margret Atwood. 
Keywords: boredom, myopia, again and again, minutiae, sunnier, happier 

 
Introduction 

 The speaker in the poem is contemplating 

the life that she has led up until this point and 

the way in which her husband, or significant 

other, has been both the driving and controlling 

force in her life. When the poem begins the 

speaker gives examples of her partner taking 

the lead in everyday activities. Atwood gives 

examples that are more abstract, as well as more 

physically recognizable. She includes “holding 

the log / while he sawed it.” As well as sitting 

in the back of the car, or boat, while he “drove, 

steered, paddled.” Atwood’s speaker continues 

on to describe how, while she was not in control 

of the direction of her life, she would focus on 

individual details, the “minutiae” of the 

situation. Such as the sewing on the car seats, or 

the loam clay on the ground. She then goes on 

to compare the actions they take while together, 

him pointing, her looking, and taking turns 

whistling, as the actions of animals following 

one another. The poem concludes with the 

speaker questioning why experiences look 

“sunnier” than they actually were. How 

perhaps she was happier then, being bored, like 

“dogs or groundhogs,” and how if she went 

back to those times she would no longer be 

bored. She would want to know, and know 

everything. 

 
Interpretation & Discussion 

 The poem “Bored” by the famous Canadian 

Poet Margaret Atwood distinctly brings out the 

poetess’ childhood emotions, when she would 

be bored with nothing important to do. The 

poetess always had to go behind her father and 

linger in the shadow of her father. This brings 

out the dependency nature, which she felt to be 

slightly humiliating and making herself feel 

insignificant. The verse “bored out of my mind” 

may imply that she is bored beyond words. It 

may also signify that the feeling that she is 

bored shows that she is simply out of her mind.  

 Interpreting the poem with regards to its 

theme - She was bored holding the log while her 

father sawed. Her job was confined to the 

weeding of the lettuces and beets for which her 

father “pounded/stakes into the ground for 

rows and rows.” She would have to be content 

staying at the backseat of the car. The poetess 
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here feels ignored from the point of view of the 

child, as the lament arose from not giving her 

any ‘real’ work or entrusting her with 

responsibility. The poetess now, loaded with 

responsibilities and obligations, feels how 

foolish she was at that time to feel that way. She 

longs to transcend to that care-free world yet 

again. 

 The act of sawing was much tougher, the 

pounding of stakes more tedious. Sitting at the 

back of the car looked like ‘taking a backseat.’ 

Nevertheless, it also meant sitting without 

tension or merely being a witness to the 

destination or like when the speaker sat ‘still’ in 

the boat at ease, “or sat still in boats, sat, sat, 

while at the prow, stern, wheel he drove, 

steered, paddled. “ 

 At that point of time it seemed as if he 

showed her the direction in the boat. 

Nevertheless, now it feels as if she did not have 

to fret about finding the direction. The poetess 

says that it was not even boredom. But looking 

hard up and close at the slightest details, she 

terms it as “myopia.” It was rather her “short-

sightedness.” She could not envisage things 

from a broader point of view. 

 The worn gunwales, the intricate twill of the 

seat cover. The acid crumbs of loam, the 

granular pink rock, its igneous veins, the sea-

fans of dry moss, the blackish and then the 

graying bristles on the back of his neck. 

 Sometimes the poetess’ father would 

whistle, and sometimes she would. This 

alternate whistling signified the rhythm of 

doing things again and again in a mechanical 

routine. However, this mechanized routine was 

far from superfluous tensions. They were 

limited to domestic chores like drying the wood, 

and doing the dishes. Animals whiled their way 

in a similar manner-ferrying the sand, grain by 

grain, from their tunnels, shuffling the leaves in 

their burrows. The poetess seems to indicate 

that being irrational is better than being 

rational. Though the climate was rainy(gloomy) 

and filled with bird-song (a symbol of 

melancholy, the speaker looks back now as she 

comprehends that it was sunnier(“happier”). 

 I could hardly wait to get the hell out of 
there to anywhere else Margaret Atwood would 
currently like someone to open a door into the 
freedom of the past. However, the poetess 
asserts that though boredom is happier, it is for 
dogs or groundhogs. For one much not find 
boredom in the small things of life. True 
happiness consists in finding joy in the little 
things of life, and making it worthwhile as it 
lasts. 
 Now I would know too much. 

 Now I would know. 
 

Conclusion 

 Margaret Atwood, loaded with 

responsibilities and obligations, feels how 

foolish she was at that time to feel that way. She 

has an unfulfilled desire within her to return to 

the days where she had no worries. The poem is 

a conceit, an extended form of metaphor. This is 

explicitly revealed in her thoughts “the boring 

rhythm of doing/things over and over” (21-22). 

She leaves him, because “I could hardly wait to 

get/the hell out of there to/anywhere else” (33-

35). However, now she wonders if “boredom is 

happier”(36). She misses him and all that 

“minutiae” which annoyed her before has now 

become endearing as she remembers it as 

“sunnier/all the time” (30-31) even though it 

seemed dreary a little before. 
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Abstract 
 Indian Writing in English and Indian Literature in English Translation form major chunks of South Asian 
Literature. Many writers have emerged in these fields today and have been able to put India on the literary map. The focus 
of these writers is mainly on communities which form majorities. There are still some lesser explored areas like Sindhi 
Literature in English. The Sindhis are people who arose from the earliest civilization – the Indus Valley Civilization, but 
today have lost their place in the world. One of the main reasons for this loss was the Partition of India and Pakistan. 
Many writers have immortalized the angst of the event from the points of view of the Punjabis and the Bengalis. There is 
very less Literature on the experience of the Sindhis. This paper will try to analyze the effects of an event that tore the life 
of the Sindhis apart, with reference to the writings of poets from India and Pakistan, paying close attention to the role of 
Politics and Religion in the Partition.  

 

 The history of the world provides us with 

evidence enough to state that at various points 

of time, in search of homogeneity and oneness, 

there have always been acts of ethnic cleansing 

and mass migrations. Ethnic groups of people 

who follow the same value base have been 

shooed away from their own lands in order to 

ring in a supposedly better future. Be it the 

migration of the Israeli Jews due to the curse on 

their head or the historical partition of countries 

or even the current situation of the Syrian 

refugees, mass human migrations serve as 

foundational blocks of history. These migrations 

happen due to political, religious, social reasons 

and many a time have inverse effects on the 

migrated population. Here also, it is important 

to note that not all migrations and the ensuing 

relocations are voluntary. Sometimes people are 

forced into leaving their homelands for fear of 

violence or sometimes even Death. 

 In the year 1947, the Indians had a lot to 

rejoice for and look forward to. The British had 

been defeated and India was finally free, but 

had to pay the biggest price that it could. The 

Britishers divided India into the Republic of 

India and the independent Dominion of 

Pakistan on the basis of religion. This division 

affected areas of Assam, Bengal, Punjab and 

Sindh. These places were torn asunder and 

ravaged in the name of a better future. The 

violence that oversaw this division is 

unprecedented in Indian history. Today, when 

people speak about Bangladesh or the Punjab, 

they speak about the loss that was faced by the 

people of these regions. They tend to forget 

another very important group of people who 

had to face the angst of this dissection – The 

Sindhis.  

 The Sindhis were natives of the Sindh 

region of pre-Partition India and were given the 

choice of remaining in Pakistani Sindh as 

Muslims or migrating to India, forgetting their 

native soil and migrating to post-Partition India, 

so that they may pick up the pieces of their lives 

and hearts. There were many who decided to 

convert to Islam and remain a part of their 

birthplace, while there were many who decided 

to forego their homes and move to places like 

Bombay and Delhi. The reasons for the Partition 

of India and Pakistan are myriad, but the fact 

remains that they were chased out of their 

homes due to the thirst for power and political 

aspirations of a few men. 

 Inder Bhojwani, a famous poet who based 

his work in Sindhi, attributes this loss of 

homeland to the power play of politics. His 
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poem titled, “You Prostitute Politics” is a 

testament of the hatred that he holds towards an 

institution that has stripped him of his identity. 

The very word ‘prostitute’ carries within itself, a 

loss of dignity and self-respect. It symbolizes a 

trade of the body for money. By conjoining the 

term with the word Politics, the poet seems to 

be making a statement against the political 

agendas of people who are willing to give up 

their poise and pride in order that they may 

remain in control. The poet does not name 

anyone in particular in his poem, but blames the 

system for its heartlessness. 

 The poem comprises of only seven lines, but 

is a scathing comment against those who were 

instrumental in the Partition of India and 

Pakistan. He blames political machinations for 

having “destroyed the peace of nations” (11). 

One nation has been split into two and people 

who lived together in harmony for years 

together have been set against each other and 

forced to fight in order to survive. He also adds 

that apart from being a prostitute, politics and 

its adherents are also thieves. He uses the 

Sindhi word “Chori” (11) to imply that man’s 

essential right to freedom has been stolen away 

from him. The use of the Sindhi word may 

imply that in his anger, the poet has resorted to 

his own native language in order to seem more 

effective. It may also mean that other than 

man’s right to freedom, his language which 

forms a major part of his identity has also been 

stolen away from him. Just as the prostitute 

beguiles her client/customer with her false 

beauty, politics too beguiled the people with its 

false promises.  

 He ends the poem with an expression of 

rage and helplessness, crying out for politics to 

“Leave Us Alone!” (11), but what has been done 

cannot be undone and all his ravings and 

ranting are for naught. Another poet, Popati 

Hiranandani, one of the best-known Sindhi 

women writers, goes a step further to explain 

how politics and politicians furthered their 

cause. In her poem titled, “Birthplace”, she 

reminisces about her homeland, about the 

flavours, fragrances and the vegetation that 

were a part and parcel of the land of Sindh. She 

nostalgically describes the effect that the garden 

of her homeland had on the senses of the 

people, but she is forced back into the present 

and exclaims: 

 But now, cunning politicians 

 use religion to harass us, 

 tell me that land is not mine, 

 and nothing there belongs to me. (6) 

 She gets to the root of the matter by 

mentioning that the only weapon that politics 

and politicians have is that of religion. The 

country was divided on the basis of religion. 

Violent acts that one shudders to think about 

were committed in the name of religion. Brother 

fought against brother in the name of religion 

and religion was the reason why a peace-loving 

people like the Sindis, who believed in the Sufi 

strain of love and oneness with Nature, were 

dispossessed of not only their land, but their 

zest for life and living. In just two simple lines, 

the poet hits the nail on the head. 

 Imdad Hussaini, a Pakistani poet, bemoans 

the use of religion as a weapon. In his poem, 

“Hyderabad, Sind”, he says – “Who are these 

men behind the masks?/Religious books in 

their hands, swords under arms,/night and day, 

thirsting for warm blood?” (10). These three 

lines about the situation in Hyderabad in 

Pakistan provides the readers with a heart-

rending picture of men who use religion as a 

shield , not to protect, but to wound, hurt and 

kill. The image is one of death and aggression, 

bloodshed and cruelty. He goes on to say that 

this place that was a safe haven for many has 

been overrun by tears of blood The power 

behind the lines becomes more evident when he 

cries out in distress, “Is it my land, or the land 

of my enemies?” (10). He seems to have lost a 

battle and along with that battle, he has lost his 

trust on people.  

 Religion – Hindus vs. Muslims – this fight 

for superiority saw violent reactions in areas of 
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Punjab and Bengal. Statistically, taking into 

consideration, the number of deaths and violent 

acts committed in the name of faith and creed, it 

is surprising to notice that Sindh had the lowest 

number of creed related issues and deaths. This 

was because there were many people in Sindh, 

the Muslims and the people who decided to 

convert to Islam and retain their homes in post-

Partition Pakistan, who adhered to the tents of 

Sufism. They believed in the concept of 

brotherhood rather than man-made religion and 

worked hard to protect their brethren from the 

wrath of the fanatical. In a poem called “Cities 

Ran Amuck”, the poet narrates the story of a 

man named Allahdino who has hidden some 

Hindus in his house in Karachi. When the 

rioters knock on his door demanding that he 

give up the Hindus in his house, he lies to them 

by saying that the people who were staying in 

his house had already migrated to India. The 

poem builds the picture of a Hindu family being 

protected by a Muslim man, implying that for 

many people of both India and Pakistan, 

religion was nothing but a crutch to lean on. 

They followed the higher ideals of the Sufi 

saints who preached love instead of hate, 

bravery instead of cowardice. That is why, even 

today, most Sindhi poets find their foundation 

in the tenets of Sufism. 

 The very fact that the Sindhis today 

worship a God named Jhulelal, who finds an 

equivalent in Sheikh Tahir, a Sufi saint in 

Pakistan is evidence of their tolerance in the 

name of religion. Many more poets have gone 

on to write about the atrocities committed by 

politics in the name of religion and it is truly 

saddening to view the effect that the Partition 

had on the Sindhis, Punjabis and the Bengalis. 

At least, the Punjabis and the Bengalis were able 

to retain a part of their identity in India, but the 

Sindhi Diaspora was not given that option. They 

faced the cruelest cut of all and had to leave 

behind the whole of Sindh in the Pakistan that 

had emerged out of the ashes of India’s pain. 

Today, Sindhis have settled all over the world, 

but even after generations have passed, many 

Sindhis, like the writer of this paper, long for a 

place where they can truly belong and claim as 

their own. 
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Abstract 
 Partition remains a prominent theme of the Indo-anglian writers who witnessed the partition of our country and its 
disastrous effects. Besides Khushwant Sing, Chaman Nahal in Aazadi and Manohar Malgaonkar in A Bond in Gangas 
explored the theme of partition realistically. Khushwant a man of letters with an international repatation got international 
fame with the publication of his novel "Train to Pakistan” in 1956. This novel portrays a realistic and gloomy picture of 
partition of our country. In this novel Khushwant Sing depicts how a peaceful village got fire of partition and burns in 
riots, murders, rapes which results in total anarchy. The aim of this paper is to present a picture of partition through this 
novel and convey a message that partition is not at all a solution. 
Keywords: Partition, murder, rape, violence, stigma 
 

 Khushwant Sing is one of the most 

prominent novelists of Indo- Anglian literature. 

He produced several novels which depict the 

social, cultural and political upheavals of pre 

and post independent period of our country 

like, “A Train To Pakistan”, Delhi : A Novel, A 

History of Sikhs, Truth, Love and a Little 

Malice, The company of women. “A Train to 

Pakistan” is one of the well-known novels 

which portrays a realistic and gloomy picture of 

partition of our country. The other prominent 

novelists who have explored the theme of 

partition of our country. The other prominent 

novelists who have explored the theme of 

partition of India are – Chaman Nahal & 

Manohar Malgaonkar in Aajadi and A Ban in 

Gangas respectively. 

 Khushwant Sing once described himself as 

a writer of history and fiction. He submitted 

that while historian called his history books 

mere fiction, critics felt that his fiction appeared 

to be heavy going history. On the fundamental 

quality of Sing, V.A. Shahane writes – 

 “Although Singh’s consciousness appears to 

range from fiction to journalism certain basic 

qualities govern his creative talent and 

characterize the development of his art. His 

critical as well as creative, writing fall into a 

pattern which emerges from and is 

imperceptibly linked with, the primary 

characteristics of his creative mind.”(1) 

 During his visit to Bhopal Khushwant Sing 

started his first novel “Mano Majra” which was 

later renamed as “Train to Pakistan”. About the 

background of this novel Khushwant Sing 

writes: 

  “It is a period of disillusionment 

……………. The beliefs that I cherished all my 

life were shattered. I had believed in the innate 

goodness of the common man, but the division 

of India had been accompanied by the most 

savage massacres known in the history of the 

country …………….. I had a belief that we 

Indian were peace loving and non – violent 

………. After the experience of the autumn of 

1947 I could not no longer subscribe to these 

views. I become an angry middle aged man, 

who wanted to shout his disenchantment with 

the world ………………. I decide to try my 

hands at writing.”(2) 

 Train to Pakistan is a magnificent novel 

where Khushwant Sing tells the tragic tale of 

the partition of India and Pakistan and the 

events that followed which wll be remembered 

as one of the darkest chapter of human history. 

Just on the eve of independence India was 

partitioned causing a great upheaval in the 

whole continent. Independence brought in its 

wake one of the bloodiest carnages in the 

history of India. The upshot of this was that 

twelve million people had to flee leaving their 

home: nearly half a million were killed. It is also 

on record that over a hundred thousand 
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women, young and old, were abducted, raped, 

mutilated. Thus, thousands fled from both sides 

of the border seeking refuge and security. The 

natives were uprooted and it was certainly a 

ghastly experience for them to give up their 

belongings and rush to a land which was not 

theirs. 

 In the first section, “Dacoity” a major 

metaphor is worked out. The murder of Ram 

Lal by a gang of dacoits from a neighbouring 

village sets the tone of the narrative by 

suggesting on additional dimension to the 

event. Dacoity has caused dismemberment and 

had made some innocent persons scapegoats for 

the action. Sing here introduces most of the 

important characters in this section. The next 

day of the murder, the train unloads at Mano 

Majra station a group of armed policemen and a 

young Marxist radical named Iqbal. Hukum 

Chand, the Deputy Commissioner of the district 

also arrive in the village around the same time. 

The police arrests Iqbal and Jugga suspecting 

them for the murder. Thus, the sleepy village 

awakes to life and slowly joins the turbulence 

outside. The sudden activity in the village 

brings history in motion and the isolation of the 

village gradually disappears. 

 In the next section, appropriately called 

“Kalyug” suggests that the novel has a cosmic 

vision. In the Hindu concept of epic time. 

Kalyug comes at the end of the cycle when the 

old order is destroyed and foundations for a 

new one are laid. The train that carries corpses 

from Pakistan to be cremated at Mano Majra 

suggests a symptom that the old world has 

died. The incident of mass cremation 

completely disturbs the rhythm of the village’s 

life. There is a pall of gloom on the village. 

Everybody in the village takes the train as a 

premonition of evil times. Imam Baksh, the 

Mullah, who had maintained regularity in his 

prayer every evening, does not pray that 

morning. As the author writes,  

  “His sonorous cry did not rise to the 

heavens to proclaim the story of God.”(3) The 

third section, “Mano Marja”, takes the action to 

its further intensity. It is built around the image 

of the village in transformation. There is a 

perceptible change in not only the appearance 

of the village, but also in its awareness of the 

human condition. The section opens with a note 

on the changed climate: 

 …….. a heavy brooding silence descended 

on the village. People barricaded their doors 

and many stayed up all night talking in 

whispers. Everyone felt his neighbour’s hand 

against him, and thought of finding friends and 

allies. (4) 

 The last section is “Karma” that gives the 

novel a metaphysical dimension. Singh seems t 

o suggest that in such an atmosphere of 

brutality human action is meaningless. Even a 

heroic act done in such a time does not carry 

any consequences whatsoever. In a strange 

reversal of roles, the anti-hero Jugga turns into a 

hero and the dacoit Malli becomes a custodian 

of the Muslim’s property. The novel closes with 

such an ironic reversal order. Jugga’s act of 

sacrifice saves the lives of thousands of people, 

but their fate remains uncertain. Through Iqbal 

the author reflects philosophically on the nature 

of human action and on the price of freedom. 

 The description of various characters in the 

story are presented in great detail that may 

allow the reader to form picture of what all 

happened. The village is portrayed to be a 

peaceful and harmonious place until the seeds 

of hatred and suspicion were sown. The story 

can be viewed from different angles. If it was a 

love story between a Sikh boy and Muslim girl, 

it was also a story that depicted the brutalities 

suffered by the people generated as a result of 

partition. Not just this, it also tried to show how 

people viewed famous personalities like 

Mahatma Gandhi in some way or the other. The 

bravery of Juggat Singh is brought about in the 

story, when he attempted to save several 

innocent lives and his lady-love, Nooran too. 

The crisis began when the horrifying train with 

corpses entered the village. Moreover the 

brutally mutilated bodies evoked the furies and 

drove the Hindus of Mano Majro to shoot away 
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the Muslims who were till then their good 

friends and kin-like. In return to this brutality 

on of them insisted that the only way to stop 

violence in Pakistan was to return violence for 

violence. “For each Hindu or Sikh they kill, kill 

two Mussulmans. For each woman they abduct 

or rape, abduct two. For each home they loot, 

loot twp. For each road convoy that is attacked, 

attack two. That will stop the killing on the 

other side. It will teach them that we can also 

play this game of killing and looting. Various 

situations that lead to one incident from another 

and the author weaves a heart-wrenching story 

in the backdrop of Partition.”(5) 

 In a relatively short book, the reader gets to 

know a lot of characters in detail. Examination 

of the varied groups of people not only 

increases cultural and social understanding of 

that time and place, but also shows that the 

blame could not be placed on any one group; all 

were responsible. The auther says,  

  “Muslims said the Hindus had planned 

and started the killing. According to the 

Hindus, the Muslims were to blame. The fact is, 

both sides killed. Both shot and stabbed and 

speared and clubbed. Both tortured. Both 

raped.”(6) 

 The novel Train to Pakistan is so 

contemporary and so daringly expository that it 

was acclaimed as a significant and valuable 

contribution to the partition literature. The 

novel created a sense of solid reality and feeling 

of danger, desperation and violence of the 

partitioned India. The events and characters 

portrayed in this novel could be taken to be 

replicas of those that happened in many parts of 

north India at the time of partition. 

 In the first part of the novel, the writer has 

repeatedly pointed out that even after the 

savage blood bath throughout the Punjab, in the 

wake of independence ; Mano Majra remained 

surprisingly free from communal stress and 

tension. It was in the fact like a small oasis in 

the vast desert of communal violence and 

unprecedented carnage. The slow process of 

corruption of the village by communal virus, in 

fact, forms the crus of the novel. The writer 

painstakingly points out all the factors leading 

to this process of corruption and how the 

peaceful life in Mano Majra suddenly came to a 

jolt. Here Singh effectively depicts the pangs of 

partition of the Indian subcontinent which was 

certainly a dark chapter in its history. 

Khushwant Singh made the very appealing 

comment regarding the pangs of partition 

during one of his interviews after the screening 

of the film version of Train to Pakistan directed 

by Pamela Rooks at International Film Festival 

of New Delhi. (11-20 January, 1998). It seems to 

be very pertinent even today i.e. fifty years after 

the unfortunate tragedy of partition even today 

i.e. fifty years after the unfortunate tragedy of 

partition took place. Khushwant Singh 

commented that partition must be remembered 

and it is relevant today. It did in fact happen 

and can happen again. That’s why people who 

clamour for an independent Kashmir, Khalistan 

or Nagaland are reminded to realize the 

possibilities of recurring what happened in 

1947. Thus he advised people never let partition 

happen again. 

 The novel has undoubted merits as a social 

novel with the portrayals of the consequences of 

the partition. It definitely aroused the 

conscience of all the people at all levels. It 

portrays the picture of ghastly horrors enacted 

on the border region during the horrible days of 

the partition. The bestial activities committed on 

the Indo- Pakistan border region in the north 

are realistically presented. Surely these activities 

can be regarded as the Stigma of Partition in the 

history of our Nation. 
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Abstract 
 In this paper discusses about the Black Feminism in Alice Walker’s The Color Purple. It deals the oppression that 
African American women have faced and also their oppression is different from the African American men. So this 
oppression led to the Black Feminist Movement and Black women start fight for their rights in society and their residency 
also. The lives of African American women have critically affected by racism, sexism and classism, which are the system of 
societal and psychological restriction. The racist, sexist and classist structure the American society categories it is various 
ethnic groups, diminish the coloured as inferior and characterizes males and females as centre and margin respectively. A 
system of unequal power where humans are divided into groups or races with social rewards unevenly distributed to 
groups based on their racial classification. Black Feminism is the acknowledgment that women of colour have been 
oppressed by sexism and racism. Black Feminism focuses on the experiences, needs and desires of women of colour. Alice 
Walker’s The Color Purple also focuses on the theme of Black Feminism. The women characters like Celie, Sofia and Shug 
Avery are the perfect example for this concept; they are faced lot of problem because of their colour and social status. Celie 
is the protagonist of the novel; she is passive and quiet at the beginning of the novel. She is repeatedly raped by her father 
and her husband, but she maintain silent, at last Celie understand the situation and come outside the home and she gained 
strength and willpower to live the life without the support of any men. Other women characters also developed their 
confident. Physically, emotionally, psychologically and economically women are strong in the novel.  
Keywords: Black Feminism, Alice Walker, Racism. Sexism and Literature 

  
Introduction 

 African American Literature is the body of 

literature written by Americans of African 

descent. This literature also called as Black 

Literature. Phillis Wheatly, orator Frederick 

Douglass and Olaudah Equiano are pioneer of 

this literature. The Harlem Renaissance, Civil 

Right Movement, Black Arts Movement are 

important movement in African American 

Literature. Some of the notable writers are Toni 

Morrison, Maya Angelou, Walter Mosley and 

Alice Walker; they are being ranked in top 

writers in United States. Racism, slavery, 

culture and equality are the main themes in 

African American literature. In the early 

nineteenth century onwards the genre of slave 

narrative continues through the works of many 

modern day authors 

 
The Color Purple 

 This topic explores and analyzes the Black 

Feminism in Alice Walker’s The Color Purple 

(1982); this novel won the Pulitzer Prize. Alice 

Walker has been as prolific and highly 

respected writer. She became internationally 

known in the 1980s with the publication of the 

novel The Color Purple and its subsequent film 

release. In the novel, Walker deals with the 

powerful, expressive fiction about the black 

women’s struggle for survival, wholeness and 

sexual equality. Alice Walker’s works similarly 

are closely connected with the issues of race and 

gender and self exploration.  

 Alice Walker is a political activist and she 

worked in Civil Rights in Liberty Country. 

Walker’s works are always directly or indirectly 

focused the black women’s lives and the 

oppression of black women and survival 

mentalities in the Old South. Patricia Hill 

Collins’s Black Feminist Thought says “Race, 

class, gender, sexuality, nation, age and 

ethnicity among others constitute major forms 

of oppression in the United States” (4). The 

novels of Alice Walker confront the pain and 

struggle of the black’s history, which for her has 
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resulted in a deeply spiritual tradition and in 

the articulation of that tradition.  

 The term Womanism is coined by Alice 

Walker; it is a new concept which has been 

devised from folk expression commonly used 

by Black mothers for their daughters. The term 

womanish refers to outrageous and matured 

woman who act in an independent manner. 

Walker gave the new term because it is free 

from the consideration of the colour, the Black 

Feminist Movement which remained them of 

being different.  

 The Color Purple is a novel that begins with a 

fourteen-year-old girl’s cry for help. Celie has 

suffered repeated rapes and brutal beatings by 

the man she believes to be her father, Alphonso, 

who tells her, in the novel’s opening, “You 

better shut up and git used to it”(3). Celie, the 

protagonist in the novel is a poor, uneducated 

and very plain looking fourteen year old and 

living in the south of America. The Color Purple 

has generated the most public attention. 

Narrated through the voice of Celie, The Color 

Purple is an epistolary novel, a work structured 

through a series of letters to God. Celie writes 

about the misery of childhood incest, physical 

abuse, and loneliness in her letters to God. After 

being repeated raped by her stepfather, Celie is 

forced to marry a widowed farmer with three 

children. Yet her deepest hopes are realized 

with the help of loving community of women, 

including her husband’s mistress Shug Avery 

and Celie sister, Nettie. Celie gradually learns to 

see herself as desirable women, a healthy and 

valuable part of the universe. The Color Purple 

brings components of nineteenth century slave 

autobiography and sentimental fiction together 

with a confessional narrative of sexual, 

awakening. In The Color Purple, the protagonist 

Celie undergoes a remarkable personal change. 

She evolves from being joyless, submissive and 

abused by her Pa and her husband Mr.____to 

running her own business, owning her own 

house and feeling younger than ever. Celie’s 

most notable change is in the ways she relates to 

traditional gender roles throughout novel. Sofia 

and Shug Avery are other strong female 

character in the novel. 

 
Black Feminism 

 Black Feminism is deals the concept of the 

concept that sexism, racism, class oppression 

and gender identity together. This term first 

coined by Kimberle Crenshaw in 1989. So this 

woman Crenshaw discusses this Black 

Feminism in her work, ‘being black women 

cannot be understood in terms of being black or 

of being a woman’. Black Feminism became 

popular in 1960s. Black Feminist theories 

reached a wider audience in 2010s as a result of 

social media advocacy. Many components of 

Black Feminism emerged from Alice Walker’s 

idea of Womanism. Black Feminism emerged in 

1970s and it fight for the end the sexist 

oppression, racism and classism.  

 The Color Purple is perfect example for Black 

Feminism, the women character in the novel 

faced various problems like physically and 

mentally. Celie faced repeated violence from her 

father and her husband but she shutting down 

herself passive. But finally she realizes the 

violence against her so she became strength and 

economically developed in the novel. The 

female characters are trying to gain more 

freedom, stand up against black men and strive 

for equal rights. The women of the novel carry 

out their views and ideas of black feminism. 

Their ideas are; confronting their male 

oppression, Engaging in occupational activities 

and Engaging in sisterly bonding 

 Celie was trapped in the feminism role of 

house cleaning and cooking for years. But she 

has the strength of integrity; she takes charge of 

her life and in doing so, manages to achieve a 

dominant role with property, a home and 

money to offer Nettie when she returns from 

Africa. In Alice Walker’s novel, Celie says “I am 

so happy. I got love, I got work, I got money, 

friends and time. And you alive and be home 

soon. With our children” (194). Sofia is a 
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powerful and physically strong woman. She 

controls her husband, Harpo, like she is the 

woman of the house. “Mayor look at Sofia, push 

his wife out the way. Stick out his chest. Girl, 

what you say to Miss Millie? Sofia say, I say 

Hell no. He slap her” (81).Sofia is only defeated 

when Mayor pushes Sofia to the ground after 

she slap. She is send to jail for her action but she 

is simple defending herself and her rights.  

 
Conclusion 

 Throughout this study with the African 

American Literature, Alice Walker is one of the 

famous writers in the African American 

Literature. Alice Walker’s The Color Purple has a 

significant role in black feminism. While 

analyzing black female sexuality in The Color 

Purple it is necessary to acknowledge how race 

and gender are linked, and to recognize the 

oppression that black women face in all of this 

nation. Black female scholar Patricia Hill Collins 

divides black female oppression into the 

economic, political and ideological dimension of 

oppression. In The Color Purple, Alice Walker 

provides an opportunity for black female 

characters to defend themselves in patriarchal 

system and gain individuality and social role. 

As a result, Celie is transformed from a timid 

non-fighter to a courageous fighter who stands 

up for her rights.  
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Abstract 
 In this article an attempt is made to explore the degeneration and despair created by the class and the caste system in 
Mulk Raj Anand’s novels. Anand’s determination to ward off the evils of caste and class from Indian society led him to 
write novels such as Untouctable, Coolie and The Road. Anand’s Untouchable is a focus on class distinctions between the 
rich and the poor, between the tea planters and labourers, between the high caste Hindus and the dregs of humanity, 
known as untouchables hamper the growth of individuals which ultimately result in social evils. Coolie deals with the 
central class system in universal dimensions. His Two leaves and a bud may be said to be a dramatic novel. It culminates 
in a tragic clash of interest and destinies. The Road presents an untouchable as a victim of agonizing mental torture 
because of rigidity of caste considerations in Hindu society. The protagonists of these novels hail from the lowest classes of 
society and are victims of the class and caste system prevailing in India. 
Keywords: Mulk Raj Anand, Untouchable, Coolie, Two Leaves and a Bud, The Road, class and caste system, 
discrimination  

 
Introduction 

 Mulk Raj Anand was a notable Indian 

writer in English, who depicted the lives of the 

poorer castes in Indian society realistically. 

Anand's literary career was begun by family 

tragedy, instigated by the rigidity of the caste 

system. He began his career by presenting the 

evils of the caste system. Anand’s novels are 

noted for their perceptive insight into the lives 

of the oppressed and their analyses of 

impoverishment, exploitation and misfortune. 

He is a committed writer who regards literature 

as the instrument of humanism. Anand gives 

voice to the voiceless by raising the issue of 

caste discrimination. All the novels of Anand 

deal with the psychological trauma faced by the 

so-called minority group of the society. He used 

his novels as tool to attack the various elements 

that shackles the life of the marginalized people. 

His novels explore the impact of the caste 

cruelty in the minds of the outcastes. 

 
The Novel Untouchable 

 The novel Untouchable deals with the life of 

Bakha, a sweeper boy. He is a child of darkness. 

The caste system which has degenerated with 

the passage of time into a hydra-headed evil 

signifies a set of crippling injunctions. His novel 

The Untouchable describes a day in the life of 

Bakha, a toilet cleaner. He becomes a victim of 

the prevailing caste system in India. Bhaka 

doesn’t like to do toilet cleaning. He wants to 

study and be a learned man. Bhaka is also 

mentally and physically abused by the caste 

Hindus. He is slapped for the reason that he is 

an untouchable. Bakha searches for salve to the 

tragedy of the destiny into which he was born, 

talking with a Christian missionary, listening to 

a speech about untouchability by Mahatma 

Gandhi and a subsequent conversation by two 

educated Indians, but by the end of the book 

Anand suggests that it is technology, in the 

form of the newly introduced flush toilet that 

may be his savior by eliminating the need for a 

caste of toilet cleaners. Bakha keeps searching 

for self-identity. His anguish and agony was not 

only for him but for the whole outcastes. But by 

the end of the book Anand suggests that it is 

technology, in the form of the newly introduced 

flush toilet that may be his savior by eliminating 

the need for a caste of toilet cleaners. Anand 

develops the plot towards the conflict by 

revealing the feelings, thoughts and emotions of 

Bakha. 
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The Novel Coolie 

 The main theme of Coolie is the exploitation 

of the poor by the rich in early twentieth 

century India and the human suffering that this 

brings about. In Coolie, Anand portrayed a 

pathetic character Munoo an orphan boy, who 

is forced to run away from his village in order 

to earn money. His parents have left him 

penniless. To earn a livelihood he moves from 

his village to town, from town to city, from city 

to Bombay, the Gateway of India and from 

Bombay to Simla. There he finds a job in a 

cotton mill. As he moves from one place to 

another in search of a job or a home, he moves 

from one tragedy to another. In the course of the 

novel he encounters a lot of problems and dies 

of tuberculosis. In Coolie, Anand describes how 

the coolies are exploited by their masters. By 

presenting as his protagonist, the desperately 

poor Munoo, a servant in the home of a member 

of the upper caste, Anand has indicted the 

entire class system and economic system that 

dominates Indian culture.  

 
The Novel Two Leaves and a Bud 

 Two Leaves and the Bud is a story about a 

coolie named Gangu, apoor Punjabi peasant, is 

lured by fabulous promises. He is compelled to 

work in unhygienic conditions and starved, he 

is shot by a British Officer, who tries to rape his 

daughter. Gangu was a poor but happy peasant 

till he and his family are lured into a virtual 

prison camp-the tea gardens of Assam. Buta 

Singh and the Sardar convinced and tempted 

him. But he soon started to realize the twist and 

turns. Atlast he understands that he is an 

unbreakable jail and has to lead a lifeless life.  

 
The Novel The Road 

 Although Anand had fairly exhausted his 

subject in Untouchable, he came out with the 

same theme after twenty five years in The Road. 

The novel presents an untouchable as a victim 

of agonizing mental torture because of rigidity 

of caste considerations in Hindu society. The 

Protagonist of the novel Bhikhu is a poor road 

worker and with his people works to build road 

to solve the problems of transportation. Dhooli 

Singh, a caste Hindu of Govardhan village is 

considerate to the untouchables. He fights to 

remove untouchability. The village landlord is 

jealous of the untouchables who have started to 

earn wages and the caste Hindus refused to 

touch the stones quarried by the untouchables. 

The big people set fire to their houses. Inspite of 

all the hindrances they have faced they do not 

stop their work. The road building is completed 

with the help of the government. But towards 

the end of the novel, the road serves only to take 

Bhikhu out of the village to Delhi, where he 

hopes to lose himself in the crowd. He hopes 

that in the capital he will be able to identify 

himself with others because there will be no 

castes and no outcastes. Anand highlights the 

theme of untouchability in The Road. He 

wanted to show even after independence things 

have not changed. One-third of Indian citizens, 

namely Dalits, still remain enslaved in India 

and are destined to remain at the bottom of 

India's extraordinarily rigid caste system and 

equally rigid socioeconomic system. 

 
Conclusion 

 Anand begins his literary career with 

Untouchable, a novel which depicts a day in the 

life of a sweeper in city. Though he is rendering 

an important duty to the society, Bakha is 

always abused, neglected and looked down 

upon. Even the English is not responsible for his 

position in the society. The troubles faced by 

Bakha owe itself to a system that has prevailed 

in India. Pundit Kali Nath could be blamed for 

this. He is the head of the society which is 

inhuman and indifferent to the untouchables’ 

feelings. 

 In Coolie, Munoo, the child protagonist, 

faces the problems more complex that Bakha in 

Untouchable for his sheer survival. Munoo’s 

survival is more tough than that of Bakha. He 

moves from one place to another, often 

underpaid and overworked, cheated by his 
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employers and living under the constant threat 

of losing jobs. 

 In Two Leaves and a Bud, Anand has 

recorded his concern for the oppressed coolies 

on the Tea Estates managed by the British. He 

was almost blind with rage at the cruelty 

inflicted upon the coolies by the English 

capitalists. The coolies are over worked and 

underpaid. 

 In The Road, Anand presented a direct fight 

between the untouchables and their supporters 

on one-hand and the rigid caste-Hindus on the 

other. The Road is symbolic of the emancipation 

and liberty of the untouchables. The 

Construction of the road symbolizes the 

rebellion against caste- taboos.  

 As a novelist Anand is largely concerned 

with man in society. In his novels his focus is 

always on character operating society with their 

human faults as well as human virtues. His 

protagonists Bakha (Untouchable) and Bhiku 

(The Road) are outcastes and their social status 

does not allow them to prosper in the society. It 

is the very caste system that enforces them not 

only to sell their labour but also to suffer under 

certain conditions laid by Hindu society. In 

Coolie and Two Leaves and a Bud, Anand is 

more concerned with the exposure of violence 

and bitterness under which Indian coolies are 

trapped. 
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Abstract 
 From ages it has been perceived that Human beings either learn or acquire a particular language. However, Learning 
and acquisition are two varied processes. The Linguists has been attempting to establish the line of difference between 
learning and acquisition. The early studies prove that learning a language is artificial; on the other hand acquiring a 
language is natural process. The paper understands Language and acquisition with reference to Noam Chomsky’s theory 
of Language Acquisition, as that people are born with an innate ability to learn language and with little guidance, thus 
children will naturally learn language. English as a second language is considerably difficult for learners to acquire in an 
Indian classroom. The study suggests Constructivist Pedagogy as a method which is feasible enough to be implemented in 
the English Language Instruction, constructivist teaching is based on the belief that learning are actively involved and it 
suggests that human construct knowledge and meaning from their experiences. This paper attempts to bring out the role of 
language acquisition and learning in an English language classroom. 
Keywords: Language competency, constructivist pedagogy, classroom teaching, language Instruction. 

 
Introduction 

 Language is a form and means of 

communication. It plays a vital role in 

everyone’s life. Thus principle tells that 

language can be learnt well through its 

functional aspects rather than the theoretical 

rules. English as a second language it has 

become mandatory all over the world. English 

is very important in this modern world, apart 

from our mother tongue we need to have a 

common language which makes us able to 

communicate with each part of the world. Thus, 

English as a second language, student find 

difficult to learn or acquire in an Indian 

classroom. The study suggests constructivist 

pedagogy as a method which is feasible enough 

to be implemented. It is based on the belief that 

learning are actively involved and human can 

construct knowledge and meaning from their 

experience, by this process a learner can 

develop his own creativity skills. This paper 

discusses the role of the language acquisition 

and learning in an English language classroom. 

 
 
 

Language learning and acquisition 

 Learning and acquisition can be better 

explained in learning a language. Both are two 

varied process. The early studies prove that 

learning a language is artificial and gives the 

priority on the written language, on the other 

hand acquiring a language is a natural process 

and it gives a priority on the spoken language. 

Linguists, however make difference between the 

way we acquire and the manner which we learn 

languages. Mostly it is the mother tongue that is 

acquired while second languages are learnt. 

Linguists prefer to make students acquire rather 

than try and learn languages. The acquisition 

method of acquiring a language is one by which 

child learns his own mother tongue. They learn 

the language through a subconscious process 

where they know nothing about the rules of 

grammar. While learning a language it is the 

formal teaching methodology that can be seen 

in the form of instructions explaining the rules 

of the language. 

 
Noam Chomsky’s Linguistic theory 

 In 1960’s Noam Chomsky proposed a 

revolutionary idea states that the people are 
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born with the innate ability to learn a language, 

and with little guidance children will naturally 

learn English. Chomsky also argues that people 

must be born with an acquisition device (LAD), 

an area in brain, which makes learning 

language a natural event. In other words, for 

humans language is a basic impulse, based on 

theory one should not learn a language, student 

should acquire language connecting with his 

own life experience. Chomsky taught that 

language is much like walking. Although 

humans learn by example, he proposed that 

people are all born with fundamental 

understanding of the underlying mechanisms of 

language. The most commonly accepted 

viewpoint on language acquisition suggests 

human to learn language by observing and 

memorizing. But Noam Chomsky theory tells 

that learners understanding of language are 

built entirely on experience, not an internal 

language processing feature. Based on his 

theory, construtivist pedogogy is the method to 

be used in Indian classroom, by this student will 

not learn a language, they will aquire a 

language, based on their experience. 

 
Constructivism as a Paradigm for Teaching 

and Learning 

 Jean pigeant is a founder of constructivism, 

and it is a philosophical viewpoint about the 

nature of knowledge. Piagent focused on how 

humans make meaning in the relation to 

interact between their ideas. His views focuses 

on human development in relation to what is 

occurring with an individual as opposed to 

development that is influenced by other 

humans. The general sense of constructivism is 

that it is a theory of learning or making meaning 

and it accepts reality as a construct of human 

mind, that individuals create their own new 

understanding on the basis of an interaction 

between what they already know and believe 

the ideas and knowledge with which they come 

with the experience. Thus people actively 

construct or create their own subjective 

representation of objective reality. 

 The concepts of constructivism is influenced 

a number of disciplines, including psychology, 

sociology, education and the history of science. 

In early stages, constructivism examined the 

interaction between human experiences and 

then reflexes on behaviour potters. It also states 

that learning is an active contextulized process 

of constructing knowledge rather than 

acquiring it. Jean piagent called these as systems 

of knowledge schemes. Piagent theory of 

constructivist learning had a wide ranging 

impact on learning theories and teaching 

methods in education and it has an fundamental 

theme of many education reform movements. 

 Constructivist teaching is based on the 

belief that learning occurs as learners are 

actively involved in a process of meaning and 

knowledge construction. Thus learners will be 

interested inside the classroom and they will 

involve actively. Second language acquisition 

assumes knowledge in a first language and 

encompasses the process that an individual goes 

through as he\she learns the elements of new 

language, such as vocabulary, phonological 

components, grammatical structures, and 

writing system. English as second language 

students find difficult to learn or acquire in an 

Indian classroom, by that constructivist 

pedagogy can be followed by teachers and 

learners. They can make them to disconnect 

from the texts. Thus people can construct their 

own understanding and knowledge of the 

world through the experience. Constructivist 

pedagogy has a various features like discovery 

and invention of knowledge through 

experience, assimilation of ideas, and critical 

and reflective thinking. Constructivist pedagogy 

focuses on students’ interests and using their 

previous knowledge as a departure point thus it 

helps students to engage and become motivated 

to learn. Thus construstivist pedogogy helps 

learners to be active inside classrooms with 
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meaningful activities by their personal 

experiences. 

 
Conclusion 

 English as a second language is 

considerably difficult for learners to acquire in 

an Indian classroom. Though constructivist 

pedagogy encourages students to frequently 

evaluate how the activity is helping them to 

gain the understanding, by this they themselves 

become a creative thinkers. knowledge is 

constructed based on the personal experience 

,when they continuously reflect on their 

experience, students will find their ideas 

gaining in intricacy and power, by this they 

themselves ideally become expert learners and 

it keeps them active in classroom. So 

constructive pedagogy as a method, learner can 

be more independent, innovative and critical 

thinkers, by this student can find easy to learn 

or acquire the English language in Indian 

classroom.  
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Abstract 
 The Nobel Laureate Kazuo Ishiguro is a highly decorated writer of contemporary fiction. He had been nominated four 
times for Man Booker Prize and won the same in 1989 for his novel The Remains of The Day. Written in 2000, the novel 
When We Were Orphans falls under detective fiction, yet it extends far beyond the definition of detective fiction. 
 Detective fiction emerged as a subgenre of crime fiction and mystery fiction. As a general rule, the common plot 
involves the central character, often an investigator, solves a crime. The popular writers of detective fiction include Conan 
Doyle and Agatha Christie. Some of the widely known heroes of this genre are Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot, C. 
Auguste Dupin. Children’s stories featuring The Hardy Boys, Nancy Drew and The Boxcar Children have also gained 
immense popularity. 
 The novel portrays the life of an Englishman, Christopher Banks. As a child, he had lived briefly in the city of Shanghai 
in China. But at the age of 10, he was shipped to England to live with his Aunt, after the sudden vanishing of his parents, 
one after the other. This event influenced the central character Christopher Banks to choose the off-beat career of a Private 
Detective. He intended to find out the mystery behind the disappearance of his parents. As the story progresses, 
Christopher reaches Shanghai in search of his own roots. 
 The story travels through various parallel levels. The chief of them is the mental state of Banks. This paper aims at 
exposing the Psyche of Christopher Banks. 
Keywords: Detective fiction, Repressed Memory, Psyche, Nostalgia. 

 
Introduction 

 The Nobel Laureate Kazuo Ishiguro is a 

highly decorated writer of contemporary fiction. 

He had been nominated four times for Man 

Booker Prize and won the same in 1989 for his 

novel The Remains of The Day. Written in 2000, 

the novel When We Were Orphans falls under 

detective fiction, yet it extends far beyond the 

definition of detective fiction. 

 Detective fiction emerged as a subgenre of 

crime fiction and mystery fiction. As a general 

rule, the common plot involves the central 

character, often an investigator, solves a crime. 

The popular writers of detective fiction include 

Conan Doyle and Agatha Christie. Some of the 

widely known heroes of this genre are Sherlock 

Holmes, Hercule Poirot, C. Auguste Dupin. 

Children’s stories featuring The Hardy Boys, 

Nancy Drew and The Boxcar Children have also 

gained immense popularity. 

 When We Were Orphans portrays the life of an 

Englishman, Christopher Banks. As a child, he 

had lived briefly in the city of Shanghai in 

China. But at the age of 10, he was shipped to 

England to live with his Aunt, after the sudden 

vanishing of his parents, one after the other. 

This event influenced the central character 

Christopher Banks to choose the off- beat career 

of a Private Detective. He intended to find out 

the mystery behind the disappearance of his 

parents. As the story progresses, Christopher 

reaches Shanghai in search of his own roots. 

 

Unlocking the Mental Locker of Banks 

 The story travels through various parallel 

levels. The chief of them is the mental state of 

Banks. This paper aims at exposing the Psyche 

of Christopher Banks. The mind of the 

protagonist works like a maze, where some 

hidden memories are trying to break free, or 

rather a bank vault, as the memories are locked 

in safely. There is a quest of significant gravity 

in the mind of Banks. Only in the end does he 

realize its triviality. 

 Certain psychological traits of Banks are 

quite obvious to the reader from the very 
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beginning of the novel. It can be seen that he 

rambles and prates on and on about his fame 

and prowess as a private detective. He speaks in 

detail of some cases he has solved, but somehow 

Ishiguro has never shown Banks actually 

working on a case in the whole novel unless 

apart from a few instances where he can be seen 

examining something under his magnifying 

glass. His career as a private detective is more of 

an idea from his childhood rather than a reality. 

His childhood games and fantasies of saving his 

father who has been kidnapped become 

partially true as he sets off to find his parents as 

an adult. 

 The young Christopher and his best friend, a 

Japanese boy named Akira, used to play at 

being detectives, and as a grown-up, 

Christopher tells us, he has gone on to achieve 

renown in that very profession as a kind of 

latter-day Sherlock Holmes. Just as the detective 

story genre offers readers the consolations of an 

orderly narrative in which reason and logic will 

triumph, so detective work offers Christopher 

the illusion that he is using his acumen to 

restore order to the world around him. It is in 

this spirit that he decides, at long last, to return 

to Shanghai in the 1930's to solve the mystery of 

his parents’ disappearance. (Kakutani, 2000) 

 As a highly successful detective, he finds it 

imperative that he discover the truth behind the 

disappearance of his own parents to maintain 

his reputation. Thus, it is a thirst for some real-

life adventure coupled with a need to be 

relieved of the burdens from his past that leads 

him Shanghai. In this thirst for adventure he 

may be compared to two starkly contrasting 

heroes from literature, Hector and Don Quixote. 

In Scroll 22 of Homer’s The Illiad, Hector says, 

“Let me not die ingloriously and without a 

struggle, but let me first do some great thing 

that shall be told among men hereafter.” This 

may strive as a suitable expression of Banks’ 

emotions as he set out to find his parents. Yet, 

towards the climax of the novel, as Banks 

realizes the truth about his father’s 

disappearance, he must have been distraught by 

the pettiness of his mission because his father 

had run off with his mistress. Banks believed 

that there is a great evil at play with Shanghai as 

its nexus and if he did not stop it the whole 

world would collapse. But, there was no great 

mystery behind the disappearance of his 

parents. His father had run away with his lover 

and his mother was kidnapped by a local drug 

lord who kept her as a concubine. Thus, his 

whole mission was like an adventure of Don 

Quixote. In Don Quixote, Part I, Chapter VIII, 

Don Quixote says to Sancho, “Do you see over 

yonder, friend Sancho, thirty or forty hulking 

giants? I intend to do battle with them and slay 

them” (Cervantes, 1605). This line is similar to 

what Banks must have imagined his quest 

would be, yet he did not quite expect the 

outcome to be same as Don Quixote received. 

 The novel is also a journey of guilt taken by 

Banks. For no apparent reason, he feels guilty of 

not having found his parents. It may be because 

he was behind other cases, but he decided to 

embark on his quest to locate his parents rather 

too late than when he should have. The guilt he 

carried in his mind can be seen in the end, 

where he is reunited with his mother. She barely 

recognizes him. Only after he mentioned his 

childhood nickname “Puffin”, his mother is able 

to get a faint idea of who he was. In that 

situation, he could not think of anything else but 

ask forgiveness from his mother. When he 

finally finds his mother in a nursing home in 

Hong Kong, he says to her: “I’m really very 

sorry it’s taken so long. I’ve let you down 

badly” (Ishiguro, 2000). It is not clear, of what 

mistake he wants to be forgiven. When his 

mother asks him what his mistake was, he finds 

no answer and finds consolation in knowing 

that his mother always loved him dearly. 

 The only normalcy in the character of Banks 

is his relationship with the two women, Sarah 

Hemmings and Jennifer. But, even these 

succumb to his unreliability at one point or 

another. When he left for Shanghai in search of 

his parents, he abandoned Jennifer without any 

concern for her and also without telling her 

when he would be back. He was the father 

figure in her life, as he had adopted her. Yet, 

unknowingly he did exactly what his father did 

to him by abandoning her. It is in the end of the 
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novel that he realizes his mistake and asks for 

forgiveness from Jennifer. “I should have done 

more for you, Jenny. I’m sorry” (Ishiguro, 2000). 

As for Sarah, he was an escape from her 

miserable marriage. Though initially she kept 

him at bay, she proposes to elope with him to 

Macau. Sarah even gives him the promise of a 

equipped-made own family unit with Jennifer, 

issues for whose welfare would possibly in any 

other case have been an impediment to their 

union. Sarah says, “We could go to South 

America, run away like thieves in the night. 

Wouldn’t that be fun?” (Ishiguro, 2000) to this 

Christopher gives a half-hearted assent: “yes, I’ll 

go with you. I’ll go with you, we’ll do as you 

say. Yes, you might be right. Jennifer, us, 

everything. It might turn out well” (Ishiguro, 

2000). Though, it was a moment’s weakness, he 

accepted her proposal. After that he stood her 

up and backed out of the arrangement. The 

decision was indeed the right one to make as he 

had to continue his mission, yet he delayed the 

decision until it is too late. 

 
Conclusion 

 To conclude, Christopher Banks is quite an 

unreliable character, for the most part of his life. 

As a father to Jennifer, he is pretty inattentive 

and inconsiderate. He sets off on his quest 

without the least bit of concern for her well-

being. He does not think of bequeathing her to 

someone in his stead. Also, he does not care to 

inform her when he may be expected to return. 

As a son to his parents, his decision to go in 

search of them is very late compared to when he 

should have actually gone. Although, he 

eventually finds his mother, he nearly gave up 

on the search midway when he accepted Sarah’s 

proposal of elopement. He was overwhelmed by 

the proposal that he found it an escape from his 

disenchantment. As a detective, his prowess is 

never known firsthand by the readers. All that 

we know about his career’s success is through 

his [Banks] own words of praise for himself. 

 Christopher Banks is a very naïve character. 

This is evident from his conversation with Sir 

Cecil Medhurst. He says, “mankind had learnt 

from its mistakes, the structures were now 

firmly in place to ensure we would never again 

see on this globe a calamity on the scale of the 

Great War” (Ishiguro, 2000). This may be seen as 

optimism on the part of Banks. But, at the same 

time, seeing all the chaos in Shanghai, no one 

would have made such a remark. All the so-

called mysteries of Banks’ life started Shanghai 

and it is in Shanghai that he first comes out of 

his perceived reality and accepts the truth. He 

gives up his vainglorious attempt to save the 

world and avert the evil apocalypse as he comes 

to peace with how things are. He ends his 

ridiculous crusade and about the impending 

war, he says “I dare say it will soon engulf the 

whole world. But that's not my fault. In fact it's 

no longer my concern” (Ishiguro, 2000). It is 

ironic that the delusions of Christopher Banks 

come full circle at a mental hospital. At the 

mental hospital in Hongkong, he meets his 

mother. Though, she does not recognize him 

clearly, he finds consolation in her words. He 

feels forgiven for the mistake which he never 

committed which finally frees him off his 

delusions. 
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Abstract 
 The age of Lowell was an age ridden with violence and wars. A world marred by war disaster and destruction which 
had brought devastating ruinous consequences in this beautiful planet. Lowell wants every nation- particularly, America 
to make a commitment to pursue the peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons. People should strive to enter 
into the World of absolute values of innocence, pride, chastity, virtues, honour, duty and service that would enable them to 
emerge as new being and spring up with new life, having fresh energy and vitality. The world would then be eternally 
proud of “a peaceful civilization.” When America becomes ‘Angelic’, it would then be a historic landmark in world’s 
history. In this process, America should be ‘a messenger of peace’ instead of harbouring hatred towards others. It should 
engage itself in uplifting the poor and the needy and feed the hungry all around the globe. This paper tries to explore the 
inhibitions Lowell felt towards America. He proclaims that a land with unlimited potential should not possess narrow 
ambitions. Lowell advocates America to strive seeking the help of the Almighty, who is infinitely powerful, advisable to be 
practical for prosperity and success. His poems are analysed to find out his aspiration to make peace prevailing nations 
around the globe.  
Keywords: Tradition –violence – Humanism - Pacifist - Peace- Christian values - Freedom– Redemption – Restoration. 

 
Introduction 

 Robert Traill Spence Lowell. Jr.,--was a 

remarkable poet of the twentieth century. He 

was endowed with a marvellous gift of poetry. 

Much of American experience is brought out in 

Lowell’s poems and plays. The vision of the 

earth as an Edenic Paradise was prime in the 

heart of Robert Lowell. It’s no fun to play with 

deadly weapons that would wipe out the 

beautiful planet in no time. Lowell’s poetry has 

a strong contemporary relevance. It achieves a 

wonderful sense of contexts: religion, social, 

family, literary, incest and adultery. It is poetry 

of fact and experience depicting the agonies of 

the real life, pain, and violence. 

Humanism outlines the belief that human 

freedom, individual conscience, and rational 

inquiry are fundamental to a proper leading of 

life of an individual. Lowell takes up different 

spheres of human activity- to show that 

nowhere can we find a still, calm serene place. 

The past has always been as violent and 

unpredictable as the present. In a way, by 

drawing parallels between the past and present, 

Lowell is carrying on the tradition of T. S. Eliot 

who discovers Jerusalem, Athens, Alexandria, 

all places, all times, all power structures 

collapsing. Both T. S. Eliot and Lowell explore 

the link between the outer and the inner 

Wasteland. 

 The poet views his century in the web of the 

past, being a representative of contemporary 

life. Lowell had the joy of capturing human 

emotions, overflowing straight from his heart. 

They do bear a direct contemporary relevance 

and his poetry is poetry of confession and 

apostasy. Starting from the Christian account of 

fall and redemption of Man, it covers a wide 

range of topics and diverse subjects in the 

Christian religion. It aims to build goodwill 

among men as Lowell is a lover of peace and a 

perpetrator of peace. Lowell praises freedom 

and exalts peace as much as he could as they 

both are sublime and indispensible to human 

life. 

 He expressed his anger because the world 

was not as Christian as, he thought it ought to 

be! God was celebrated in his absence. Christian 
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faith is the personal response to the revelation 

of a personal God, exceedingly through the life 

and person of Jesus Christ. There was a 

profession of religion but no possession of it. 

The central theme of Lowell’s early poems is 

that although men and women were made in 

God’s image, that likeness has been lost. In his 

first book Land of Unlikeness [1944] images 

describe the terror of a world from which ‘the 

Christian experience has disappeared’[Louis 

Simson,136[. Sin had marred the image of Man 

and destroyed the peace of humanity.” Robert 

Lowell felt within himself – a growing sense – 

that his writing was a gift from God. Lowell felt 

‘God as an infinite and ever-present power, 

always working objectively on Man for what is 

good” (Paul Marianni, p.49). 

 Lord Weary’s Castle [1946], describes the 

theme of squandered inheritance. The castle of 

the title may also refer to the world created by 

God but turned to all sorts of commercial, 

military, religious or familial establishments 

which are constructed at the expense of the 

owner’s debt to God and to other men. In recent 

decades, modern civilization has been subjected 

to the ravages of the authoritarian and 

imperialistic and dictatorial regimes. The image 

of the nations have been partially tarnished by 

money, politics and imperialism,[ Henry Hart 

p.68, ].Lowell could express displeasure and 

toward the capitalistic plunder and imperialistic 

animosity and their oppressive attitude. Lowell 

observes the horrors of the age had turned 

Man’s pleasant God-given Eden into a dreary 

desert land. The wars of the present era and 

other evils have turned this beautiful planet into 

a spiritual, Godless ‘Land of Unlikeness’. Lowell 

believed that the poet played an important role 

as a prophet and critic of society. He used 

poetry for reform.  

 
The dreadful effects of War 

 Contemplating and calculating the ravages 

of war, Lowell could not accept the killing of 

innocent lives: not only the number of deaths 

and injuries resulting from war but the extreme 

economic damage incurred by both the 

participants and other communities, the dire 

social and developmental damage, and the 

environmental damage, and such like….. 

 
Basic strategies and concerns 

 Two Japanese cities on which the U.S 

dropped atomic bombs in 1945 had become a 

blazing inferno, the evil effects continuing unto 

this day! The attack on Hiroshima, the first 

target of an atomic bomb seventy years ago, 

wrought the maximum peril to that nation and 

to the world. Many historians believe it was 

necessary to end the Second World War in order 

to get over the sheer horror at the war. It was 

Lowell’s desire that America itself should make 

an effort of self-examination to consider the 

events that occurred during the Second World 

War and the consequences that followed after. 

And that it must take strong initiatives to 

prevent hostile feelings and harsh sentiments. 

 Lowell’s strategy as a maker and messenger 

of peace made him deny the honour offered to 

him but oppose the war policy of his own 

nation. Therefore, the quest for peace was his 

sublime pursuit. In that noble quest, he made a 

sacrifice by denying the status of a celebrity in 

not attending the White House Festival of Arts. 

Being a conscientious objector he was 

imprisoned and would not relent from his 

moral standing. He did not care for the praise of 

men nor for fame of the world: but acted 

genuinely according to the dictates of his 

conscience - the speaking voice of the inner 

man. He stood for the immortal truth, which is 

the touchstone of the inner conscience. 

 
Lowell’s’ Concern with Salvation 

 Lowell questions whether war can ever 

change his old into new man. A new hope is 

brought for humanity as one reads the poem, 

Where the Rainbow ends [LWC 69]. In 

protesting against all life - destroying weapons 

and wars and pleading for peace, Lowell has 

become one of the un-acknowledged legislators 
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of the world. With the decline in spiritual and 

moral values, people seemed to have been going 

through a living death and a fiery furnace of an 

earthly inferno. War can never improve the 

quality of a nation’s life. The purpose of Lowell 

is to seek ‘salvation for Mankind”. Lowell was 

going through a time of severe crises and was 

troubled seeing the heartless treatment meted 

out to man by man. Through the pages of 

history, he gives a detailed account of the first 

sin of Man – the original sin – the Sin of 

disobedience. Followed by this sin, all other sins 

committed by man are being dealt with. There is 

a mark of betrayal and ingratitude with regard 

to the sins of men. America was founded on the 

golden principle of peace and prosperity. 

Therefore, the Founding Fathers shunned 

violence. But then, they had turned out to be 

violent and killers of men. The world is ridden 

with violence. War has marred the innocence of 

Man. 

 
Peace as Watchword 

 As for the poet’s wish, in a defensive and 

preemptive move, America should not revisit 

the choice of the use of weapons of mass 

destruction and the power packed atom bombs. 

But it should engage itself in uplifting the poor 

and the needy and feed the hungry all around 

the globe. It should respond to humanitarian 

catastrophes, offer a hand of support and help 

to the weaker nations, should continue to strive 

together for a more peaceful world without 

nuclear armaments and destructive weapons, 

and ensure peace and safety A land with 

unlimited potential it should not possess 

narrow ambitions. America should strive seek 

the help of the Almighty, who is infinitely 

powerful, advisable to be practical for 

prosperity and success. . That would make 

America great again.  

 Lowell wanted his land of birth, America, 

that it must get to become an exemplary nation 

to all others by destroying all mass destructive 

weapons, by self-imposing a ban on the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons, by following a 

stringent disarmament policy by harnessing all 

its potential to the good of humanity. Thereby 

crossing the stigma of being a destroyer to a 

appreciative cliché ‘America, the Golden’. 

Otherwise America would be striving its best to 

fight against the World terror but it would only 

be fighting a losing battle. 

 Lowell’s poems also reveal the fact that 

America should never think that it had 

diminished its status as a superpower just 

because it has put an end to the making up of 

nuclear arsenals and other deadly weapons. 

Burning Issues should be resolved at the 

negotiating table, giving more time and 

opportunities for nations to revise and revoke 

their decisions. A fair amount of tolerance must 

be exercised in all fronts on all aspects. That 

would pave way for the peaceful settlements of 

all issues, putting an end to all disputes. That 

would pave way for the making up of the 

peaceful and blissful state like the Paradise ! 

 Lowell unveils a liberal and an optimistic 

vision of America and offers a forward looking 

vision focussing on the future well being of 

America. ‘History’ is one such vision landscape 

which is ineffable and the poems 

in History about America were stronger, purer 

and more focussed on those issues which 

concerned the international arena. Through all 

the changing scenarios of human life, the 

utmost need of the hour is peace. 

 
An unquenchable desire 

 Lowell was a lover of peace – a pacifist,- 

whose single aim altogether all through was 

winning peace. America has to make amends by 

learning from the past. It has to emerge from the 

dark night to the promise of a new dawn. Man’s 

nature is to wage war and fight even for flimsy 

reasons. Like whether it is War or Peace, GOD is 

the author of PEACE. He alone can bring the 

much needed and most sought after peace. Holy 

peace would reign the whole earth when 

violence is abhorred and prevented. 
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 The dove has brought an olive branch to eat 

If each individual would only aim and work for 

peace with courage and determination, there 

can be no strife but the whole world will return 

to the former state like the joyous, peaceful 

Edenic Garden. [Where the Rainbow ends, l.30 

LWC] 

 
Findings 

 A scathing attack was launched against 

injustice, tyranny, oppression, cruelty and all 

forms of inhuman atrocities. They are no poems 

of a reminiscence of a dream or illusion but are 

facts of realistic introspection that threads to 

connect the past and present. The poems are a 

finer integration of life and art through 

individual insight exposing the vague 

conventionalities, meaningless rituals and 

empty traditions, focusing on the realistic and 

pragmatic aspects of life. 

 The poet asserts his determination to 

celebrate the freedom and to remain human in 

the midst of inhuman phenomena. His art of 

adventuring into the deeper issues of human 

life finds himself engaging in lofty thinking 

designed to dislodge him from older notions 

and project him into new forms of 

comprehension. ,” that is the realm of freedom, 

of the grace that has replaced the Law of the 

perfect Liberator whom the poet called 

‘CHRIST’.[ Randall Jarrell, 208] He was a 

messenger of peace and desired nothing but 

peace only. 

 “The world of Lord Weary was 

recognizably contemporary: human sins and 

 cruelties rather than allegories ........and 

some of the religious experience was 

transmitted into mysticism rather than 

apocalypse”[ Patrick Cosgrave, P 52.]. 

 The human soul is undying and immortal. 

Men do not care to take time on spiritual things 

which pertain to eternity and that men do not 

realize that Death is inevitable in this mundane 

world! They appear to live with the thought that 

they would never die. The Bible says: “it is 

appointed unto man once to die, but after this 

the judgment”. Hebrews 9:27 In the light of the 

context of the above, the soul should get itself 

prepared to meet its God.” 

 
Conclusion 

 Lowell’s vision of redemption of Mankind 

lies in the fact that all wars should cease and 

that peace should reign supreme. War 

mongering and fighting nations should work 

out jointly in order to bring about peace and 

amity in the beautiful planet. Nations should 

shun shun the idea of indulging in arms race 

and extend the olive branch of friendship and 

amity. That would turn this world into a blissful 

place like the Edenic Garden of old. All those 

who have strayed away from the righteous path 

must repent and return to the old moral values 

which they once cherished. Lowell is an 

outstanding poet of his generation. His 

unpublished poems reveal a mind essentially 

religious. 

 Freedom must be preserved and the 

national dignity maintained at any cost to see a 

stronger, united America. The message of the 

poems of Lowell appeals for peace not only to 

America but is seemingly relevant to the whole 

world. All warring and war-mongering nations 

should abstain from waging wars, keep away 

from indulging in arms race and have a deep 

remorse for the past and have a deep concern 

and value for human lives. Lowell has been 

called as ‘The Catholic Pacifist’, and no doubt 

was ‘The Truest Historian. Lowell shares with 

Eliot a sense of the decadence of New England 

culture (Walter Sutton,157) 

 Lowell pitied the planet and decried wars 

and felt America has to desist from wars and 

restrain itself from the abuse of power. it was 

his deepest wish that craved for abiding 

innocence ting peace.   Lowell considered war 

to be nothing more than stupidity .It is more of 

human stupidity and cruelty. Those who take to 

the path of war has in a way become insane, not 

having the basic concern for the suffering fellow 
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human being and therefore possess not a pinch 

of compassion. It is human nature to focus on 

the pleasant. War along with its disastrous 

consequences proved to be one such area which 

is far from being pleasant. War is sinful. Lowell 

felt that there is answer to all the ills and 

problems that affect the society at the Crucifix 

and the Crucifix alone is the answer and 

panacea to all the maladies. As one looks up to 

the Cathedral, the Crucifix welcomes all the 

suffering and the sinful. It is the sure refuge of 

the suffering soul and a steadfast signpost for 

the straying and the wandering. The arrival of 

‘Unblemished Adam’ could prove to be the new 

dawn for Mankind. Lowell seems called upon to 

trumpet Judgment Day as that could be one 

way to triumph over the evils and ills of the 

day. “Yet, in trumpeting Judgment Day, He 

may be seeking a personal salvation at the 

expense of his poetic achievement” [Selden 

Rodman, 32].  

 It was a fine poetry that proved his dazzling 

skills and proved to be unique, fervent and even 

passionate. In a world of chaos and confusion, 

the author had rendered the best of his efforts to 

bring about peace through his writings in using 

the religious sources for the removal of its 

battered values. In search of a new tradition, 

Lowell would have liked to witness a world free 

from violence, terror, famine, hunger, 

oppression, war, destruction, and chaos. To a 

world ridden with strife and violence, Lowell’s 

poems directly address for peace to reign 

supreme. 
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Abstract 
 The aim of this paper is to analyse the plight of African slaves in the novel “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”. This study 
highlights various sufferings experienced by the characters and the effects it created on them. The novel talks about a man 
named Uncle Tom, who is a slave and a true Christian. It portrays the pain, loss, humiliation faced by him and other 
slaves. Slavery is the most horrible system existed in American society. It had tear apart African people physically, 
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. Most of them were not able to accept themselves as individuals and also they are the 
creation of God, because of the hardship they were undergoing. This paper is trying to elucidate the agony of the slaves in 
the above novel. 
Keywords: Slavery, Separation, Sufferings, Loss 

 
Introduction 

 During 19th century, many of the American 

writers have brought out the system of slavery 

as the main theme in their works. They do try to 

make the American society to understand the 

evilness of slavery and wished to abolish that at 

any cost. One among them was Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, who is the author of “Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin”. She is an abolitionist and an author of 

almost thirty books. Her father was a Calvinist 

preacher. Her mother died after five years of her 

birth, due to tuberculosis. She sees her mother 

as a true Christian lady who did all her 

household activities sincerely and skilfully. 

Stowe’s love for her mother can be seen in the 

way she portrayed her women characters. She 

also lost her sixth child, Charley due to cholera 

in a very young age. These experiences aid her 

to feel the distress of slave mothers who lost 

their children through slave trade. The foremost 

reason behind the composition of “Uncle Tom’s 

Cabin” is one of her visions. Once she was 

attending a communion service in a chapel, at 

that time she happened to see the vision of a 

dying slave. This inspired her to write this 

novel. 

 The above novel is known as an anti-slavery 

novel. It is published in 1852 and was the 

second best- selling book of 19th century 

following the Bible. The novel is about Tom, a 

middle aged man who is a slave and a firm 

believer of God. It depicts the different faces of 

slavery which is experienced by him and other 

slaves. Through this novel, Stowe is trying to 

make her readers aware about the cruelty 

existed in the American society and the agony 

of black people.  

 American people failed to consider Africans 

as human beings. They forgot that the one who 

created them and the black people is same. In 

this world everyone are depended to each other 

and each individual have purpose as the 

famous writer Trotter says “…and thus has God 

formed all things according to his good pleasure 

and for his glory. Some men he has made black, 

some red, and some white; some he has made 

wise, and some he has made for one purpose 

and some for another;..”(Trotter.p11). Therefore 

no one has the right to say that he is better than 

someone else.  

  

Fear of Separation  

 Family is a bond that develops a human 

into a better version of him. It is an essential 

part of his life in this world. Through family 

relationships an individual learns how to share, 

care, love, respect each other. It also helps him 

to enjoy the real happiness and inner peace in 
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life. In the case of African slaves, many of them 

had no privilege to live with their own family. 

They lived like they had no family at all. 

Loneliness and sufferings were their friends. 

Most of them were not able to see or remember 

their own parents and siblings as they were 

detached from them in an early age. Due to 

slave trade, they lost their husbands, wives and 

children and were not fortunate enough to meet 

them again. 

 In “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”, Stowe has 

depicted the separation of families as a serious 

issue. How the wives and husbands are getting 

separated and how the children are getting 

separated from their parents can be clearly seen 

in this novel. The protagonist Uncle Tom was 

living happily with his wife and children in 

their master’s home. But the sudden decision of 

Mr Shelby’s selling plan has made the family 

split up. When Tom is sold, a woman lost her 

husband and children lost their father even 

though he was alive. He was also detached from 

his family and friends. He had the hope that he 

will meet them again but till his last breath he 

was not able to meet them. 

 George Harris, who is the husband of Mrs 

Shelby’s maid Eliza, is separated from his 

mother and sisters in his young age. This 

detachment affected him deeply and haunted 

him. He said to Mr Wilson “…when I was a 

little fellow, and laid awake whole nights and 

cried, it wasn’t the hunger, it wasn’t the 

whipping, I cried for. No, sir; it was for my 

mother and sisters….” (Stowe, p.139). He 

worked under a cruel master and this made him 

a rebellion. After his marriage also he was not 

fortunate enough to live with his wife and child 

as he was serving another master. His wife Eliza 

is also detached from her family in an early age. 

She got Mrs Shelby as her madam, so she had a 

chance to get education and good life. But she 

was also not able to live with her family or 

husband. That is why she refused to sell her 

child and escaped from her master’s home. She 

knows the pain of a child without living with 

their parents and she does not want her child to 

experience it. So she escaped. 

 Another character, Cassy who is an old lady 

lost her two daughters long back ago in a slave 

trade. Because of this reason, she killed her third 

child in order to save it from the evilness of 

slavery. All those years she was leading a lonely 

life. Once she got a chance to escape and was 

able to meet one of her lost daughter who is 

Eliza. Finally her family get reunited.  

 

Physical and Emotional Sufferings 

 More than anything else the attacks on the 

bodies and minds of the black people were the 

most beastly thing in slavery. Slaves were 

forced to work from early morning to late night. 

Most of them obediently worked hard to avoid 

the cruel treatments of their masters. If these 

slaves did good job also, masters were not ready 

to appreciate them. Instead of appreciation, they 

put more workloads on these poor people. In 

the case of slave women, masters used them for 

sexual pleasures. If they obey their master, they 

used to do favours and if they reject to do 

anything, they were brutally punished. 

Americans treated their slaves as machines and 

animals. They used to beat, kick, whip, abuse, 

insult, humiliate and rape their slaves. Mainly 

the disobedient slaves were punished but 

sometimes, because of the inferiority complex of 

the masters also slaves were subjected to ill 

treatments. Through this ill treatment masters 

manifested their dominance over the slaves. 

 All these injustices are depicted in Stowe’s 

novel. The character George Harris was good in 

all his works. He was a very intelligent man. But 

his master did not accept his intelligence or 

hardworking and whenever he got a chance he 

treated George badly. The more he does, his 

master assign him with more works. He told his 

wife that, “I have been careful and I have been 

patient, but it’s growing worse and worse; flesh 

and blood can’t bear it any longer;- every 

chance he can get to insult and torment me, he 

takes”(Stowe, p.22). Once George invented a 

machine in his master’s company and when the 

master saw the way George explains the things 

in front of others, he got inferior complex. 
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Suddenly the master took him to home and 

appointed him for other works. 

 According to Uncle Tom’s third master, 

Simon Legree, slaves are meant for pain and 

sufferings. So he treated them like non-living 

things which do not have feelings or emotions. 

In his opinion, slaves should not help each 

others. When Uncle Tom tried to help a woman 

in her job, Simon’s assistant comes there and 

kick both of them with his boots. Simon always 

used to abuse his women slaves. He abuses 

Emmeline, a young black girl whom he bought 

along with Tom. Another slave Rosa was 

publically insulted by her mistress. This lady 

publically whipped Rosa, which means she was 

forced to appear in front of everyone without 

any dress. Even American’s children used to 

whip their slaves. This is shown through the 

character, Henrique. He was a young white boy. 

For him it was a normal thing to whip his slaves 

and he did not feel any guilty about it. He says 

to Eva that “Dear cousin, you don’t know Dodo; 

it is the only way to manage him, he is full of 

lies and excuses” (Stowe, p.325). 

Nothing as Their Own 

 In those days slaves had no income or 

wealth as their own. Everything they did or 

earned belongs to their masters. Their family 

were also not belonging to them. Even they 

themselves did not belong to them. More than 

them their masters had the control on their body 

and life. In the novel this is mentioned. Simon 

asks Uncle Tom that “didn’t you never hear out 

of yer Bible, ‘servants, obey yer masters? An’t I 

yer, master? Didn’t I pay down twelve hundred 

dollars, cash, for all there is inside yer old 

cussed shell? An’t yer mine, now, body and 

soul?”(Stowe, p. 436). He also tells him that, 

Tom’s body and soul belongs to him. Tom 

refuses this by saying that his soul is already 

saved by Jesus. 

 Education was prohibited for slaves. 

Because Americans thought that, if slaves get 

education, they will escape from their control or 

start to fight for freedom. In the novel, Marie 

says that “…but all these creatures get used to 

it; it’s the only way they can be kept in order. 

Once let them feel that they are to take any airs 

about delicacy, and all that, and they’ll run all 

over you, just as my servants always have...” 

(p.392).Few masters allowed their slaves to read 

and write for helping in business related 

matters. In some places, kind mistresses helped 

their slaves to get education. Through this only, 

the character Eliza, maid of Mrs. Shelby became 

educated. Her mother Cassy was also a well 

educated woman. But most of the other slaves 

in the novel are not good in speaking or 

reading. Even though Tom know the Bible 

verses, because of his little education his 

pronunciation was not that much correct.  

 

Conclusion 

 African slaves always lived with the fear 

that, next day they may lose any of their family 

members or they themselves may get detached 

from their family. Most of them were treated 

like non-living things. Their masters abused, 

humiliated, tormented them and no one was 

there to question these cruelties. Slaves had 

nothing as their own. They were completely 

under the control of their masters. They 

survived each day with the small hope that one 

day they will get freedom. All these issues are 

portrayed in Stowe’s “Uncle Tom’s Cabin”. It 

also shows the difference in the way American 

Christians treated their slaves and the way non- 

Christians treated their slaves. Through this 

novel, Stowe also tells about the importance of 

leading a true Christian life even though one is 

going through hardships and struggles.  
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Abstract 
 Alice Walker is one of the prominent women writers of the twentieth century American Literature. She was 
internationally known in the 1980s with the publication of her novel The Color Purple. In this novel she elucidates the 
black woman’s struggle for survival, wholeness, sexual, political and racial equality. The novel also advocates the women 
bonding and the importance of women empowerment in a society where women face both physical and emotional abuse. 
The novel honestly explores the white racial oppression of blacks both in America and in Africa. This paper deals with the 
injustice meted out by the characters because of racial discrimination and related intolerance.  
Keywords: Racism, Black women, Oppression, African-American, Discrimination, Intolerance, Empowerment 

 
Introduction 

 In the nineteenth century many African 

American women raised their voice against 

slavery in support of black woman’s right. 

Following this in the twentieth century, the 

African American women writers have 

continued to work towards abolition of race and 

gender inequality as they have faced oppression 

in terms of race, class and ethnicity. Race and 

ethnicity are different. Ethnicity is determined 

by cultural factors such as nationality, language 

and culture while race is determined by 

physical characteristics such as facial features 

and skin colour. Racism is the belief in the 

dominance of one race over the other which 

leads to discrimination and other social 

injustice.The most representative African 

American writers of recent period include Toni 

Morrison, Alice Walker, Maya Angelou who 

continue such central themes in African-

American woman’s literary tradition as female 

friendship, search for and discovery of identity 

and community, racial oppression and sexual 

violence, the importance of ancestry. 

Alice Walker is an African American writer 

who explores herself as a novelist, poet, essayist 

and critic. Most of her works concern with the 

life of Black women and their struggles in an 

unequal social system. According to Bernard.W. 

Bell “Alice Walker deepened our understanding 

of the limitations and possibilities of lives of 

Black Americans.” The Color Purple which was 

published in 1982 was Walker’s third novel and 

she won the Pulitzer Prize and the American 

Book Award for fiction in 1983. Indeed The Color 

Purple is a reflection of the personal background 

of Walker, growing as a black women in a 

patriarchal and white dominated society. 

 Walker’s personal experiences serve as a 

source of inspiration in her work. She was born 

on 9 February, 1944 in Eatonton, Georgia, 

United States where most African Americans 

strived at the difficult job of tenant farming. Her 

writing reflects the roots and stamps of slavery 

and subjugation of Black people. The political 

and social events that occurred in the United 

States in the 1960s and 1970s played significant 

role in influencing the writings of Alice Walker. 

The Civil Right Movement in the United States 

is among the factors that greatly influenced 

Walker’s writing about the plight of black 

women in America. In 1954, the court ruled in 

favor of the Civil Right Movement and declared 
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that having separate social amenities such as 

schools for the whites and coloured people. 

 
Outline of the Color Purple 

 The Color Purple is a novel which highlights 

the oppression of women and maintains 

women’s relation to nature as major element of 

freedom. Celie, a poor, barely literate Southern 

black woman who struggles to escape the 

brutality and degradation of her treatment by 

men. The tale is told primarily through her own 

letters. In the first few letters Celie tells God that 

she has been raped by her father and that she is 

pregnant for the second time with his child. 

Celie’s mother is quit ill and after cursing Celie, 

dies, leaving Celie alone to face her father. Celie 

turns her attention to protecting her sister, 

Nettie, from her father’s sexual advances. Celie 

marries Mr. an old widower. She is caring her 

husbands four children and she is raped and 

beaten by her husband. Celie attached to Shug 

Avery, a glamorous blues singer who is her 

husband’s mistress. Several years later, Celie 

eagerly accepts the responsibility of nursing 

Shug back to health, thus beginning a lifetime of 

friendship and love between the two women. 

 The oldest of Celie’s children, Harpo, 

marries an independent young women, Sofie, 

and soon after, Celie encourages Harpo to beat 

her into submission, just as all men have beaten 

Celie. Sofie later confronts Celie about this 

betrayel, but the confrontation leads to a deep 

and enduring sisterhood and Sofie remains 

independent. The two women create a “Sister’s 

Choice” quilt together- the symbolism of quilts 

permeates much of the novel. Just as a scraps of 

cloth come together to form a new, strong, 

useful product, so, too, can two black women 

come together to forge a similar strong and 

useful bond. Nettie has written countless letters 

to Celie, regarding their African heritage. 

Nettie’s letters also demonstrate parallels 

between Celie’s world and the African world, 

including the bond that can develop among the 

multiple wives of African men, the deep 

friendship and love that exist between two 

women. With a new found strength, Celie frees 

herself from her husband’s repressive control 

and starts a new independent life. Through 

Celie, Walker presents black women as 

powerless as they cannot fight for their rights. 

She spends most of her life tolerating the 

oppressive treatment in the society, but later she 

realizes the brighter side of life. 

 
Theme of Racism in the Novel 

 Color discrimination is the greatest problem 

of the world; especially for women. If a women 

is black, she does not get full respect from the 

society in comparison to a white one. There are 

many problems related to colour discrimination. 

African Americans also referred to as Black 

Americans or Afro-Americans and formerly as 

American Negroes are citizens or residents of 

the United States who have at least partial 

ancestry from any of native populations of sub-

Saharans from Africa. Most African Americans 

are of West African women of African origin in 

the United States having always been keenly 

aware of the impact of race, class, gender and 

oppression upon their lives. Since slavery, they 

should have struggled individually and in 

groups, spontaneously and in formal 

organization to eradicate the multiple injustice 

that they and their communities face. It is only 

the memories of the painful and agonizing 

activities experienced by their people in 

America which make us accept the violence and 

bitterness that has characterized blacks of recent 

past. The black writers are speaking for the 

people as never before. About black person W. 

E. B. Du Boise calls them “double 

consciousness” from which he describes as 

follows, “[A Black person] ever feels his two 

ness,-- an American, a Negro, two souls, two 

thoughts, two unreconciled Strivings; two 

waring ideas in one dark body, whose dogged 

strength alone keeps it from being torn 

asunder.” 
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In most part of the novel, the racist 

thoughts and attitudes display vividly. African 

American women faces double oppression 

firstly they are blacks, secondly they are 

women.Celie believes herself to be ugly in part 

because of her very dark skin. Sofia, after 

fighting back against the genteel racism of 

the mayor and his wife, ends up serving as 

maid to that family, and as surrogate mother 

to Eleanor, who does not initially recognize the 

sacrifices Sofia has been forced to make.Walker 

reveals the racism that black women in the 

south endured. 

 Nettie’s letters describes the exploitation of 

the indigenous African people, and Africa has 

been the source of their identity as black people, 

as Nettie says that African folklore as the origins 

of many African American folk tales points to 

the international slave trade as the means of this 

exchange. In a journey to New York, Nettie 

writes in her letters to Celie, about the affect of 

racism in the community and issues of racism: 

‘We had ride in the sit down section of the train, 

but Celie there are beds on the train! And a 

restaurant! And toilets! The beds come down 

out of the walls, over the top of the seats, and 

are called berths. Only white people can ride in 

the beds and use the restaurant. And they have 

different toilets from coloured.’(135) When 

Nettie is in the platform white man says to his 

wife on the platform in the South Carolina, 

‘Niggers going to Africa, Now I have 

everything.’ (135) 

 White people like the mayor and his wife 

assume that it is a great honour to be a white 

lady’s housemaid. Because Sofie is unwilling to 

place herself in this position as maid for white 

people, the white mayor and police beat her in 

order to reassert their racial dominance. 

Therefore just because a black woman hit a 

white man, Sofie is put in prison and she is 

paroled for good behaviour and sent to work as 

a maid in the mayor’s house for twenty years. 

She is disallowed to see her children for twelve 

years which make her bury her sentiments 

deep. Sofie protests against racial exploitation. 

Most of the characters in the novel do not seem 

bothered by the racist insult they endure. Even 

though, Sofie trains Miss Millie the mayor’s 

wife to drive the car, she condescends to drive 

Sofie home and refuses to allow her sit beside 

her which makes Sofie to sit in the back seat 

without an argument. Miss Milie even says, 

‘Have you ever seen a white person and a 

coloured sitting side by side in the car, when on 

of’em wasn’t showing the other one how to 

drive it or clean it’ (104) These lines reflect 

racism in the novel and how the white people 

behave with black people because of the colour 

of their skins. Another incident in the novel is 

when Sofie feels like seeing her children after 

five years and the mayor’s wife doesn’t reverse 

and return home. The car engine had some 

problem and Sofie tells her sister’s husband to 

take her home but she refuses she says, ‘I 

couldn’t ride in a pick-up with a strange 

coloured man’(105).  

 After spending years in jail she finally got 

out but she was spiritually raped and 

emotionally abused. Before the incident she was 

proud and independent, but the mayor’s action 

turned her into a hopeless women. Criticizing 

white racism, Walker makes Sofie comment: 

‘They backward, she say, Clumsy and unlucky. 

White folks is a miracle of affliction.’(106) 

 Most of the characters of the novel live in 

sub standard housing separated from the white 

population, they have their own cemetery, 

church, school and they are forced to wait in 

lines until the whites are served. It is common 

for the whites to beat blacks and treat them as if 

they were slaves or animals. Even the poorest of 

whites consider themselves as superior to any 

black. 

 
Conclusion 

 Alice Walker’s The Color Purple presents the 

unfair treatment that blacks received in the 

South after the Civil war. Walker’s characters 

are victims of racial oppression and exist under 

https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-color-purple/characters/celie
https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-color-purple/characters/sofia
https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-color-purple/characters
https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-color-purple/characters/corrine
https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-color-purple/characters/eleanor-jane-stanley-earl-and-reynolds
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degrading circumstances. She explores the 

obscenity of racism which seeks to reduce the 

black’s passivity and submission, and destroy 

their capacity for resistance. Black Women is 

abused on account of their physical appearance 

and this forms the most common and 

dangerous form of race based prosecution. 
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